Proteolytic Queueing on Persister Cells
Alawiah H. Abualrahi1, Heather S. Deter1 and Nicholas C. Butzin1
Short Abstract — Persistence is a rare phenotypic switch that
allows bacteria to be resilient against several factors, including
antibiotics. Proteases are important elements for the formation
of, and perhaps maintenance of, the persistence state. Here we
explore the role of proteases in persister cells using queueing
theory, the study of waiting lines, which has previously been
applied to biological systems based on computational models and
synthetic biology principles. We have applied proteolytic
queueing to affect protease activity and found that proteolytic
queues lead to an increase in the number of persister cells during
stationary phase.
Keywords —persistence, proteolytic queueing, proteases
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I. FULL ABSTRACT

acterial persistence is considered a major contributing
factor if antibiotic treatments fail, particularly in chronic
and reoccurring infections1 and it has been identified in nearly
all major bacterial pathogens2. Persisters are a subpopulation
commonly found in bacteria that can precipitate antibiotic
resistance3. Persister cells tolerate antibiotics without genetic
mutations or spore formation4. Antibiotics kill vegetative
cells (non-persisters), but persister cells survive because they
have slow metabolic processes compared to vegetative cells,
especially slower translation5. Persistence is affected by
multiple systems, such as toxin-antitoxin (TA) and proteases
activity. TA systems are often considered key regulators of
bacterial persistence; when toxins in these systems are at a
higher level than their cognate antitoxins the resulting free
toxin activity triggers persistence6. The proportion of
antitoxin-to-toxin can be regulated at both the degradation
and production levels. Many antitoxins of the TA systems are
degraded by the same proteases, and it is likely that this
common factor causes some level of coordination7.
Proteases play a fundamental role in persistence. However,
gene knockouts and overexpression have not yet identified
how cellular regulation is influenced by changes in protease
activity. To examine the effects of protease activity, we used
queueing theory, in which one type of customer competes for
processing by servers, that has traditionally been applied to
systems such as computer networks and call centers8. The
biological queueing theory principally assumes that there are
limited processing resources in a cell. Synthetic systems have
been engineered to demonstrate that proteolytic queues form
and can coordinate synthetic circuits when proteases are a
limited resource9. Proteolytic queueing does not affect growth
rates and provides a tunable method of changing degradation
rates. We can synthetically cause a proteolytic queue by

inducing expression of a fluorescent protein linked to amino
acid tag, which targets the protein for degradation by a
specific protease. We have found that the level of persister
cell increases over 100-fold upon induction. This effect on
persister levels only occurs when queue formation is
maintained during antibiotic treatment (quantification of
persister relies on killing non-persister cells). Furthermore,
induction during antibiotic treatment alone increases
persistence and therefore transcription and translation must be
occurring during the antibiotic treatment to maintain the
queue. These results underscore the importance of both
transcription and translation for persister cell viability.
While many known persister related genes may be affected
by the queue, TA systems are likely not responsible for
queueing effects. If there was a queued antitoxin, then
proteolytic queueing should result in higher free toxin and
fewer persisters. We observed substantially higher persister
levels, thus it seems unlikely that TA systems are directly
responsible. We are currently screening for the protein(s)
responsible for increased persistence in response to the queue.
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Kinetic transport in a whole-cell model of E. coli
Eran Agmon1 and Markus Covert1
Abstract— To claim that we understand the behavior of a
cell, we must be able to predict how would that cell would
respond to changes in its environment. The transport system is
a primary mediator of a cell’s response to changes in external
nutrient concentrations — transport fluxes can quickly drive
changes to internal molecular pools. Over longer time scales,
this can influence gene expression. As part of our effort to
extend whole-cell modeling into more complex environments,
the work described here integrates a kinetic model of amino
acid transport with a whole-cell model of Escherichia coli.
Index Terms— Whole-cell model, transport, amino acids,
environment modeling, Escherichia coli

I. BACKGROUND
modeling aims to predict cellular behavior
by integrating heterogeneous datasets and parameters
into a detailed mechanistic model of cellular processes.
In 2012 our lab reported the first whole cell model, of
Mycoplasma genitalium [1]. More recent effort has focused
on extending the framework to Escherichia coli [2]. In
addition to having ten times more genes than M. genitalium,
and 50-100 times as many molecules, E. coli can also grow
in a wide variety of environmental conditions. This vastly
increases the scope its modeling requirements.
Adding a kinetic model of transport is part of an effort to
extend the whole-cell model of E. coli into more complex
environments. Previous transport in whole-cell models was
implemented as part of a metabolic sub-model, in a similar
method to flux-balance analysis [3]. But in more complex
environments, this approach is likely to produce inaccurate
simulations. The current work introduces a transport submodel that is deterministic with respect to environmental
conditions, and constrains the whole-cell model’s behavior.
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II. R ESULTS
We identified 466 transport processes controlled by 239
unique transporters in E. coli [4]. These include diffusion
through pores, electrochemical potential-driven transporters,
and active transporters such as those driven by ATP. Amino
acids alone are transported by 71 transport processes, controlled by 43 unique transporters. As a practice run for a
more complete kinetic transport sub-model, we here focus
only on these amino acid transport processes
Kinetic model of transport. Each transport process is defined as a rate law that determines flux between periplasmic
and cytoplasmic molecular pools as a function of transporter
and substrate concentrations. We use convenience kinetics;
1 Department of Bioengineering, Stanford University, Stanford, CA,
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a general rate laws that can be expanded into any possible
kinetic mechanism defined by a biochemical network [5].
Parameter estimation. Due to the difficulty of characterizing non-soluble, membrane-associated proteins, only few
kinetic parameters for transport have been experimentally
measured. Because of this, we have curated other measurements related to transport such as uptake rates, intraand extra-cellular metabolite concentrations, and transporter
concentrations. A genetic algorithm is used to search the
parameter space of a given rate law for parameters values that
best fit all of the experimental data. As needed, we simplify
the rate laws — for example, by omitting concentration terms
that are thought to be saturating.
Integration with whole-cell model. We test different
implementation strategies to simulate how transport impacts metabolism. The whole-cell model without kinetic
transport provides predictions of transport fluxes in a few
known conditions – these become targets for the kinetic
model parameterization. We then remove transport from the
metabolic sub-model and instead use the determined uptake
and secretion rates to calculate changes to internal metabolite
pools. The metabolism sub-model responds to these changes
by adjusting flux distributions that meet flexible objectives.
III. C ONCLUSION
As whole-cell models continue to develop, they will need
to predict behavior in increasingly complex environments.
This will enable simulations to investigate cellular response
to environments that are impossible to reproduce in the wet
lab. As a first step towards this goal, we have here focused
more closely on dynamic environments that vary only in few
nutrient concentrations — in this case, amino acids. Getting
transport right and seamlessly integrated will be an essential
piece of predicting cellular response.
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Optimization of Transport to Multiple Protein
Demand Sites in the Neuron
Anamika Agrawal1 and Elena F Koslover1
Abstract— Extended neuronal cells require active transport
to replenish proteins lost to turnover and decay throughout
their periphery. We develop a quantitative model to explore how
an active transport system can be optimized to deliver proteins
to multiple targets along a neuronal projection, balancing broad
vs rapid distribution of proteins manufactured in the cell body.
Our model is applied specifically to the dynamics of protein
exchange by fusion and fission between a dual population
of stationary and motile mitochondria, quantifying the extent
to which such a transport mechanism can support spatially
heterogeneous metabolic demand.
Index Terms— Intracellular Transport, Neuron, Mitochondria

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to their large size, neuronal projections tend to have
spatially heterogeneous needs for protein delivery from the
cell body in order to maintain proteomic homeostasis [1].
This variability presents a challenge to intracellular transport
systems that must deliver proteins simultaneously to multiple
targets spaced throughout the cell periphery. For example,
nodes of Ranvier situated at periodic intervals throughout the
axon require a timely supply of ion channels, transporters and
membrane proteins [2]. Similarly, synaptic bouton regions
have high metabolic demands and thus require localized
delivery of mitochondria and associated proteins [3] Longrange transport and delivery of proteins from the soma
to peripheral targets occurs via active transport vehicles
like the golgi-derived vesicles, mitochondria, and protein
aggregates [4]. We use physical modeling to delineate how
an active transport system could be optimized to efficiently
deliver and replenish proteins at multiple sites along a
neuronal projection. Specifically, we explore how the spatial
distribution of metabolic proteins is regulated by dual populations of stationary and motile mitochondria that exchange
contents through dynamic fission and fusion events.
II. M ETHODS AND A PPROACH
We adopt analytical and computational methods to model
protein transport along the axon. We assume that proteins
are produced at a constant rate at the cell body at one
terminal and are transported along a one-dimensional axonal
projection. Subcompartments such as the nodes of ranvier
and stationary mitochondria at synaptic boutons are treated
as protein ‘sinks’ interspersed through the axonal domain.
1 Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego. Email:
ana057@ucsd.edu

Protein carriers move processively through the domain, with
enhanced probability of stopping and exchanging proteins at
these localized regions of high demand. Different proteins
are expected to have sinks with different spacing, as well
as differing decay rates during transport and in the sink
regions. A full exploration of the parameter regimes for this
model will thus enable its application to multiple neuronal
delivery systems.
Because targets are located sequentially along the neuronal
projection, enhanced delivery of proteins at proximal locations necessarily decreases the flux to more peripheral targets. It is thus possible to identify an optimum set of transport
parameters (velocity, stopping rates, and processivity) for
efficient and robust delivery to multiple targets, depending
on the rate of protein decay during transit and the target site
density. While the analytical model is used to develop meanfield steady-state results, we leverage stochastic simulations
to explore the effect of confining proteins within discrete
carrier vesicles. In particular, we investigate the effect of
mitochondrial fusion into clusters of varying sizes on the
exchange of proteins through a dynamic system of motile
and stationary mitochondria within neuronal axons. We also
model the response rate for re-establishing proteomic homeostasis in the event of an injury or other local enhancement
in protein turnover.
III. C ONCLUSION
We develop a transport model to delineate the optimum
parameters for protein delivery to multiple target sites along
an extended domain. The model is applied to quantify the
efficiency of protein distribution by a dynamic population of
fusing and splitting mitochondria in neurons.
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Designing protease-based enzymatic logic circuits
Deepak K. Agrawal1 , Elliott Dolan2 , Sagar D. Khare2 and Eduardo D Sontag3
Abstract— We present mathematical models of protease
enzyme-based biosensors that are capable of detecting two
different inputs and produce as output either an OR or an XOR
Boolean function. These biosensors employ post-translational
modifications of synthetic proteins which are designed to interact in the presence of chemical and physical signals at timescales
of seconds to minutes. To achieve desired functionality, we optimize the operation of each reaction network through rigorous
numerical analysis, and the improvements are explained using
sensitivity analysis. We demonstrate that each biosensor can
meet the performance specifications at biologically plausible
reaction parameters. These results suggest that our approach
is viable for constructing fast reaction networks for biosensing
applications with a capability of molecular computing.
Index Terms— Logic gates, protease, enzyme, mathematical
modeling.

where a small molecule or blue light acts to bring two
proteins or protein fragments together respectively. This
interaction allows inactive split protease enzymes which are
fused to each dimerizer protein to come in close proximity,
thus restoring activity of the protein by reconstituting it in
response to the input stimulus. This process converts a chemical or physical input signal into a sufficient concentration of
an active protease enzyme. Thus, each switch is capable of
producing the same type of output in response to different
kinds of inputs (small molecule or blue light). We develop
ordinary differential equation (ODE) models and analyze
the dynamic response of each switch through numerical and
mathematical analysis under realistic reaction conditions.
B. Constructing biosensors with Boolean logic computation

I. P URPOSE
signaling networks perform efficient computation
in a complex environment by sensing and processing
a multitude of chemical and physical signals into various
responses that play a significant role in cell metabolism
and function. This biological computation typically utilizes
chemical reaction networks that follow defined input-output
characteristics to generate a diversity of response outputs
in response to a set of inputs. Inspired by these, several
elementary and complex synthetic biological circuits have
been developed to demonstrate proof-of-principle for biological computation [1]. These synthetic circuits typically rely
on gene expression, which is used as an elementary signal
and can take several hours to days to effectively propagate
and respond to a stimulus. In recent times, an alternative
paradigm has been developed that uses post-translational protein modifications or protein fragments mediated by enzymes
to realize fast molecular computation [2], [3]. To further this
approach, here we present mathematical models of proteasebased elementary logic circuits for the rapid detection and
response to chemical and optical inputs.
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II. RESULTS
A. Biosensor components
In our design, currently under experimental implementation, each biosensor uses chemically-induced dimerized
(CID) [4] and light-induced dimerized switches (LID) [5]
Work partially supported by grants DARPA FA8650-18-1-7800 and NSF
1817936.
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CID and LID switches can be networked in order to
make more complex circuits that can process versatile inputs
on a fast timescale. As proof-of-principle, we construct the
model of a biosensor capable of producing a high output
(fluorescence) when either or both inputs are present, thereby
demonstrating an OR gate functionality. Our approach is
advantageous over others [2] in that, instead of designing
a completely new reaction network for each logic gate,
CID and LID switches can be considered as elementary
building blocks for new logic gates. To demonstrate this
capacity, we extend the OR gate design to achieve XOR
gate functionality by allowing the two protease enzymes used
by each switch to degrade each other. Therefore, when both
the inputs are present, reconstituted proteases annihilate each
other, resulting in a low output.
III. C ONCLUSION
Our work serves as a guide to the design of proteasebased enzymatic biosensors for molecular computation, in
a mathematical framework to evaluate and optimize circuit
performance generalizable to other molecular logic circuits.
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Yeast as bioreactors: Understanding the role of vacuolar size in biochemicals
concentration
Gabriela Alvarez-Azanedo, B.A., and YH Mark Chan, Ph.D.
Department of Biology, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA 94132
Eukaryotic cells contain internal compartments (organelles) which house molecules involved in
specialized biochemical reactions. Thus, organelles can be used as bioreactors. For instance,
vacuoles in Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast are dynamic organelles that are capable of
manufacturing precursor compounds of liquid fuels such as gasoline. However, it is unknown if
vacuolar size plays a role in the concentration of the compounds that vacuoles store. Here, we
examine whether vacuolar size limits the amount of a compound vacuoles can accumulate. Our
compound of interest is p-Ribosylamino Imidazole (AIR), an intermediate molecule in the ‘de
novo’ Purine Biosynthesis (DNPB) pathway. AIR accumulates in the vacuoles of S. cerevisiae
mutants defective in the ADE2 gene (also involved in the DNPB pathway) when grown in
adenine-deprived medium. To study the capacity of different vacuole sizes to store AIR, ade2
mutants will be imaged via confocal, fluorescent microscopy. These images will reveal threedimensional information of the vacuoles and AIR content from fluorescent signatures. The
fluorescence intensities from the vacuolar membrane (GFP-tagged) and AIR (naturally red
fluorescent when exposed to oxygen) will be analyzed using ImageJ and MatLab and used as a
proxy to determine a correlation between vacuole size and amount of accumulated AIR. Our
expected results include a direct correlation between vacuolar size and the amount of AIR
accumulated. Understanding how vacuolar size affects the amount of a compound accumulated
within the vacuoles could shed light on finding effective ways to enhance yeast vacuoles as
bioreactors to manufacture [other] compounds of interest in larger scales.

An Auto-catalytic Cell Intercalation Mechanism to
Understand Tissue Elongation during
Morphogenesis
Samira Anbari1 , Javier Buceta2
Abstract— Axial elongation during the development of all
metazoans body plans is a crucial process that is not fully
understood. Here, we propose a mechanism based on an
auto-catalytic feedback between cell mechanical properties and
cell signaling to address the problem of tissue elongation.
The proposing mechanism relies on a non-trivial combination
of the differential adhesion hypothesis and the concept of
positional information that modulates the former in a locationdependent manner. Our numerical simulations use a vertex
model approach and we implement the French Flag model
and Turing patterning as positional information mechanisms
to illustrate our proposal.

I. I NTRODUCTION
development, the initial spherical symmetry of the
zygote undergoes complex changes in size and shape
to form different tissues/organs and implement the body plan
[1]. In that regard, axis elongation is a key morphogenetic
geometric transformation that relies on the regulation of
growth, division, and motility due to the interplay between
signaling and cell mechanical properties. In this context,
different mechanisms have been proposed and it has been
shown that differential growth, oriented divisions, active
migration, and cellular intercalation processes contribute to
tissue elongation in various contexts [2], [3]. Yet, open
questions remain. The limb bud is a model system in
morphogenesis to understand patterning and the directed
developmental expansion of a tissue. However, the reported
features of the limb bud outgrowth reveal that this process is
far from being understood and set an intriguing elongation
conundrum [4]. Herein, we propose a general framework
to understand the process of tissue elongation that relies
on the interplay between cellular mechanical properties and
signaling mechanisms to provide cell positional information
within a primordium.
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II. R ESULTS
A. Mechano-signaling Feedback: The Auto-Catalytic Cell
Intercalation Model
Cell intercalation driven by the differential adhesion hypothesis (DAH) cannot sustain elongation. The reason is that
1 Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015. Email: saa416@lehigh.edu
2 Department of Bioengineering, Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015 . Email: jbuceta@lehigh.edu

the DAH hypothesis assigns distinct mechanical properties
to cell populations based on inherited cellular identity. Here,
instead, we propose a DAH intercalation mechanism where
adhesion depends on identities that are provided, dynamically, by positional information as determined by signaling
cues rather than inherited.
B. Illustrating Auto-Catalytic Cell Intercalation Model using
French Flag model and Turing patterning.
To illustrate our model, that we refer to as Auto-catalytic
Cell Intercalation, we perform numerical simulations of
growing tissues by means of a vertex model approach [5],
and two well-known positional information mechanisms:
the French Flag model and Turing patterning. The Autocatalytic Cell Intercalation mechanism induces a noticeable
elongation in tissues patterned by Morphogen gradients.
However, robust axis elongation in Turing patterned tissues
relies on synergetic interactions of anisotropic growth and
cell intercalation. In both cases, our results show that if
cell-cell adhesion is regulated by the cellular environment
in a location-dependent manner, then intercalation can be
sustained in time and division orientation is shaped by cell
stretching (as reported in different contexts). As a result,
tissues and cells elongate along perpendicular directions as
described in experiments.
III. C ONCLUSION
We propose a novel mechanism that fills the gap of knowledge about how mechano-signaling feedback may drive
directional cell activities to induce sustained intercalation
processes and explain both the cellular growth/division behavior and the elongation of tissues.
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Towards another narrative for T lymphocyte
motility from alternative statistical analysis
Francois Asperti, Judy Cannon, Melanie Moses
Short Abstract — T lymphocyte motility has been shown to
be linked to T lymphocyte activation and to a larger extent to
the development of an adaptive immune response. The purpose
of this study is to show how statistical analysis is linked to the
details of the narrative of a scientific investigation and to how
allowing a more complex statistical model to describe the
datasets of T lymphocytes motility can lead to the definition of
an alternative - and non obvious - narrative for the explanation
of T lymphocyte motility itself and, to a larger extent, to an
alternative explanation of the involvement of T lymphocyte
motility in T lymphocyte-dependent adaptive immune response.
Keywords — T lymphocytes, Cellular motility, Multiscale
statistical analysis.

T

he study of in vivo T lymphocyte motility has been of

interest for immunologists in the last two decades as T
lymphocytes present an active behaviour allowing these cells
to interact with many different cells and structures in the
near environment. In this context, many teams have started
to try and quantify several aspects of T cell behaviour in the
organs where T cells interact with dendritic cells. Motility
parameters such as translational speed (velocity) and
rotational speed (turning angle) are two typical parameters
quantified ; the main goal being to link T cell motility to T
cell ability to interact with the environment and, to a larger
extent, to the ability of T cells to get activated and initiate an
immune response.
In vivo T lymphocyte motility is studied by monitoring
labelled T cell motility in lymph nodes (or other types of
secondary lymphoid organs) using a confocal microscope.
Several microscope fields from several organs from several
mice, each field having multiple fluorescent lymphocytes are
taken into account for a statistical analysis of the data.

The aim of such a statistical analysis is to compare the
statistical parameters of a “wild type” population of T
lymphocytes to a different population of T lymphocytes
(treated or KO for a certain gene) in order to understand the
mechanistic role of molecular pathways involved in T cell
motility and the potential benefits for understanding T cell

activation and the more general concept of T cell-dependent
immunity.
Even though this way of reasoning seems fair, a justified
comparison of different cellular populations (experimental
condition) of lymphocytes requires that a thorough study of
potential statistical heterogeneities be performed for each
condition (separately), so that the potential differences
uncovered from statistical comparison is related, not to a
lack of explanation for the multiple scales of complexity and
heterogeneities in the statistical structure of each dataset, and
rather to the mechanistic (structural/molecular/genetic)
differences between the two populations of lymphocytes
compared with each other in a study.
In other words, cell motility and more specifically
lymphocyte motility interpretation have been recently
brought to another level by taking into account in vivo
analysis of cellular behaviour.
In this context, assumptions about potential statistical
heterogeneities in the data can be made instead of
considering a single process (from a single underlying
distribution) of T cell instantaneous velocity or T cell
instantaneous turning angle among individual cell tracks,
individual microscopic field, individual lymph node and
individual mouse.
Current results obtained by re-analyzing T lymphocyte data
motility in lymph nodes suggests that taking into account a
more complex statistical structure, involving multiple scales
and heterogeneities, can allow, in the same way, for the
definition of a new and relevant narrative to explain T cell
activation in the context of a lymph node complex T cell
behaviours. Instead of considering a single statistical
population of behavioural events (implying only one
underlying mechanistic process) of T cell behaviour,
multiple groups of behaviour can be statistically defined and
compared, these behaviours being included and studied in
the context of a theoretical framework developed in parallel.

Design Guidelines For Sequestration Feedback
Control
Ania-Ariadna Baetica1 , Yoke Peng Leong2 and Richard M. Murray3
Abstract— Integral control is a type of feedback commonly
used in mechanical and electrical systems to achieve perfect adaptation to disturbances. A proposed implementation
of integral control in synthetic biological systems uses the
strong sequestration binding between two biochemical controller species for feedback control. The unbound amount of the
two sequestering biochemical species represents the integral of
the error between the current and the desired state of the system
being controlled. However, in practice, implementing integral
control using sequestration feedback has been challenging
due to the controller molecules being degraded and diluted
inside cells. Furthermore, integral control can only be achieved
by sequestration feedback networks with binding rates that
satisfy stability constraints. In our work, we give guidelines for
guaranteeing the stability and good performance (small steadystate error) of sequestration feedback networks. Our guidelines
provide simple tuning options to obtain a flexible and practical
biological implementation of sequestration feedback control.
Using tools and metrics from control theory, we pave the path
for the systematic design of synthetic biological systems.
Index Terms— feedback control, synthetic biology, integral
control, sequestration feedback, controller design

I. I NTRODUCTION
An important goal of synthetic biology is to engineer reliable, robust, and well-performing systems from standardized
biological parts that can easily be combined together [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5]. Nonetheless, synthetic systems can lack robustness and be sensitive to their biological implementation [6],
[7], [8]. Differences in their biological parts, different model
organism implementations [9], or different experimental conditions can cause synthetic systems to cease to function
properly [10], [11]. This limits their applicability, as well
as the engineering of more complex synthetic systems.
The development of synthetic biological systems is limited
by the lack of consistent functionality, performance, and
robustness. These limitations are also present in mechanical
and electrical engineering. However, tools and concepts have
been developed to ameliorate them [12], [13], [14], [15]. For
example, the engineering design cycle is a framework for the
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iterative design, build, testing, and learning of engineered
systems [15]. The engineering design cycle can also be
iteratively applied to synthetic systems to achieve the desired
performance standards. In this work, we use engineering
principles and tools to design of a class of well-performing,
robust synthetic biological systems.
A widely used tool to improve the performance of mechanical and electrical systems is feedback control. Feedback
control allows a system to take corrective action based on
the measured differences between the current and desired
performance [15]. The foremost benefit feedback control
provides to biological, mechanical, and electrical systems
is robustness to uncertainty. Should the system undergo a
change such an external disturbance, the feedback controller
ensures that the system retains good performance properties
such as small steady-state error and fast response time by
correcting for the change. Additionally, feedback control
stabilizes an unstable process and accelerates a slow process.
Yet, if poorly designed, feedback control can inadvertently
amplify noise and exacerbate instability [16], [15].
Feedback is ubiquitous in natural biological systems,
where it serves to regulate their behavior. Examples of feedback control found in natural biological systems include the
regulation of body temperature [17], circadian rhythms [18],
calcium [19], and glycolysis [20]. In this work [21], we
explore the use of a feedback controller for synthetic biological systems that relies on the sequestration reaction of two
biological species. This sequestration feedback controller is
illustrated in Figure 1. Examples of synthetic systems that
use sequestration feedback include the concentration tracker
in [22], the two bacterial growth controllers in [23], and the
gene expression controller in [24]. An example of a natural
sequestration feedback system uses sigma factor σ 70 and
anti-sigma factor Rsd [25] for the two sequestering species.
The sequestration feedback introduced in Figure 1 has
been a promising implementation of feedback control that
can achieve perfect adaptation. Perfect adaptation (whose
engineering counterpart is integral control) ensures adaption
to disturbances with no steady-state error. A biological system with perfect adaptation displays excellent robustness and
performance in terms of steady-state error. Perfect adaptation
is a desirable property that can be found both in natural
biological systems and in synthetic systems [28], [29], [19],
[30], [16]. Briat et al. [31] studied stochastic sequestration
feedback systems with no controller species degradation and
demonstrated that they can achieve perfect adaptation under
certain conditions of stability. Nevertheless, we and others
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Fig. 1. A class of sequestration feedback networks. The sequestration
feedback controller ensures that the process output species Xn (orange)
tracks the reference signal set by the constitutive production of controller
species Z1 (purple) at rate µ. The controller species Z1 and Z2 (purple)
bind together at rate η in a sequestration reaction to form an inactive
complex represented by the empty set. The controller species Z1 acts on
the process input species X1 at rate θ1 . The process output species Xn acts
on the controller species Z2 at rate θ2 . Process input species X1 creates
process species X2 at rate k1 and process species Xn−1 creates process
output species Xn at rate kn−1 . The controller and the process species
are subjected to degradation and dilution, which is indicated by arrows
pointing to empty sets. Rates γc and γp each encompass both degradation
and dilution. For simplicity, we assume that the process species degradation
rates γp (orange) are equal. Similarly, we assume that the controller species
degradation rates γc (orange) are equal. An example process network that
follows these assumptions implements the process species as proteins inside
a bacterial cell. These simplifying assumptions match the setup in [26], [27].

have found the assumption of zero controller species degradation to be too restrictive for the practical implementation
of sequestration feedback [32], [33], [5], [27].
Hence, current synthetic sequestration controllers may
or may not be able to achieve perfect adaptation in a
practical biological implementation. Therefore, we relax the
requirement that the sequestration controller achieve perfect
adaptation and we simulate and design sequestration feedback controllers with small steady-state error, large stability
margin, and good disturbance rejection properties. These
controllers are advantageous because they do not require an
extremely precise implementation.
Previous research on sequestration feedback networks has
determined conditions for their stability, along with their
performance and robustness properties [31], [5], [26], [27].
Our current research [21] uses these properties of stability,
performance, and robustness to find optimal designs for
sequestration feedback networks. Additionally, we solve a
case study design problem for a sequestration feedback network with two process species. Finally, we develop general
guidelines for design of sequestration controllers for when
the process network is already specified by challenging
experimental constraints.
II. C ONCLUSION
The development of a first generation of biological controllers for bacteria and yeast marks the beginning of an
era when synthetic biological systems can function robustly
and perform well. In this work [21], we have considered
synthetic biological controllers implemented by a class of
sequestration feedback networks. Using control theoretical
methods, we have proposed designs that ensure stability,

robustness, and good performance for these sequestration
feedback network. We have offered tuning options for the
strength of the controller species’ sequestration reaction, as
well as for the production and the degradation rates of both
the process and the controller species. When possible, we
have suggested biological parts for the practical implementations of these designs. Depending on the applications of
interest to synthetic biology, we will benefit from multiple
mechanisms for feedback control of synthetic systems and
from multiple feedback controller designs.
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Specificity in Protein-Protein Interaction Networks
A. Jane Bardwell1 and Lee Bardwell1

Short Abstract — Protein overexpression can lead to nonspecific binding events that deplete a cell of functional
complexes, and increase toxic aggregates. We have developed a
theoretical framework for specificity in protein-protein
interaction networks. We find that interaction specificity
displays an unexpected relationship to protein concentrations.
For example, reducing the concentration of a given protein will
always improve the specificities of its interactions, but this will,
of necessity, decrease the specificity of other protein-protein
interactions in the cell. Thus, cellular concentrations (but not
Kd’s) are Pareto optimal with respect to specificities. Other
intriguing findings emerging from this analysis will also be
discussed.
Keywords — Specificity, protein-protein interaction networks,
binding, theoretical analysis, evolution, cancer, neurodegenative
disease.
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I. PURPOSE

any human diseases and disorders, including cancer,
birth defects, and neurodegeneration, are caused or
exacerbated by genetic or epigenetic changes that result in
protein overexpression or underexpression. The binding of
any two molecules depends not only on their intrinsic affinity,
but also on their concentration. As a consequence of the law
of mass action, any two molecules will associate if their
concentrations are high enough. For proteins that tend to be
sticky, these “dangerous concentrations” can readily be
reached in a cell, especially if the proteins are overexpressed.
Indeed, multiple studies that have shown that promiscuous
protein-protein interactions exist, can have deleterious
consequences for cells and organisms, and can impose
constraints on evolutionary change (1-6).
Intrinsic protein disorder and linear motif content have
been found to be some of the best predictors of dosage
sensitivity (7). Intrinsically-disordered regions of proteins are
thought to be promiscuous and non-specifically sticky (8,9).
Moreover, interactions mediated by linear motifs (such at the
PXXP motif recognized by SH3 domains) are notoriously
non-specific (10). Thus, strong evidence suggests that a
propensity
for
concentration-dependent
interaction
promiscuity can lead to off-target, non-cognate interactions
that have detrimental consequences for fitness and contribute
to disease progression. Although there is an extensive
literature on aggregation of monomers (11,12), there is little
theoretical analysis of the consequences of protein expression
changes on specificity in protein interactions networks.

II.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Building upon our previous work (13-15), we have recently
developed a theoretical framework for the analysis of
specificity in protein-protein interaction networks.
Specificity results from the ability of a protein to
preferentially recognize its own binding partner(s) while not
binding to highly similar proteins in other pathways. This is
determined both by the structure of the network (the wiring
and the binding affinities) and the concentration of the
component proteins. Increasing the concentration of any
protein always decreases the specificity of its interactions –
and this propagates through the network, affecting other
interaction specificities. Indeed, concentrations are Pareto
optimal with respect to specificity- changing a concentration
to make one interaction more specific will make others less
specific. Strong selection against off-target interactions will
favor a maximin strategy where concentrations are set so as
to maximize the minimum specificity. Furthermore, for high
specificity, we find that concentrations should be below Kds,
thus providing a rationalization for the modest affinity of
docking interactions mediated by short linear motifs.
III. CONCLUSION
These new findings provide insight into the structure of,
and selective pressures upon, protein interaction networks.
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Mechanical forces govern interactions of Listeria monocytogenes with host epithelial
cells
Abstract:
The epithelium of the gut is the first barrier that must be circumvented by the
intracellular bacterial pathogen Listeria monocytogenes (LM) during infection to initiate
systemic spread. After LM establishes infection of an epithelial cell, it can perform cellto-cell spread, using a form of actin-based motility to move through the cytoplasm, form
a protrusion at the host cell surface that pushes into a recipient cell, and then becomes
engulfed by the recipient cell before escaping into its cytosol to repeat this process.
During cell-to-cell spread, LM engages host intercellular junctions and potentially
reprograms host cells in ways that are still not yet fully understood.
We hypothesized that bacterial infection of host epithelial cells with LM would elicit
changes in the biomechanics of infected hosts, including changes in the cellextracellular matrix forces they exert while residing on deformable matrices mimicking
their natural environment. To test our hypothesis, we performed traction force
microscopy on MDCK epithelial cell monolayers infected with low levels of LM and
measured the forces that cells exerted on the soft matrices throughout the course of
several days post-infection. We found that infected host cells weaken the forces they
exert on their substratum significantly over the first few days of infection as compared to
nearby uninfected cells or compared to control uninfected cells. By monitoring the
movement of host cells’ nuclei, we also found that uninfected cells move towards the
center of the infection focus, squeezing the infected cells and initiating the formation of
highly packed domains of softer infected cells as revealed through atomic force
microscopy. Over the course of 2 days post-infection, these domains start attaining a
3D “mound” configuration and squeezed infected cells get extruded. The orientation of
cells around infection foci becomes highly anisotropic and uninfected cells orient
themselves with their major axis perpendicular to the tangent of the focus. Through
immunofluorescence microscopy and Western blotting, we have set out to find
candidates that might be responsible for these changes and we have strong evidence
that host innate immunity pathways are likely involved in that process.
Our work has aimed to identify what biomechanical changes occur during long-term
infection of epithelial cells with LM. The weakening of cell-extracellular matrix forces of
infected cells and the creation of extrusion domains underline the dynamic remodeling
capability of epithelial tissue and might hint on a potential mechanism employed by host
epithelial cells to contribute to clearance of bacterial infection.

A Novel Fluorescent Protein Reporter for Size
of Live Human Cells
Daniel F. Berenson1, Evgeny Zatulovskiy1, Shicong Xie1, and Jan M. Skotheim1

Short Abstract — Cell size is a critical but understudied
determinant of cellular physiology. Research has been hindered
by inadequate tools for measuring size in living cells. We applied
a novel strategy to measure the size of single human cells using a
nuclear-localized fluorescent protein expressed from a
constitutive promoter. We validated this method by comparing
it to established alternatives, and found that our fluorescence
measurements are more robust and less dependent on image
segmentation than the commonly-used measurement of nuclear
volume. Finally, we examined how cell size and concentrations
of key regulatory proteins together control the G1 to S phase
transition.
Keywords — Cell size, cell cycle, protein concentrations, live
cell imaging.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ELL size influences a variety of biological processes,
including biosynthesis and mitochondrial efficiency [1].
Moreover, cell size sets the denominator for concentration
measurements used in mass-action kinetics reaction rates in
ordinary differential equations mathematical models. Despite
this importance, variation in cell size has received
comparatively little quantitative research attention, perhaps
because it has been relatively difficult to accurately measure
the sizes of single living cells.
A number of techniques exist to measure cell size, but none
is perfectly suited for all experiments. Coulter counters and
flow cytometers provide snapshots of cell populations, but
cannot follow individual cells through time; confocal
microscopy and quantitative phase microscopy are difficult to
combine with time lapse imaging; and fluorescence exclusion
and microchannel resonance require custom equipment [2-3].
We hypothesized that we could exploit the fact that most
proteins in a cell are expressed at a constant concentration –
that is, their amount is proportional to the cell size – to
accurately measure cell size by measuring a single fluorescent
protein species.
II. RESULTS
We used the constitutively expressed EF1α promoter to
drive expression of mCherry-NLS in human mammary
epithelial cells, then compared fluorescence to several other
methods of measuring cell size. We used flow cytometry and

widefield imaging to show that mCherry-NLS amount is
proportional to forward scatter, a total protein dye, and
nuclear volume.
A. Sensitivity to image segmentation
Measuring nuclear volume is another convenient and
commonly used technique for estimating cell size, but also
requires image segmentation to distinguish foreground nuclei
[4]. We found that mCherry measurements were more robust
than nuclear volume to changing the image segmentation
threshold. In live time lapse images, we also found that
mCherry was substantially less noisy than nuclear volume.
B. Analysis of G1 size control
We applied our fluorescence measurements of cell size to
understand how cells control their size at the G1/S transition.
Using live cell imaging and the FUCCI cell cycle phase
marker, we observed that small-born cells spend longer in G1
than large born-cells, enabling them to catch up in size, while
there is no such size-dependent effect on S-G2 length. We
were also able to measure the decreasing concentration of the
cell cycle inhibitor Rb as cells grow during G1, which
provides a mechanism linking cell growth to cell cycle
progression at the G1/S transition [5].
III. CONCLUSION
A constitutively expressed fluorescent protein offers a
convenient and straightforward approach for studies into the
effects of cell size on physiology [6].
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Deciphering the code of cytokines with ϕ-evo
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Abstract— T cells secrete and detect cytokines to communicate during a collective immune response, giving rise to rise
to complex dynamical behaviour. Our experiments suggest that
time series of cytokines encode the quality (ability to trigger a
response) and the quantity of peptides (antigens) presented to T
cells. How can T cells decode this information? We have used ϕevo, an in silico evolution algorithm, to find simple biochemical
networks that could predict peptide quality based on cytokine
time series. We found that a simple network computing the
product of two cytokines can achieve a robust classification of
peptide quality.
Index Terms— cytokines, in silico evolution, T cell, biochemical network, collective computation

I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
can be activated by antigens (peptides) binding
to their antigen receptors, but they also need other
stimulatory signals to sustain the activation on longer time
scales [1]. Cytokines are an important part of these signals.
They are messenger proteins that T cells can both produce
and detect. They establish a global communication between
immune cells by diffusing through tissues [2], to ensure the
coherence of their collective response.
Research has shown that cytokines have multiple functions
in the immune system. For instance, IL-2 stimulates T
cell proliferation, controls their differentiation [3], increases
expression of IL-2 receptors, but inhibits its own production, leading to counterintuitive scaling laws in the immune
response [4]. Moreover, cytokines interact with one another:
for example, IL-2 competes with other cytokines for receptor
components, sometimes causing a given cytokine to have
opposite effects [3]. The importance of such interactions
demands that many cytokines be investigated jointly; yet, the
majority of studies have examined one cytokine at a time. In
total, there are around 30 well-documented cytokines in the
human body, but we are still lacking quantitative principles
to explain systematically their intricate mechanisms [5].
Our research tries to answer this need for a quantitative
study of the dynamics of multiple cytokines together. Advances in this direction would notably be of interest for the
field of cancer immunotherapy.
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II. R ESEARCH SUMMARY
A. Hypothesis and methods
Our goal is to model the dynamics of multiple cytokines
during an immune response by T cells. We have performed
experiments in which we measured the time course of the
concentration of seven cytokines after exposing T cells to
an antigenic peptide, for different peptides, at various concentrations. Our measurements indicate that different peptides trigger the secretion of distinct mixtures of cytokines.
We have therefore conjectured that cytokine levels encode
peptide quality (ability to stimulate T cell activation) and
quantity, and we wanted to decipher this code.
To achieve this, we used the ϕ-evo software [6], an
algorithm that simulates darwinian evolution of biochemical networks selected for a given function. We used this
algorithm to evolve small biochemical networks that take
cytokine concentrations as an input, and output antigen
quality or quantity. Such networks can shed light both on the
logic of the cytokine encoding and on possible mechanisms
by which T cells could decode that information.
B. Results
Up to now, we have focused on predicting antigen quality.
We have found a simple phosphorylation network that computes the product of the logarithm of IL-2 and either IL-6
or TNF-α. It can classify peptides in three quality categories
and has been cross-validated across nine experimental data
sets. The classification exhibits temporal dependence; it
improves over time. This suggests decoding mechanisms
such as a gene that would be activated jointly by pSTAT3 and
pSTAT5 (proteins downstream of IL-2 and IL-6 signalling).
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A Model to Study Distribution of Fitness Effects
in Genetic Networks
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Short Abstract — Mutations give rise to genetic variation
resulting in an increase in the fitness of the population. A
number of experimental, computational and theoretical
studies report distribution of beneficial and deleterious
mutations in organisms/systems. However, a precise,
quantitative distribution of mutations is not understood.
In this study, we consider the lactose utilization system in
E. coli and define its fitness with the help of cost-benefit
analysis. Using this, we develop a computational
framework to employ mutations in the system and
evaluate distributions linked to beneficial or deleterious
mutations.
Keywords — Distribution of fitness effects, E. coli, lactose
utilization system, microbial evolution.
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I. PURPOSE

mutations can be beneficial, deleterious or
neutral in nature for an evolving species. The frequency
distribution associated with new mutations is called as
distribution of fitness effects (DFE). Obtaining DFE has been
a challenge mainly because of its experimental limitations [1].
Limited availability of experimental data about point
mutations even for a smaller organism like virus also makes
the development of theoretical model difficult [2]. In this
study, we chose lactose utilization system in E. coli and
develop a computational framework to evaluate distribution
of fitness effects[3]. Our results highlight that beneficial
mutations are distributed exponentially but frequency
distribution of deleterious mutations is far more complex. In
addition, these distributions does not change qualitatively
because of the starting fitness or the precise location in the
fitness landscape. With the help of our computational
framework, we also explore the epistatic interactions between
beneficial mutations and quantitatively show that the spread
of effect of beneficial mutation is drastically different in
different genetic background.
ANDOM

II.

RESULTS

A.
Distribution of fitness effects
We use a simple mathematical model to obtain dynamics
of gene expression in lactose utilization system and with the
help of cost-benefit framework obtain fitness of the organism.


Model parameter corresponding to particular fitness value
was obtained, then distinct point mutations was introduced,
and fitness was evaluated. This process was repeated for
10,000 times to obtain distribution of fitness effects.
We found that DFE of beneficial mutations was found to
be best represented by an exponential distribution when the
system is at low initial fitness (0.001fmax). The deleterious
mutations can also be represented by an exponential
distribution in this case. This simulation was tested for 100
different parameters and we see that the distribution remain
same qualitatively.
B.
Effect of starting fitness on DFE
When the previously obtained simulation was repeated for
different starting fitness (0.01fmax, 0.1fmax and 0.5fmax), we
note that, DFE associated with beneficial mutation in all three
cases can be represented by exponential distribution.
However, the fitting of exponential distribution becomes less
accurate with increase in initial fitness. On the other hand,
DFE of deleterious mutations associated with all three fitness
levels cannot be represented any standard distribution.
C.
Epistatic interactions between beneficial mutations
When beneficial mutations were introduced in different
beneficial background we note that resultant effect of the
mutation can be quite drastically different in different
parameter background.
III.

CONCLUSION

Overall, we provide a computational framework to explore
the distribution of beneficial and deleterious mutations and
the dynamics of beneficial mutations in a controlled
laboratory setup.
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Bayesian detection of diffusive heterogeneity
Julie A. Cass1 , C. David Williams1 and Julie A. Theriot1,2
Abstract— Cells are crowded and spatially heterogeneous,
complicating the transport of organelles, proteins and other
substrates. The diffusion constant partially characterizes dynamics in complex cellular environments but, when taken on a
per-cell basis, fails to capture spatial dependence of diffusivity.
Measuring spatial dependence of diffusivity is challenging because temporally and spatially finite observations offer limited
information about a spatially varying stochastic process. We
present a Bayesian framework that estimates diffusion constants
from single particle trajectories, and predicts our ability to
distinguish differences in diffusion constants, conditional on
how much they differ and the amount of data collected.
Index Terms— diffusion, intracellular transport, single particle tracking, Bayesian statistics

I. I NTRODUCTION
is essential for the intracellular transport of
organelles, proteins and substrates, and is commonly
characterized through analyses of single particle tracking
(SPT) in live-cell images [1], [2], [3]. While powerful
analyses from SPT have indicated the complexity of transport
in live cells, the spatial variation of the diffusion constant
remains poorly characterized. This can be attributed to challenges in disentangling effects of biological heterogeneity
and limited sampling of a stochastic process [4], [5]. To address these challenges, we developed a Bayesian framework
to estimate a posterior distribution of the possible diffusion
constants underlying SPT dynamics. This framework can be
used to generate a look-up table predicting the detectability
of differences in diffusion constants, conditional on the ratio
of their values and amount of trajectory data collected.

D

I ffusion

II. M ETHODS
We simulate particle diffusion in a range of homogeneous diffusion constants, and digest the resulting trajectories
into frame-to-frame displacements. Using an inverse-gamma
conjugate prior, we make the conservative guess that any
order of magnitude of diffusion constant is equally likely.
The set of displacements in a single trajectory are used to
generate a posterior inverse-gamma distribution estimating
the probability that any given diffusion constant was used
to generate the trajectory. This distribution peaks near the
true diffusion constant and has a width corresponding to
the confidence interval of our estimate, which is largely
determined by the trajectory length. Given a pair of posteriors
derived for trajectories with differing underlying diffusion
constants, we can characterize their similarity by computing
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the Kullback-Leibler divergence. This metric acts as a singlevalue estimation of how well we can analytically distinguish
that trajectories were generated from different diffusion constants. For longer trajectory lengths, stochastic variations will
be less dominant, increasing distinguishability.
III. P RELIMINARY RESULTS
To assess the conditional feasibility of computationally
detecting differences in diffusivity, we generate a landscape
of the KL divergence between posteriors generated from
pairs of simulations, with varying trajectory lengths and
differences in diffusivity . To further correct for stochastic variations in simulations, the KL divergence reported
for each entry in the landscape is the mean value from
thousands of replicates. We find that, using this method,
diffusivities differing by a factor of 1.5 or more can be
easily distinguished when at least 50 timepoints are reported for each trajectory. This landscape offers a lookup table for estimating the number of frames that must
be acquired experimentally to distinguish diffusivities to a
desired precision. This framework could therefore play a
valuable role in describing the feasibility of and requirements
for experiments addressing the spatial heterogeneity of the
intracellular diffusive environment.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The spatial heterogeneity of diffusion may have major
impacts in the transport of essential cellular substrates but
remains largely uncharacterized. To shed light on the feasibility of resolving spatial from stochastic drivers of diffusive
heterogeneity in trajectory data, we developed a framework
for predicting our ability yo detect differences in diffusivity,
conditional on the amount of experimental data collected.
Our framework can therefore be used to inform the design
of experiments aimed to characterize the spatial dependence
of diffusivity across cells.
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Temporary oncogene inhibition leads to
irreversible cell cycle arrest

Jeremy B. Chang1, Danielle L. Swaney1, Erica K. Stevenson1, Lani F. Wu2, Steven J. Altschuler2, and
Nevan J. Krogan1
Short Abstract — Typical dosing schedules for targeted cancer
therapies aim to deliver as much drug as can be tolerated. We
investigated the response of the HER2-overexpressing breast
cancer cell line SK-BR-3 to various dosing schedules of the
targeted therapy lapatinib, a specific HER2 inhibitor.
Surprisingly, doses as short as an hour induced a sustained cell
cycle arrest. We characterized the molecular underpinnings of
this arrest using mass spectrometry and found that cells appear
to be in a pre-restriction point-like state in which both the SCF
and APC/C are inactive. We present a quantitative model of this
irreversible cell fate decision.
Keywords — HER2, cell cycle arrest, lapatinib, irreversible.
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I. BACKGROUND

HE Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (HER)
family controls cell proliferation, and members of the
family are genetically altered in nearly a fifth of all cancers
[1]. Cell culture models of HER family-driven cancers
commit apoptosis in response to HER family inhibitors.
However, typically only a limited fraction of cells commit
apoptosis, and these inhibitors have limited clinical efficacy.
Typical dosing schedules attempt to deliver as much drug
as possible for as long as can be tolerated by the patient.
However, evidence in the literature suggests in certain cases,
such as in some leukemias, short treatment durations are
sufficient to have clinical impact [2]. Other studies have
highlighted the importance of scheduling and dynamics in
cancer therapies [3,4]. We investigated the effect of treatment
frequency and duration of the HER2 inhibitor lapatinib on the
HER2-overexpressing cell line SK-Br-3.

quantifying the cell number over time, we found that cells
treated with longer than an hour stopped dividing.
B. Mass spectrometry and microscopy of arrest reveals
that cells are in a pre-restriction point-like state.
We analyzed untreated and drug-treated cells by Data
Independent Analysis Mass Spectrometry (DIA-MS) and
Phosphorylation Mass Spectrometry (phospho-MS). We
found that cells displayed a proteome and phosphoproteome
indicative of arrest prior to the restriction point.
Furthermore, by using fluorescence ubiquitylation-based
cell cycle (FUCCI) sensors [5,6], we determined that both of
the major cell cycle-related ubiquitin ligases, the SCF and
APC/C ubiquitin ligases, were inactive.
C. An ordinary differential equations (ODE)-based model
suggests a mechanism for maintaining cell cycle arrest.
We created a simple ODE model of the relevant cell cycle
regulators based on our mass spectrometry and microscopy
data. Our model highlights the importance of negative
feedback in maintaining the cell cycle arrest.
III. CONCLUSION
We have discovered and characterized a novel cell cycle
arrest in response to a short pulse of HER2 inhibition in
cancer cells. Inducing such cell cycle arrest may prove to
useful clinically for limiting the growth of cancer. We are
validating our findings in other cancer cell lines treated with
other targeted therapies.
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Optimal response to pathogen evolution in
immune repertoires
V. Chardès1 , T. Mora1† and A. Walczak1†
Abstract— In order to target threatening pathogens, the
adaptive immune system performs a continuous reorganisation
of its immune cell repertoire constrained on the antigenic load.
This emergent self-organised repertoire results from a variety
of biological processes such as affinity maturation or thymic
selection. Previous work [1], [2], formulated a theory predicting
immune repertoire organisation, assuming that it results from
an optimization problem with biological constraints. Here we
extend this formalism to a co-evolutionary setting, where we
explicitely consider the effects of a continuously mutating
viral population and immune cell maturation processes on the
dynamics of immune repertoire adaptation.

I. M OTIVATIONS
iruses and immune cells of the adaptive immune system
engage in a continuous co-evolutionary process, as
escaping viral mutations and strong immune response exert
a feedback on one another. Previous work [1] provided
an effective optimization framework predicting the optimal
immune repertoire organisation for a stationary antigenic
population. Further, describing immune adaptation to time
dependent pathogen statistics as a sequential Bayesian estimation, [2] recovered biologically relevant behaviors such
as memory production and attrition. However, on the side
of viral evolution, these previous approaches were unable
to adress a mutating viral population constantly creating unknown antigenic phenotypes. On the side of the immune system, even though the optimal immune organisation obtained
was proven to be reached through a receptor competition for
antigens, no constraints such as the need to go through cell
maturation process have been imposed.

V

II. E FFECTIVE FRAMEWORK
The considered optimality principle [1] states that the
immune system minimizes a cost based on its average belief
of each viral strain fraction, this average belief depicting the
immune system’s confidence about the existence of a viral
strain. This minimization process provides the optimal distribution of immune receptors corresponding to the immuneestimated antigenic landscape. For a time-dependent viral
population, the immune system is described as a sequential Bayesian estimator, continuously performing two steps
(Fig. 1) : a prediction of the future viral population between
encounters, based on the immune system prior belief of the
N◦ 724208
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the immune system adaptation as a sequential Bayesian
estimation. (A) and (B), the initial viral population is uniform, and the
immune system has a prior matching the its true composition. (C) and (D),
as soon as a viral strain is encountered, the immune system corrects its
prediction through sequential Bayesian update. This updated belief now
plays the role of immune prior in (B).

viral dynamics, and a Bayesian update of this prediction each
time a new viral strain is encountered by the immune system.
III. R ESULTS
We consider the evolution of viral strains under a WrightFisher process with antigen dependent mutations, taken as
mutations onto nearest neighbours in the antigenic space.
In this non-stationary system we show that the average
immune belief obeys a diffusion equation on the antigenic
space, with no dependence on the genetic drift. This result
highlights that the immune repertoire dynamics between two
viral encounters only depends on mutations. On the contrary,
we show that the genetic drift is critical in the sequential
Bayesian update step, i.e. when the immune system reorganises its repertoire in response to an antigen recognition
event. When mutations are rare compared to genetic drift,
the immune system should allocate all its resources around
the last met viral strains, while when mutations are more
frequent the immune system should give less weight to new
viral encounters, as the number of existing mutants increases.
Adressing this range of mutation rates allows us explore
the immune adaptation to a wide variety of realistic viral
evolutionary regimes.
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Disrupting Transcriptional Feedback Yields an
Escape-Resistant Antiviral
Authors: Sonali Chaturvedi1 , Marie Wolf1 , Noam Vardi1 , Matilda F. Chan2,3 , Leor S. Weinberger1,4,5
Short abstract- Drug resistance is a substantial clinical
problem, with combination therapies often the only
recourse. Here, we propose a novel antiviral
approach that disrupts viral auto-regulatory circuits,
which limits resistance by requiring multiple viral
mutations. We provide proof-of-concept that DNAbased circuit-disruptor oligonucleotide therapies (CDOTs) interfere with transcriptional negative
feedback in human herpesviruses (CMV and HSV-1)
thereby increasing viral transcription factors to
cytotoxic levels. C-DOTs reduce viral replication
>100-fold, are effective in high-viremic conditions
where existing antivirals are ineffective, and show
efficacy in mice. Strikingly, no C-DOT-resistant
mutants evolved in >60 days of culture, in contrast to
approved herpesvirus antivirals where resistance
rapidly evolved. Oligonucleotide therapies that target
feedback circuits could mimic combination therapy
and represent escape-resistant interventions with
broad applicability to viruses, microbes, and
neoplastic cells.

Keywords- herpesvirus; autoregulatory circuit;
transcriptional
feedback;
viral
evolution;
oligonucleotide therapy
PURPOSE
From bacteria to cancers, it has long been recognized that
drug-resistant mutants emerge quickly, causing
significant morbidity and mortality[1-3]. Antiviral
resistance in herpesviruses is of particular concern[4,5]
with herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1)—a leading
cause of blindness—and human herpesvirus 5,
cytomegalovirus (CMV)—a leading cause of birth
defects and transplant failure—exhibiting substantial
resistance to standard-of-care antivirals in the
clinic[6,7]. Combination therapies, which limit
resistance by necessitating multiple viral mutations, can
be effective but increase the risk of off-target effects and
associated toxicity and are absent for most viral diseases.
Here, we present proof-of-concept for a novel approach
that disrupts viral auto-regulatory circuits with a single
molecule and limits resistance by requiring multiple viral
mutations. We develop DNA-based circuit-disruptor
oligonucleotide therapies (C-DOTs) that exploit this

mechanism by interfering with transcriptional negative
feedback in human herpesviruses (CMV and HSV-1)
thereby increasing viral transcription factors to cytotoxic
levels. C-DOTs reduce viral replication >100-fold,
prevent emergence of resistant mutants in continuous
culture, are effective in high-viremic conditions where
existing antivirals are ineffective, and show efficacy in
mice. Strikingly, no C-DOT-resistant mutants evolved in
>60 days of culture, in contrast to approved herpesvirus
antivirals where resistance rapidly evolved. Overall, the
results demonstrate that oligonucleotide therapies
targeting feedback circuits are escape resistant and could
have broad therapeutic applicability to viruses,
microbes, and neoplastic cells.
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Angeline Chemel
The Relationship between Vacuole Inheritance and Biogenesis

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, commonly known as budding yeast, forms a single bud and
divides asymmetrically during its cell cycle. Previous research has shown vacuoles are
crucial for cell cycle progression and suggests that the mammalian lysosome (the
equivalent of the yeast vacuole) may also play a crucial role in mammals. Inheritance
is a key pathway for ensuring proper distribution of organelles from the mother yeast
to its bud and understanding this highly regulated process may shed light onto cancer
and tumor prevention. Although inheritance is a highly regulated process, it is unclear
in what pattern inheritance occurs. Biogenesis is measured using genetically modified
yeast with GFP bound to VPH1, a protein abundant in vacuole membrane. Inheritance
is measured using FM-4-64, a red dye that’s trafficked to the vacuole. The cells are
followed through a full stage of cell division and are documented with 3-D images
using a spinning disk confocal microscope. I hypothesized that inheritance occurs in a
discrete pattern over time, however data is suggesting that inheritance may occur in a
steady progressive pattern. Additionally, three mutant strains, Apl5Δ, Atg18Δ, and
Vps11Δ, with varying vacuole phenotypes such as reduced vacuole size, enlarged
vacuole size, and fragmented vacuoles, respectively, were observed. Data collected
from these mutant strains are suggesting that vacuole morphology may affect the
pattern of vacuole inheritance. In addition, preliminary biogenesis data is suggesting
that the mother goes through a significant amount of vacuole biogenesis, as
hypothesized, however it seems that the bud goes through zero biogenesis. This
suggests that the bud relies completely on the mother to receive the proper amount of
vacuoles.

Dynamics of Blood Flow in Liver Discriminate
Hepatic Fibrosis
Hao Chen1, Zhengyan Li2, Lihong Ye2, Yi Jiang1

Short Abstract — Cirrhosis affects liver functions, and is a
significant public health problem. Presently only early stages
of liver fibrosis are treatable, but they are asymptomatic and
difficult to diagnose. The mechanism of fibrosis changing the
mechanical properties of the liver tissue and altering the
dynamic of blood flow is still unclear. In collaboration with
clinicians specialized in hepatic fibrosis, we have developed a
mechanical model to integrate our empirical understanding of
fibrosis progression, which correlates the stages of fibrosis to
mechanical properties of liver tissue and the blood flow
changes. These results are supported by ultrasound Doppler
measurements from hepatic fibrosis patients. These results
promise a new noninvasive diagnostic tool for early fibrosis.
Keywords — liver, cirrhosis, hepatic fibrosis, mechanical,
spring, collagen, stiffness, vein, fibrosis grading.

I. PURPOSE
Cirrhosis is a condition in which scar tissue replaces healthy
tissue and liver loses function, due to long-term damage. Its
most common causes are excessive alcohol consumption, liver
disease and hepatitis B&S[1]
Progression of hepatic fibrosis is strongly correlated with
increasing rigidity of the liver tissue [2]. We hypothesize that,
as tissue rigidity can affect the dynamics of blood flow,
fibrosis stages may be detected non-invasively using blood
flow measurements. To test this hypothesis, we built a
computational model of blood flow in hepatic fibrosis as a
function of fibrosis progression. We then analyzed clinical
liver biopsy images and the corresponding ultrasound Doppler
images to confirm the relationship between the fibrosis grade
and blood flow dynamics.

increasing fibrosis grade, shows excessive collagen form
polygonal patterns, resembling those found in pathology images.
We developed a simple harmonic oscillator to model blood
flow as a function of tissue stiffness around the blood vessels.
The calculations show that the fibrosis induced stiffness
change can cause quantifiable changes in blood flow in the
hepatic veins. We have analyzed biopsy images and
ultrasound Doppler images from 200 patients with fibrosis
ranging from grades 1 to 4. (Figure 1)

Figure 1: Left, biopsy image of liver; Right: ultrasound
Doppler images.
Ш. Result
After analyzing the real data, this behavior follows the result
of simulation, where the mechanical properties of blood flow
were found to be correlated the extend of fibrosis. The clinical
result is consistent with our assumption, the higher stage of
hepatic fibrosis, the feedback value of wave pattern in the
Doppler image. (Figure 2)

Figure 2. Grading liver fibrosis by blood flow
We have developed a preliminary model system, which
suggests that the blood flow pattern can be used to determine
the mechanical properties of the liver tissue, and the results
II. METHOD
have been shown to be consistent with clinical measurements.
We modeled toxin distribution in the liver lobules that leads to
Based on this initial finding, we hypothesize that the increased
tissue damage, activation of myofibroblast and deposition of
tissue stiffness in the liver during the progression of liver
collagen fibers. According to the understanding of liver
fibrosis modulate the blood flow patterns in the portal vein
progression, we used a fiber-pixel model to simulate the
and hepatic veins systematically, which can be quantified and
progression of liber fibrosis, where fiber and portal vein are
detected noninvasively to accurately determine the stages of
constructed as image pixel. This simulation, as a function of
fibrosis, even in early stages.
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Understanding Cell Size Homeostasis and
Phenotypic Diversity during Bacteria
Filamentation
Yanyan Chen1, Javier Buceta1,2
Abstract — Under a number of conditions, bacteria develop
filamentous morphologies. Yet, the principles driving their size
homeostasis and phenotypic diversity remain unknown. Here,
we present stochastic models supported by experiments to gain
insight into these questions quantitatively. On the one hand,
our results unravel the independence of size homeostasis on the
division pattern and make compatible the sizer and adder rules.
On the other hand, our preliminary results about phenotypic
switching suggest that processes where both daughter cells are
filamentous are less favorable.
Keywords — Filamentous bacteria, Homeostasis, Size
control, Phenotypic diversity, Stochastic modeling
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I. BACKGROUND

Nder conditions like high temperature or pressure,
antibiotic treatment, or genetic modifications, cells
exhibit filamentous morphologies [1, 2]. Yet, filamentous
cells are usually not considered in single-cell studies (likely
because their morphology hinders the possibility of a robust
statistical analysis).
In normal-sized strains, experiments spanning different
species reveal various relations between division and born
size. The relations were found to follow either one or a
combination of two size control rules. In general, there are
three rules – timer, sizer, and adder. The timer one suggests
cell division after growing for a specific amount of time;
sizer suggests cell division after reaching the critical division
size; finally adder, which has been mainly discovered in
E.coli, B.subtilis and P.aeruginosa, suggests a constant
accumulation of cell mass from birth to division [3].
Additionally, recent studies on size control break down the
cell-cycle in biologically relevant periods and investigate the
control rules that apply during these periods to link them to
molecular drivers [4]. Another emergent property of normalsized strains is a narrow size range that is stable over
generations, i.e., size homeostasis. In that regard, size
convergence and homeostasis of E.coli, as reported by
Taheri-Araghi et al., is achieved by coupling adder and midcell division processes [5].
Notably, during cell filamentation, even in clonal
populations under an homogeneous environment, the
variance of phenotypic traits (e.g. size, growth rate, protein
expression level, etc) increases. This increase reveals a
phenotypic diversity in filamentous cells. Such diversity is
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thought to be due to the noisy cellular biochemical reactions
and can be argued to serve as a bet-hedging strategy [6].
II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
a). Our stochastic modeling describes quantitatively how
growth and division coordinate to achieve homeostasis.
Also, it sheds light on the rescue-from-filamentation process
and the effect of the division positioning.
b). We reveal the conditions to satisfy adder-like
correlations
given
the
evident
cell
size
compartmentalization. Also, we provide approaches to
characterize the cell unit size and perform an experimental
validation of our model.
d). We establish a stochastic switching model for
phenotypic traits, analyze quantitatively lineage trees in
terms of the number of FtzZ-rings and the switching types,
and provide predictions about the fraction of different cell
populations.
III. CONCLUSION
Our research provides a framework to understand how
growth and division coordinate to achieve homeostasis and
clarifies the effect of division positioning. Importantly, it
shows that some sizer capabilities of cells associated with
the divisome and chromosome duplication/segregation
dynamics are compatible with the observed adder behavior
in rod-shaped bacteria at the population level. Besides, our
preliminary study of phenotypic diversity of clonal
filamentous populations demonstrate trends in phenotypic
switching. Overall, our work helps to understand the
underlying principles of size homeostasis and phenotypic
diversity during bacterial anomalous growth.
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Using Bayesian detection theory to derive a
decoder of concentration modulated signals
Chun Tung Chou1
Abstract— Cells use many different methods to encode information. In intra-cellular signalling, cells use concentration
modulation (CM) to encode information in the concentration of
a transcription factor. The principles behind how cells decode
CM signals are not yet known. This abstract proposes a theory
based on Bayesian detection theory and approximate molecular
computation to derive a chemical reaction kinetics model for
CM decoding. We will provide some evidence that this proposed
theory holds by using the gene promotor data from Hansen and
O’Shea (2013). The proposed theory can also be used to explain
how gene promotor can response to a specific CM signal.
Index Terms— Concentration modulation; molecular decoder; Bayesian detection; molecular computation; specificity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In intra-cellular signalling, cells use concentration modulation (CM) to encode information in the concentration of
a transcription factor (TF). This abstract presents a theory
based on Bayesian detection theory, time-scale separation
and approximate molecular computation to derive a chemical
reaction kinetics model for CM decoding. We also present
some supporting evidence for this theory.
II. R ESULTS
A. Bayesian detection for CM
In [1], we used Bayesian detection theory and renewal
theorem to derive a CM deocder.
Problem statement: Let S be a TF which can turn an
inactive gene promotor X into its active state X∗ . We model
the interactions between S and X using:
g+

S + X −−→ S + X∗

(1a)

g−

X∗ −−→ X,
(1b)
where g+ and g− are reaction rate constants. We model these
reactions by using chemical master equation. Let x∗ (t) be
the number of X∗ molecules at time t and X∗ (t) be the
continuous-time history of x∗ (τ ) for τ ∈ [0, t].
Let u(t) denote the concentration of S at time t. We
model u(t) as a deterministic CM signal with an unknown
concentration parameter a and we consider the problem of
using the history X∗ (t) to infer this unknown concentration
a. For analytical tractability, we assume u(t) is an ON-OFF
rectangular pulse of duration d whose temporal profile is:
u(t) = a for t ≤ d and u(t) = a0 for t > d where a0
is the basal concentration of the TF. We view the decoding
of CM as an inference problem that computes the posteriori
probability P[a|X∗ (t)].
1 School of Computer Science and Engineering, UNSW Sydney, NSW
2052, Australia. Email: c.t.chou@unsw.edu.au

Solution: By using Bayesian theory, time-scale separation
and renewal theorem, we show in [1] that the positive logposteriori probability L̃a (t) = [log(P[a|X∗ (t)])]+ (where
[w]+ = max(w, 0)) can be (
approximately computed
by:

 )
dL̃a (t)
a
= g− x∗ (t) ×
log(a) −
.
(2)
dt
u(t) +
B. Applying to gene promotor data
We hypothesize that some gene promotors indirectly implement (2) where each gene promotor “calculates” L̃a (t)
for a particular value of a. For a given a, we can use (2)
to derive a chemical reaction kinetics model. We do that by
approximating
the factor
in {} in (2) by a Hill function, i.e.
(
 )
a
hq n
a
≈ n
for q >
(3)
log(a) −
q +
H + qn
log(a)
where h, H and n are Hill function parameters that depend
implicitly on the value of a. This approximation allows us
to identify the right-hand side of (2) as the reaction rate of a
transcription initiation process. By combining these initiation
process kinetics with those of (1), mRNA and translation, we
arrive at a gene expression model for CM. The essence of
this model is that a CM decoder uses approximate molecular
computation to calculate positive log-posteriori probability.
We fitted the derived model to the S. cerevisiae DCS2
gene promotor data from [2]. These data were obtained
from exciting DCS2 with different TF temporal dynamics,
including CM. In [1], we show that our proposed model gives
a better fit than the model in [2] and is more parsimonious.
This provides some supporting evidence for the proposed
theory. Some additional evidence is in [1].
III. C ONCLUSIONS
We proposed to use Bayesian detection theory and approximate molecular computation to explain how cells decode
CM signals. The theory can be used to explain the specificity
of gene promotor response to a particular CM signal. The
theory can also be used for other cellular signal processing
scenarios: we used it in [3] to understand the persistence
detection property of the coherent feedforward loop motif.
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The Frailty of Nonlinear Dimensionality
Reduction in single cell RNA-Seq Data
Shamus M. Cooley1, Eric J. Deeds2, and J. Christian J. Ray3

Short Abstract — A major component in the analysis of single
cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-Seq) data is Nonlinear
Dimensionality Reduction (NDR). These techniques attempt to
find “embeddings” in lower dimensions that preserve some
notion of the underlying structure of the data. We find that
existing nonlinear dimensionality techniques do not find
embeddings in the topological sense, but rather generate lower
dimensional representations that disrupt the local structure of
the data. Our findings suggest that new NDR techniques are
needed, and that existing scRNA-Seq analyses may be
producing biased results in that they assume that NDR
preserves local neighborhoods, with possible consequences for
interpretation of cell types and developmental lineage
inference.
Keywords — scRNA-Seq,
Reduction, t-SNE, Isomap, PCA

Nonlinear

Dimensionality

I. BACKGROUND
Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction (NDR) is employed
in a wide variety of fields for visualization and
analysis1,2,3. These techniques are often collectively referred
to as “manifold learning” algorithms, but little work has been
done to quantitatively evaluate the distortion of the
embeddings being learned. One specific case where NDR has
been utilized extensively for data analysis is in single-cell
RNA-Seq (scRNA-Seq)4. Typically, each cell is modeled as a
point in a vector space, where each dimension corresponds to
the expression level of a gene in the cell’s transcriptome. The
high-dimensional data are often embedded in two dimensions
using NDR techniques such as t-SNE5 or UMAP6 before
further clustering and analysis. Here, we attempt to quantify,
in an unbiased way, the effectiveness of NDR in finding a true
embedding for any given manifold.
II.

RESULTS

We began by sampling from the surface of hyper-spheres
of varying dimension in higher-dimensional vector
spaces. Our results showed that, for suitably low-dimensional
hyperspheres, some algorithms were able to find a close
approximation to an embedding of the manifold, while other
algorithms were unable to solve even this simple problem.
Next, we tried our approach on limit cycles, and found
that, when the manifold in question is 2-dimensional (as
limit cycles are), the algorithms tested were able to find an
embedding with minimal disruption of local neighborhoods.
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We then tried the same approach on hyperspheres of
higher dimension, and we found that none of the commonly
employed techniques could reliably generate an embedding
without significant disruption of local neighborhoods.
When we tried our approach on published scRNA-Seq
datasets7,8, we obtained two important findings. First, we
found from the behavior of the algorithms in various
embedding dimensions, that the dimensionality of the
manifold in these datasets is likely in the hundreds and
cannot be reliably embedded given any of the existing NDR
techniques. Second, we found that these techniques disrupt
70%-90% of local neighborhoods when embedded in any
dimension, and the disruption was worst in low dimensions.
This finding shows that for downstream analysis of
embedded data to be truly useful, a new method of
dimensionality reduction must be used in order to minimize
or eliminate the disruption of neighborhoods in the data.
III. CONCLUSION
Our findings indicate that the information lost in existing
NDR algorithms is more significant than previously
assumed, and that the local structure of the data, an attribute
that is often crucial to downstream analysis, is often lost
completely in dimensionality reduction. This finding
underscores the need to re-think the current methods of
scRNA-Seq data analysis in particular, and high-dimensional
data analysis in general.
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Quorum sensing in mouse embryonic stem cells
controls survival and growth during differentiation
Hirad Daneshpour1,2,3 , Pim van den Bersselaar1,2 , Lars-Eric Fielmich1,2 , and Hyun Youk1,2
Short Abstract — To what extent do cells need each other to
reach a decision? Here, we report a discovery of quorum
sensing by differentiating mouse embryonic stem cells on a
macroscopic spatial scale that determines whether the cell
population expands, goes extinct, or enters a stationary phase.
We link these population-level growth phases to the speed and
efficiency of differentiation, using neuro-ectodermal
differentiation as a case study. Time-lapse microscopy revealed
that quorum sensing controls the cells' growth rate but not
their death rate. Our work uncovers the importance of
macroscopic range of communication on the fate of individual
mouse embryonic stem cells.
Keywords — Quorum sensing, survival, growth, expansion,
extinction, stationary phase, differentiation, mouse embryonic
stem cells.
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I. INTRODUCTION

N important question in biology is how cells
communicate amongst them to coordinate their
behaviors. An important challenge is determining the lengthscale at which cells communicate. Unlike for mixing liquid
cultures of microbes, determining whether quorum sensing
can occur for relatively immotile cells and, if so, the lengthscale at which it occurs are challenging. Recent studies show
that some immotile mammalian cells or organs (e.g., hair
follicles) can quorum sense if they are distributed over a
length scale that is a few times (about 5-10 times) their sizes
[1]. An open question is if quorum sensing can occur over a
macroscopic length scale that involves the entire cell
population.
Here, we report a discovery of quorum sensing by
differentiating mouse Embryonic Stem (ES) cells over a
length scale of tens of centimeters that involves the entire
cell population. ES cells are ex-vivo models, cultured on
cell-culture dishes, to study pluripotency (ability to become
any cell type in the adult body) and differentiation
(specification of a cell type). Using neuro-ectodermal
differentiation as a case study, we studied how quorum
sensing governs the dynamics of survival, growth, death and
differentiation in mouse ES cells.

II.

We found that the population density (number of cells /
cm2 ), at the time that ES cells begin to differentiate,
determines whether the entire population expands, goes
extinct, or remains stationary. On the contrary, we found that
a population of pluripotent ES cells of any density always
expands towards the carrying capacity. Specifically, when
the population of differentiating ES cells has a sufficiently
high density, it expands to the carrying capacity on the
culture dish whereas if it has a sufficiently low density, it
will go extinct (i.e., everyone will die). Intriguingly, at an
intermediate density, a differentiating population enters a
stationary phase for approximately a week or longer, after
which the population either expands or goes extinct. Speed
and efficiency of differentiation are significantly reduced in
stationary phase populations compared to the expanding
populations. The range of population densities that lead to
the stationary phase is narrow – just a two-fold change in the
initial population density can make the difference between
population expanding or going extinct.
From time-lapse imaging of differentiating cell colonies,
we observed that the initial population density controls the
cells' growth rate but not death rate, such that the two rates
nearly match when the population has an intermediate
density. Indeed, we found that cells in any population
density express similar levels of the pro-apoptotic factor
Bax1 while cells express higher levels of the anti-apoptotic
factor Bcl2 if they are from populations of higher densities.
Moreover, we used time-lapse imaging to determine that the
differentiating ES cells communicate over a macroscopic
scale (centimeter scales).
Finally, we could rescue populations that were destined to
go extinct by transplanting them into a growth medium from
a high-density, expanding population. By examining various
soluble factors that cells release to the environment during
differentiation, we identified growth-supporting autoinducers (family of fibroblast growth factors) as the likely
mediators of quorum sensing.
III.
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RESULTS

CO NCLUSIO N

Our work revealed a previously unknown quorum sensing
in differentiating mouse embryonic stem cells that controls
the growth and death of cells, and in turn influences the
speed and efficiency of differentiation.
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Theoretical Insights into Mechanisms of Channel-Facilitated Molecular
Transport in the Presence of Stochastic Gating
Aram Davtyan1 and Anatoly B. Kolomeisky1,2,3


Short Abstract — Molecular motion through pores plays a
crucial role in various natural and industrial processes. We
developed a discrete-state stochastic framework to analyze the
molecular mechanisms of transport processes with stochastic
gating. Two scenarios are specifically investigated: 1) symmetry
preserving stochastic gating with free-energy changes, and 2)
stochastic gating with symmetry changes but without
modifications in the overall particle-pore interactions. It is found
that stochastic gating can both accelerate and slow down the
molecular translocation depending on the specific parameters of
the system. Our theoretical analysis clarifies physical-chemical
aspects of the molecular mechanisms of transport with stochastic
gating.
Keywords — Molecular transport, stochastic gating, channels,
molecular pores.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

HE molecular transport via channels is critically
important in multiple biological processes where
metabolites and nutrients must be moved between different
cellular compartments and delivered to specific locations.[1]
It is also crucial in many industrial processes, e.g., in those
that involve the separation of chemical mixtures and water
purification.[2,3] The importance of translocation through
pores stimulated extensive theoretical studies to uncover the
underlying molecular mechanisms. But many questions
remain open. Specifically, most of existing theoretical studies
of channel-facilitated molecular transport concentrate on
investigating systems, where interactions between particles
and the channel are constant over the time. However,
biological cells are very dynamic non-equilibrium systems,
where inter-molecular interactions frequently change as a
result of passive or active regulation processes. For instance,
ion channels are largely regulated in biological cells by
varying the membrane potentials and by changing the
dynamics of ligands binding to membrane receptors.[4] As a
result, the channel can undergo significant conformational
changes that might close or restrict the passage of particles
through it for some periods of time. This is known as a
stochastic gating phenomenon, and it is widely observed in
biological systems.
In this work we developed a simple theory of stochastic
gating for particles traveling through molecular channels
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using the discrete-state chemical-kinetic approach. Our goal
is to understand the general features of the stochastic gating
and how it can optimize the molecular transport. We
specifically consider two limiting situations: 1) when the
stochastic gating is associated with fluctuations in the freeenergy for a pore system that is always symmetric; and 2)
when the stochastic gating changes the symmetry of the
interaction potential without overall modifications in the
interaction strength between the molecule and the pore.
II. CONCLUSION
Our theoretical analysis explicitly evaluates the particle
currents through the pores in terms of transition rates between
various chemical states and conformation. It allows us to
specifically investigate two different models of stochastic
gating. In the first model, the stochastic gating leads to the
changes in the translocation free energy profile but without
symmetry variations. It is found that increasing the frequency
of conformational transitions and the concentration gradients
between different parts of the channel will always increase the
particle current through the system. At the same time, varying
the interaction energy between the molecules and the pores
generally leads to non-monotonic behavior. A more complex
dynamic behavior is observed in the second model of
stochastic gating that involves symmetry variations in the
free-energy translocation profile without changing the overall
interactions. While increasing the concentration gradient will
always accelerate the molecular fluxes, the dependence on the
frequency of conformational fluctuations and on interaction
energies is non-monotonic. We presented microscopic
arguments to explain these observations. Importantly, in both
models we do not observe phenomena similar to a resonance
activation when there is an optimal rate of conformational
transitions that leads to a maximal particle current.
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Tuning Spatial Profiles of Selection Pressure to
Modulate the Evolution of Antibiotic Resistance
Maxwell G. De Jong1 , Kevin B.Wood
Abstract— To better understand the impact of spatial heterogeneity on the evolution of antibiotic resistance, we develop
a toy model of stochastic microbial dynamics and use a mean
first passage time calculation to investigate how spatial profiles
of selection pressure impact the time to fixation of a resistant
allele. We observe that spatial heterogeneity can accelerate or
decelerate resistance with an arbitrary initial mutant subpopulation, depending on the mutation and migration rates of the
microbe, and incorporating a fitness cost amplifies this effect.
Finally, we investigate analytical approximations that allow us
to explore larger systems.
Index Terms— Spatial heterogeneity, microbial evolution,
non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, antibiotic resistance.

I. BACKGROUND
behavior in communities complicates the evolution of antibiotic resistance. Several experiments have
demonstrated that spatial drug gradients can significantly
speed the evolution of resistance in simple microbial communities [1], [2]. While theoretical work has been performed
to understand these specific results [3], there is still relatively
little known about resistance in complex spatial profiles
of selection pressure, which can be present in biological
systems due to any number of spatially-varying quantities.
In this work, we develop a toy model of microbial
evolution in a spatially-extended system composed of three
connected microhabitats. Cells can exist as wild-type cells
or drug-resistant mutants in each of these microhabitats, and
cells migrate between neighboring microhabitats at a fixed
migration rate. We enumerate over the states of the system
to write down a master equation, and we solve for the mean
fixation time using a mean first passage time commonly used
in statistical physics. The mean fixation times are affected
by the mutation rate, migration rate, and spatial distribution
of selection pressure. Fixation times for different selection
pressure landscapes are compared to those obtained with
a spatially-homogeneous landscape. Importantly, the mean
selection pressure is conserved across different landscapes.
Because this method allows average fixation times to be
calculated from arbitrary initial states of our system, the role
of spatial heterogeneity in fixation can readily be calculated
for any initial mutant subpopulation.
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II. R ESULTS
We have found that the fixation time for an initially wildtype population can be significantly accelerated or decelerated by varying the spatial distribution of selection pressure,
even with the spatially-averaged selection pressure fixed [4].
When the migration rate is sufficiently large relative to the
mutation rate, the fixation time is accelerated by spatial
heterogeneity and can be approximated as the minimum
of three exponentially-distributed random variables. When
the migration rate is small, heterogeneity slows fixation
times, which can be approximated as the maximum of three
exponentially-distributed random variables. We find similar
results for arbitrary initial mutant subpopulations, and we
look at how the optimal selection distribution to maximally
slow fixation depends on this initial subpopulation.
We expand upon this work by assuming that the mutation
conferring resistance comes at some fitness cost. This leads
to qualitatively different results—because genetic drift can
now be biased against the mutants in some microhabitats,
fixation is not guaranteed to be reached in the deterministic
limit. We observe that the impact of spatial heterogeneity on
fixation times is greatly amplified, but much of our intuitive
understanding from the system without a fitness cost still
holds. Additionally, we look at approximating our fixation
times outside of either of the limiting cases for the migration
and mutation rates. Without any approximation, the number
of equations scales as a power law in the number of cells
and exponentially in the number of microhabitats.
III. C ONCLUSION
We demonstrate spatial distribution of selection pressure
can significantly impact the times to fixation in a toy model
even while the spatially-averaged selection is fixed. This
work helps to better understand the evolution of antibiotic
resistance in spatially-structured populations, and our results
may lay the groundwork for optimized, spatially-resolved
drug dosing strategies for mitigating antibiotic resistance.
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Constitutive splicing and economies of scale in gene expression
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Abstract
In eukaryotic cells, many introns are constitutively, rather than alternatively, spliced, and
therefore do not contribute to isoform diversification. It has remained unclear what functional
roles such constitutive splicing could provide. To explore this issue, we asked how splicing
affects the efficiency with which individual pre-mRNA transcripts are productively processed
across different gene expression levels. We developed a quantitative single-molecule FISHbased method to quantify splicing efficiency at the transcription active site in single cells. Using
this method, we found both natural and synthetic genes exhibit an ‘economy of scale’ behavior
in which splicing efficiency increased with transcription rate, rather than decreasing as
expected for a standard enzymatic process. Correlations between splicing efficiency and spatial
proximity to nuclear speckles could explain this counterintuitive behavior. Functionally,
economy of scale splicing represents a non-linear filter that amplifies the expression of genes
when they are more strongly transcribed. These results indicate that constitutive splicing plays
an active functional role in modulating gene expression.

Tensor train solution to the equilibrium of the
Chemical Master Equation
Trang N. Dinh1 and Roger B. Sidje1
Abstract— Solving the stationary solution of the Chemical
Master Equation is difficult due to the curse of dimensionality.
By converting the problem in matrix format to quantized tensor
train (QTT) format, the solution is presented in a compressed
form that scales linearly with the dimension. We investigate
tensor-based approaches to approximate the probability distribution in a long run, and show its efficiency as more chemical
species are introduced to the system.
Fig. 1. An illustration of the TT-format for a tensor A in four dimensions.

Index Terms— chemical master equation, stationary solution,
quantized tensor train format, tensor-based approaches

The Chemical Master Equation (CME) governs the
changes in a biological pathway with multiple species as
a system of linear equations that is frequently represented in
matrix form:

tensor train format of X (QTT format of X ) is then defined
as the TT format of the reshaped tensor Y. Let p be the
current transient solution associated with the hyper-rectangle
H = {0, · · · , 2L1 − 1} × · · · × {0, · · · , 2LN − 1}. Then p
can be interpreted as a multidimensional array of dimension
I1 × I2 × · · · IN and therefore be written in the QTT format

ṗ(t) = Ap(t), t ∈ [0, tf ]

p(i1 , · · · , iN ) = P1 (i1 ) · · · PL1 (iL1 ) · · · PN (iN )

where A is the n × n transition rate matrix of the Markov
chain underlying the CME, and p(t) the n × 1 probability
vector with each component pi the probability of finding the
system in state i at time t. The probability vector at tf is
given by:
p(tf ) = exp(tf A)p(0).

· · · PLN (iLN ).

I. BACKGROUND

The derivative, ṗ, will simply be the zero vector when the
system is in statistical equilibrium. Hence, we can find the
stationary probability vector by solving the linear system
∞

A p = 0.
The size of the CME increases exponentially with the number
of species. Therefore, there is a need to store the CME in
a more compact fashion for realistic biological models. The
tensor format is one such approach.
II. T ENSOR - BASED A PPROXIMATION OF T HE
S TATIONARY S OLUTION TO THE CME
Any I1 ×I2 ×· · · IN tensor X can be represented in tensor
train format (TT-format) [1]
X (i1 , · · · , iN ) = G1 (i1 ) · · · GN (iN ),
where Gk (ik ) ∈ Rrk−1 ×rk , ik ∈ 1, · · · , Ik . With the assumption that Is = 2Ls , X can be reshaped into a tensor Y of
order L := L1 +· · ·+LN and size 2×· · ·×2. The quantized
1 The University of Alabama, Department of Mathematics, P.O. Box
870350, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487, USA. Email: tndinh@crimson.ua.edu,
roger.b.sidje@ua.edu.
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The Adaptive FSP-QTT algorithm [2] shows substantial
savings in excecution time on top of the impressive savings
in memory enabled by the QTT/TT format. Tensor-based
approaches have also been applied to the study of the CME’s
stationary solution [3]. In this work, we present methods
to approximate the stationary solution in QTT format, such
as inexact uniformization [4] and iterative techniques [5],
to approximate the stationary solution in QTT format and
compare their computational efficiency to more traditional
methods.
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Parametrizing a Quantitative Model of Genetic
Circuit Function with a Single Experiment
Hamid Doosthosseini1, Amin Espah Borujeni1, Jing Zhang1, and Christopher A. Voigt1


Developing applicable quantitative models is faced with the
challenge of parametrization, especially for systems with limited
prior characterization. Rapid advances in synthetic biology have
led to interest in implementing new genetic circuits in previously
uncharacterized host organisms. In this work, we present a
methodology to fully parametrize a descriptive model of a
circuit’s transcription and translation profiles using a
transcriptomic data set exclusively. This method would not
require any a priori information about the host and, as such,
could serve to characterize and potentially predict the dynamic
performance of a genetic circuit in an understudied host.

E

accurately (fig. 1), as well as predicting dynamic responses.
Read-through of RNAP flux from upstream was found to
significantly impact repressor expression and modeling these
context effects improved model accuracy. Additionally, readthrough was found to roadblock repressor binding to promoter
rendering repression less effective, significantly impacting
tandem promoter functionality in circuit designs.
Table 1. List of parameters describing genetic parts

Part

I. PURPOSE

genetic regulatory networks capable of
performing complex logic operations was made possible
through the development of modular genetic constructs or
“gates” [1-3]. Bottom-up design in this manner is limited an
requires models able to describe the performance of each gate
and compiled constructs [2,3]. Biophysical kinetic models are
great candidates to this end, however, there is a delicate
balance in quantifying biophysical parameters without
overfitting, over-parametrizing, or relying on multiple
literature sources. It would be ideal to fully parametrize such
a model from a single set of experiments.
Transcriptomics data, namely RNA sequencing and
ribosomal profiling, have the capacity to produce genomewide data, and can be an ideal platform to parametrize genetic
parts, context effects, and translation [3,4].
In this work, we demonstrate that a biophysical model of
RNAP flux across a 3-input logic genetic construct, can be
fully parametrized from a single set of experiments.
Furthermore, this model captures the steady-state
transcription and translation profiles and, assuming dilution
rate, predicts dynamics. This work also elucidates a number
of genetic context effects, suggesting improvements are
possible in designing the topology of a circuit.
NGINEERING

II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A system of linear ODEs were derived using biophysical
and kinetic models of transcription, transcriptional regulation
and translation. 5 parameters were found sufficient to fully
capture the steady state behavior of the circuit, see table 1.
The model reconstructs transcription and translation profiles
Any opinions, findings and conclusions or recommendations expressed in
this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the
Department of Defense, or the United States Government. This material is
based upon work supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) and the Air Force Research Laboratory under Contract
No. [FA8750-17-C-0229]

Parameters

Terminator
Ribozyme

Strength
Stability coefficient

Gene
Promoter

Relative translation efficiency
Maximal activity

Promoter

Binding coefficient of transcription factor

Fig 1. Original (grey) and reconstructed (brown) profiles of (A)
transcription and (B) translation across the plasmid

III. CONCLUSION
RNA sequencing and Ribosomal profiling are sufficient for
full parametrization of a descriptive model, allowing
reconstruction of transcription and translation profiles as well
as prediction of dynamics without any a priori information
about the host organism. Genetic context is shown to
significantly impact circuit performance and modeling this
using transcriptomics data remarkably improves accuracy
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Dynamics, Noise, and Antibiotic Resistance in
Single Cells
Mary J. Dunlop

The majority of our understanding on antimicrobial drug resistance comes from studies on the genetic changes that
cause it, however bacteria can also transiently survive antibiotic exposure even without permanent genetic changes. Using
a combination of time-lapse microscopy experiments and stochastic modeling I will show how E. coli bacteria use
feedback to generate dynamics and noise in expression of a key regulatory protein, providing transient antibiotic resistance
at the single-cell level. In addition, I will discuss how expression of resistance genes can predispose cells towards mutation.
Our findings show that even in the absence of antibiotic exposure, cells that are transiently resistant are more mutation
prone, suggesting that these transient mechanisms may act as a stepping stone towards higher levels of drug resistance.
These results are significant because they reveal important dynamic information about the period over which transient
resistance develops and ultimately how it can lead to permanent genetic changes encoding multidrug resistance.
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Graph Traversal Edit Distance
Ali Ebrahimpour-Boroojeny1 , Akash Shrestha1 , Ali Sharifi-Zarchi1 , Suzanne R. Gallagher1 ,
S. Cenk Sahinalp2 , and Hamidreza Chitsaz1
Abstract— Many problems in applied machine learning deal
with graphs (also called networks), including social networks,
security, web data mining, protein function prediction, and
genome informatics. In this project, we introduce a new measure for comparing two graphs which we call graph traversal
edit distance (GTED), and we give the first polynomial time
algorithm for it. GTED is motivated by and provides the
first mathematical formalism for sequence co-assembly and
de novo variation detection in bioinformatics. We demonstrate
that GTED admits a polynomial time algorithm using a linear
program in the graph product space that is guaranteed to yield
an integer solution.
Index Terms— Graph Kernels, Differential Genome Assembly, Sequence Co-assembly, de Bruijn Graphs, Assembly
graphs, Graph Comparison

I. P URPOSE
or graphs as they are called in mathematics,
have become a common tool in modern biology. Biological information from DNA sequences to protein interaction to metabolic data to the shapes of important biological
chemicals are often encoded in networks.
One goal of studying these networks is to compare them.
We might want to know whether two DNA assembly graphs
produce the same final sequences or how close the protein
interaction networks of two related species are. Such comparisons are difficult owing to the fact that determining whether
two graphs have an identical structure with different labels
or vertex ordering is an NP-complete problem. Therefore,
any comparison will need to focus on specific aspects of the
graph.
Here, we present the notion of graph traversal edit distance (GTED) [1], a new method of comparing two networks.
Informally, GTED gives a measure of similarity between
two directed Eulerian graphs with labeled edges by looking
at the smallest edit distance that can be obtained between
strings from each graph via an Eulerian traversal. GTED
was inspired by the problem of differential genome assembly,
determining if two DNA assembly graphs will assemble
to the same string. In the differential genome assembly
problem, we have the de Bruijn graph representations (assembly graphs) of two (highly) related genome sequence
data sets (e.g. one from a cancer tissue and the other
from the normal tissue of the same individual). Differential
genome assembly has been introduced to bioinformatics in
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two flavors: (i) reference genome free version [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], and (ii) reference genome dependent version, which,
in its most general form, is NP-hard [7]. Both versions of
the problem are attracting significant attention in biomedical
applications (e.g. [8], [9]) due to the reduced cost of genome
sequencing (now approaching $1000 per genome sample)
and the increasing needs of cancer genomics where tumor
genome sequences may significantly differ from the normal
genome sequence from the same individual through single
symbol edits (insertions, deletions, and substitutions) as well
as block edits (duplications, deletions, translocations, and
reversals).
In addition to comparing assembly graphs, GTED can
be used as a graph kernel for a number of classification
problems that involve graphs. GTED is the first mathematical
formalism in which global traversals play a direct role in
the graph metric. In this paper, we give a polynomial time
algorithm using linear programming that is guaranteed to
yield an integer solution.
II. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
We use GTED as a graph kernel and evaluate its performance in SVM classification over four benchmark datasets.
Our new kernel is able to get higher accuracy on two of the
datasets, Mutag [10] and Enzymes [11], compared to other
common graph kernels. We also use GTED for clustering
of viral genomes obtained from de novo assembly of nextgeneration sequencing reads. Our new approach is able to
successfully cluster them into their corresponding genera.
III. C ONCLUSION
We introduced a new measure for comparing two graphs
that was motivated by the problem of differential genome
assembly. We also provided a polynomial algorithm for computing this measure. Although this method is not applicable
to large graphs, it can form the mathematical basis for
scalable heuristic comparison of full-size large genomes in
the future.
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Gene expression differences explain heterogeneity
in calcium signaling response to ATP
Robert Foreman and Roy Wollman
Short Abstract — Single-cells exhibit marked heterogeneity in
calcium signaling after stimulation with ligand. However, it is
unknown how much of the variability observed comes from
differences in gene expression, or differences at the level of the
signaling network such as ligand receptor activity differences.
Here we measure the live-cell calcium response and 300+ genes
in the calcium signaling network from the same cells. We find
that cell state differences in the gene expression of calcium
signaling genes explain some, but not all of the heterogeneity
observed in the dynamic calcium response.
Keywords — cell state, single-cell, MERFISH, Calcium
Signaling, and qBio

I.INTRODUCTION
Single cells transcriptional measurements are
revealing putative cell types and states with
increasing details. [1] However, the degree by
which such putative clusters in expression space
represent cell states with distinct phenotypes is
unclear, especially when the separation between
transcriptional states is small or depends on highly
non-linear dimensionality reduction methodology.
To address this question we focused on calcium
response of epithelial mammary cells to external
cues, an experimental model with prior indication

of the existence of distinct yet similar cell states.
[2] We performed single cell joint measurement of
calcium dynamics and the expression of 300+
genes from calcium signaling network using
merFISH protocol. [3]
II. RESULTS
We show there are many putative definition of cell
states based solely on expression or calcium
dynamics making each dataset alone insufficient
to determine the existence of underlying cell
states. However, by combining results from
transcriptional and phenotypic analysis the
underlying cell states become clear showing a
distinct separation into two distinct cell states.
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Intrinsic gene variability is near Poisson
Robert Foreman and Roy Wollman
Short Abstract — Mammalian gene expression is known to be
highly variable (over dispersed relative to Poisson expectation).
Previous studies have indicated that a major source of this over
dispersion comes from intrinsic noise due to transcriptional
bursting. However, previous works did not exhaustively consider
all sources of extrinsic factors in their decomposition of intrinsic
and extrinsic noise sources. Here we show near Poisson intrinsic
noise for most genes in a set of 150 genes related to calcium
signaling in mammalian MCF10A breast epithelial cells.
With the increasing number of single-cell studies revealing
detailed organization of cells into type and sub-states within each
type, understanding the relative contribution of different
sources of variable helps elucidate how these different cell types
are created and maintained.
Keywords — intrinsic/extrinsic noise, MERFISH, Calcium
Signaling, and qBio

I.INTRODUCTION
Gene expression variability is fundamental to
biological systems. In multicellular organisms,
heterogeneity between different cells confers
specialized function giving rise to complexity in
whole-system
behavior.
Landmark
works
investigating this heterogeneity in bacterial cells
laid a foundation for decomposing variability into
intrinsic (local) and extrinsic (external) sources;
where intrinsic variability derives from stochastic
events local to the transcriptional site that manifest
as noisy allele specific differences in expression,
and extrinsic variability arises from non-local
‘systematic’ differences affecting both alleles or
multiple genes, such as varying concentrations of
transcription factors between cells. [1-2]
Classically extrinsic variability has been
determined by measuring covariates of a gene’s
expression and determining the amount of variance
explained by that covariate. Elowitz and O’Shea, in
bacteria and yeast respectively, cloned the same
gene in two colors were one color’s expression was
the covariate for the other gene. [2-3] Similar work

in mammalian systems concluded that gene
expression was more variable than the naïve
expectation of a Poisson process. Two-state,
transcriptional bursting, models of gene expression
were proposed to explain this over dispersion. [4]
Real-time measurement of gene expression using
the MS2 system appeared to show periods of
fluctuating transcriptional rates on the time scale of
minutes to hours between bursts. These
measurements were corrected for some extrinsic
covariates such as cell-cycle and cellular volume,
but exhaustive consideration of all extrinsic factors
were not considered. [5-6]
Here we measure 150 genes’ expression values
with a highly sensitive and accurate smMERFISH
method. We then use measured covariates such as
cell cycle, cell volume, MCF10A differentiation
markers, and dynamical calcium response to ATP
stimulation to decompose intrinsic and extrinsic
variability. We also infer unknown extrinsic factors
through PCA fitting of gene-to-gene covariance,
and consider the scale of the residual variance
arising from intrinsic sources.
II. RESULTS
Residual intrinsic variability for most of the 150
genes is near Poisson. Transcriptional bursting and
intrinsic noise play a less significant role in
generating gene expression variability than
previously estimated. This difference likely arises
from previous methods inability to account for
enough sources of extrinsic variability, or
filtering/compensation of transcription bursts such
that the scale of induced intrinsic variance in near
Poisson.
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Modeling protein-membrane interactions
through an efficient continuum model of lipids
Yiben Fu1, and Margaret E. Johnson1

Abstract — Protein self-assembly is critical in driving
membrane remodeling, such as in viral bud formation. Reactiondiffusion is a powerful technique to simulate the process at the
cell-scale. An important issue is how to accurately model the
binding of proteins with membranes. Here we present a model
for molecules binding to membrane surfaces, with lipids
distributed continuously on membrane. This method efficiently
captures the influence of different populations of lipids on
binding kinetics, and can account for heterogeneity in the
surface properties. Importantly it can also describe 2D
interactions.
Keywords — Protein self-assembly,
simulations, Binding to membranes.
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Reaction-diffusion

I. PURPOSE

HE self-assembly of cytosolic proteins on membranes
plays a critical role in driving membrane remodeling in
vesicle trafficking and viral bud formation [1,2]. Simulating
these processes at the cell-scale is challenging due to their
relatively long time-scales and coupling to nonequilibrium
processes. Structure-resolved reaction-diffusion is a powerful
technique for performing these types of simulations [3,4]. An
important question is how to accurately and efficiently model
the binding and interactions of single protein molecules with
and on membranes, at the cell-scale and biologically-relevant
time-scales. Here, we present a model for molecules binding
to membrane surfaces, with lipids distributed continuously on
membrane.
II. METHODS
Many proteins bind lipid bilayers with high-specificity to
specific lipids, such as phosphatidyl-inositols (PI).
Propagation of individual lipids in single-particle reactiondiffusion simulations, however, is computationally expensive.
To alleviate this, we propose that a more efficient approach is
to replace the lipids by a density distribution. This approach
will reduce the spatial detail of the lipid distribution, but will
eliminate the need to propagate the numerous particles on the
membrane surface, which are often more numerous than the
solvated molecules.
This approach replaces pairwise reaction probabilities
between solution-phase molecules and membrane-bound
particles with a reaction probability between the solution
molecule and the field on the surface. To do so, we integrate
over the patch of surface that is accessible to the solutionAcknowledgements: This work was funded by NSF grant 1753174.
Department of Biophysics, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD,
USA. E-mail: margaret.johnson@jhu.edu
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phase molecule, and the reaction probability across this patch
is scaled by the mean density of lipid particles.
III. RESULTS
The development and comparison with theory and
alternative models of binding shows that this method is highly
efficient.
A. Comparison to different approaches
This new method produces the same kinetics as the singleparticle approach [3], and captures the influence of a small
population of lipids for enabling membrane binding.
Compared to related models of surface adsorption [5], our
model decouples the binding affinity and concentration,
which provides more flexibility for controlling surface
binding properties. We further show that our method can
account for heterogeneity in the surface properties, which can
occur, for example, due to lipid phase separation.
B. Localization of proteins to 2D
Importantly, this method also allows account for 2D
problems that protein molecules which are localized on the
surface, can bind to each other through a protein-protein
interaction. This effective 2D interaction is important for
increasing stability of multi-protein complexes on the surface
that contain multiple lipid binding sites.
C. Further application
This method will be demonstrated for curved membrane
surfaces. Thus, we can present the progress on implementing
a dynamic membrane that is integrated with an accurate
propagator for reaction-diffusion dynamics in solution, on
surfaces, and transitioning between them.
IV. CONCLUSION
We develop a method for molecules binding to membrane
surfaces by describing the lipids as a continuous distribution
on surfaces. This method is efficient and can depict both the
surface properties and the kinetic process of binding to
membrane surfaces.
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Deciphering Whole-Organism Perturbations
with Multiplexed Single-Cell RNA-Seq
Jase Gehring , Brady Weissbourd
, David Anderson and
Lior Pachter
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Single-Cell
RNA-Seq
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Short Abstract — Multiplexed single-cell RNA-seq is emerging
as a powerful platform for parallel interrogation of complex
perturbation experiments. Using the medusa (jellyfish) stage of
the Cnidarian Clytia hemisphaerica, we have recently completed
the first whole-organism multiplexed scRNA-seq experiments.
We compared five healthy animals to five starved specimens and
obtained the first cell atlas for a medusa-stage Cnidarian. In
addition to rich cell type information and developmental
trajectories, we also quantified gene expression changes in
response to starvation for every cell type in the animal.
Organism-wide perturbation experiments like ours promise to
revolutionize our understanding of coordinated cellular
dynamics across entire animals.
Keywords — Systems Biology, Single-Cell Biology, Non-Model
Organisms, Bioinformatics, Biostatistics, Pertubations
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I. BACKGROUND

advances in parallel cell barcoding have
driven impressive scaling in single-cell RNA-sequencing
(scRNA-seq) experiments, with commercial and academic
platforms now capable of processing 104-106 cells in a single
experiment [1-3]. At this scale, it is possible to combine many
barcoded samples into a single batch, and accordingly many
methods for sample multiplexing have been introduced in the
past year [4-6]. We have developed a universal sample
multiplexing method based on chemical deposition of
activated oligonucleotides (ClickTags) on fixed cell
suspensions [7]. In a proof-of-concept experiment, we
subjected neural stem cells to combinations of growth factors
at varying concentrations and analyzed the resulting
heterogeneous populations on the 10x Chromium system. We
have now extended this approach to label cell suspensions
derived from entire animals.
ECHNOLOGICAL

II. RESULTS
Individual Clytia hemisphaerica medusae (jellyfish) were
dissociated, labeled with ClickTags, and analyzed by
multiplexed scRNA-seq, comparing five starved animals with
five fed animals. In a single experiment, we were able to
produce a cell atlas for this non-model organism, identify the
origin and developmental trajectories of a number of unique
cell types, characterize gene expression variance across
individuals, and perform cell-type specific differential
expression for the fed vs. starved conditions. This experiment
illustrates the wealth of information afforded by multiplexed
whole-organism scRNA-seq, including a systems-level view
1
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of differential gene expression in response to experimental
stimuli at cell-type resolution.
Analyzing such a dataset requires a suite of bioinformatics
tools and novel statistical approaches. We developed an ultrafast demultiplexing algorithm, dubbed kITE, to assign cells to
their animal-of-origin. RNA velocity [8] and pseudotime [9]
analyses were used to infer developmental trajectories for
many cell types, and a novel test for cluster-specific marker
genes was employed that takes advantages of the biological
replicates present in the experiment. We identified 36
distinguishable cell types including a complex developmental
program in which neural precursors differentiate into either
stinging cells or one of a range of neurons that make up a
complex Cnidarian nervous system. Finally, the starvation
response was characterized and validated by fluorescence in
situ hybridization. Starved animals were found to have four
times fewer cells while maintaining cell abundance ratios, and
differentially expressed genes were characterized across all
cell types.
III. CONCLUSION
Whole-organism perturbation experiments can be read out
using multiplexed scRNA-seq, even for relatively obscure
non-model organisms. Analysis at the level of cell types gives
a systems-level view of gene expression that will help
elucidate coordinated gene regulation across entire animals.
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A simple and generalizable metric for quantifying
feedback control in biomolecular systems
Mariana Gómez-Schiavon1 , and Hana El-Samad2
Feedback control is ubiquitous in biomolecular networks.
However, a metric to quantify biological feedback control
and compare different control strategies do not exist. Here,
we propose such a metric that derives the advantage of a
feedback control system compared to a series of locally
analogous systems without feedback. Each locally analogous
system is constructed by substituting the feedback from the
regulated process to the controller system by a constant input,
such that its internal state is analogous to the original system.
Thus, before a perturbation, each locally analogous system
behaves identically to the feedback system. In this way, the
impact of all the intrinsic biomolecular constraints of the
system are being considered, while effectively isolating the
effect of feedback control. We demonstrate that this metric
can be applied to many feedback control systems, regardless
of the underlying complexity of the biomolecular network,
producing a readily interpretable value. Using this metric, we
systematically analyze multiple feedback control biomolecular motifs proposed in the literature, and demonstrate that
we can recapitulate established knowledge while providing
novel insights. For example, high dilution rate is known to
have a destructive effect on feedback control; the metric
recognizes this behaviour, while also revealing that feedback
control by active degradation motif can be optimized at
intermediate dilution rates under biologically realistic parameters. In summary, we present a simple, generalizable
and informative metric that allows to characterize feedback
control in biomolecular contexts, and can guide our efforts
on dissecting and designing biomolecular feedback control.
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Cooperative Control of Bacterial Consortia with
Applications to a Wound-Healing Model System
Leopold N. Green1 , Chelsea Hu1 , Xinying Ren2 and Richard M. Murray1,2
Abstract— Wound healing is a complicated biological network
consisting of many types of cellular dynamics and functions
regulated by chemical and molecular signals. Recent advancements in synthetic biology has made it possible to predictably
design and build close-looped controllers that can function
appropriately alongside of biological species. In this study,
we developed a simple wound healing model mimicking the
sequential relay-like dynamics of cellular populations involved
in the healing process. We also developed a set of I1-FFL
controllers that can sense the change in acute chronic wound
dynamics, fixing the system in a timely manner.

levels causing an influx of fibroblasts into the wound. Fibroblasts release extra-cellular matrix components promoting
wound closure. Finally, during the remodelling phase, fibroblasts differentiate into contractile myofibroblasts resulting in
minimal scar tissue and preserved tissue function.
The orchestrated interactions of various cell types, extracellular components, growth factors, and cytokines together
play important roles in each of the different stages during
healing. Therefore, an imbalance to any of these elements
may lead to either prolonged, chronic healing.

Index Terms— feed-foward loop controllers, population controllers, synthetic biology, wound healing

II. R ESULTS
Our computational approach focuses on the elucidation
of control systems needed to sense and regulate against
impaired dynamics of complex signalling networks. We
propose a multiple layer population controller consisting of
a wound healing circuit that demonstrates cellular population
dynamics of acute physiological wound healing (layer 1), and
the coordination of feedback controllers that sense chronic
dynamics, fixing the system back to acute healing (layer 2).
In this work, (1) we simulate a deterministic model of
two coupled negative feedback modules producing sequential
cellular population dynamics resembling the physiological
acute wound healing process; (2) we implement predictive
chronic wounds by altering parameters resembling physiological hyper-inflammation and impaired proliferation conditions; and (3) we regulate against various chronic conditions
using two pulse generating type-1 incoherent feed-forward
loops (I1-FFL) [5] coupled to the wound healing layer by
signals produced by cellular species.
Our simulation results demonstrate that when chronic
dynamics persists, coupling our pulse generating regulator
controller circuits consisting of two I1-FFL modules is an
effective design for regulating against incomplete healing.
However, there are some conditions that our proposed I1-FFL
controllers fail to regulate against. For more robust chronic
regulation, future controller circuits may require a combination of multiple controller architectures and functions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
healing is a dynamic, multi-cellular process
regulated by a complicated network of propagating
cell signals [1]. Healthy response to tissue injury relies on a
systematic cascade of events known as acute wound healing.
Acute healing is classically defined by four overlapping
phases, distinct in function and histological characteristics:
Hemostasis Phase - blood coagulation; Inflammatory Phase
- wound debridement; Proliferation Phase -formation of
granulation tissue and wound closure; and Remodelling
Phase - improved wound tensile strength after closer [2].
Together, the phases demonstrate relay-like dynamics of
cellular densities and functions, coordinated by the secretion
of various signals [3].
Some of the prominent cells involved in wound healing are
platelets, neutrophils, macrophages, and fibroblasts. During
healing, cells enter the point of injury by either cell migration, infiltration, proliferation, and differential. These dynamics are controlled by an equally sophisticated signalling
network of growth factors, cytokines and chemokines [4].
Platelets are the first cell type to enter the wound, releasing
pro-inflammatory growth factors and cytokines promoting
the migration of neutrophils to the site of injury. As the
first circulating inflammatory cells to enter the site of injury,
neutrophils secrete additional pro-inflammatory signals for
macrophage migration into the wound.
The inflammation cycle transitions into the proliferation
phage as macrophage-derived growth factors reaches optimal
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Random plasmid partitioning reduces the
evolutionary stability of synthetic circuits
1
2
1,3
Andrew D. Halleran , Emanuel-Flores Bautista , Richard M. Murray

Short Abstract — Plasmids are found across bacteria,
archaea, and eukaryotes and play an important role in
evolution. Plasmids exist at different copy numbers,
ranging from a single plasmid per cell to hundreds. This
feature of a copy number greater than one can lead to
a population of plasmids within a single cell that are not
identical clones of one another. During cell division, this
population of plasmids is partitioned into two daughter
cells, resulting in a random distribution of plasmid
variants in each daughter. In this study, we use
stochastic simulations to investigate how random
plasmid partitioning impacts evolution of plasmidencoded traits.
Keywords — plasmid segregation, partitioning,
evolution, synthetic biology
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasmids occur naturally in bacteria, archaea, and
eukaryotes [1-3]. Most commonly found in bacteria,
plasmids are typically small, extra-chromosomal, stretches
of DNA that replicate independently of the host genome.
Plasmid copy number, the average number of plasmids per
cell, can vary from ~1 copy per cell to hundreds depending
on the mechanism regulating plasmid replication. Plasmids
are a key source of genetic diversity and play an important
role in evolution, and recent work has demonstrated the
ability of high copy number plasmids to expedite
acquisition of antibiotic resistance [4-5]. Plasmids are also
widely used in synthetic biology and biotechnology, where
the ability to rapidly engineer a plasmid and transform it
into a host for maintenance and expression is of great value.
Despite their widespread abundance in the natural world,
and their frequent use in synthetic biology and
biotechnology, the evolution of plasmid-encoded traits
remains incompletely understood.
Plasmids have diverse inheritance modes [6-8].
Plasmids with high copy numbers typically rely on random
binomial partitioning at cell division to ensure both
daughter cells receive the plasmid [9]. This strategy is not
viable for plasmids with low copy numbers as there is a
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high likelihood a daughter cell would not inherit the
plasmid [10]. Low copy number plasmids instead use
active partitioning systems, which distribute an equal
number of plasmids to each daughter cell during division
[8, 11-12].
Due to the independent nature of mutations, a given cell
can contain a mix of plasmids where some contain the
mutation and others do not. A similar phenomenon exists
in mitochondria which can contain multiple distinct
mitochondrial genomes per organelle [13]. Thus, for both
low and high copy number plasmids a key feature of their
inheritance is the random partitioning of a potentially
mixed pool of alleles into daughter cells. Previous work has
experimentally demonstrated random plasmid partitioning
accelerates evolution, but little understanding exists about
the parameter dependence (plasmid copy number, burden,
mutation rate, and selection mode) of this effect [14-15].
Our work focuses on how random plasmid partitioning
differs from perfect partitioning, and the impact of
changing context-dependent rate parameters.
II.

RESULTS

Our simulation results demonstrate that random
plasmid partitioning accelerates mutant allele fixation
when the allele is beneficial and the selection is in an
additive or recessive regime where increasing the copy
number of the beneficial allele results in additional benefit
for the host. This effect does not depend on the size of the
benefit conferred, or the plasmid mutation rate, but is
magnified by increasing plasmid copy number.
III.
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Heritability of Fitness
Jungmin Han1 and Vipul Periwal2
Short Abstract— By the definition of fitness, an organism is
considered to be fit if its offspring are able to reproduce. We
aim to investigate the heritability of this fitness through a series
of iterative simulations that models the evolution of a single
organism to a population, including mutation, damage repair,
reproduction, and death. Our simulations showed that evolved
networks possess heritable fitness that can be passed down from
one generation to the next, suggesting the genetic robustness of
these networks against mutation is an emergent trait.
Keywords— gene network, evolution, fitness

a mutated gene network from its parent, and its phenotypic
state, x0 , was approximately half of the parent’s, while the
parent was left with the other half of the state. This mimics
the partitioning of the contents of a cell during cell division.
The gene network of every organism undergoes somatic
mutations during its life. Organisms are able to expend
simulation steps to repair their gene network, if it was too
far off from the initial W . Finally, we randomly pruned the
population every now and then to simulate a finite carrying
capacity of the environment.

I. P URPOSE

III. C ONCLUSION

the beginning of time, evolution has been acting
on the traits of every biological organism. There have
been many different approaches to explain the evolvability
and genetic robustness of an organism [1, 2]. One of the
key features of evolutionary theory is the definition of the
“fitness” of an organism, or how well an organism can
pass down its genetic traits to its following generations.
For an organism to be fit, its genotype needs to be robust
against mutations and environmental fluctuations. For the
purpose of this study, we defined fitness to be the number
of grandchildren.
We constructed a mathematical model that simulates the
evolution of a genome to a large population over time.
We evaluated how fitness evolves within the population.
Furthermore, the heritability of fitness from one generation
to the next was examined. The model simulations showed
that there is a positive correlation between the fitness of a
parent and that of its offspring.

We simulated the model over some iterations to generate
a large population and studied the relationships between
parents’ fitness and key characteristics of their offsprings’
fitness. At the end of the simulation, we analyzed the structure of the tree describing the population’s evolution. The
scatter plot of the parents’ fitness vs. the maximum of their
offsprings’ fitness is shown below. Red dots represent active
organisms that are still able to reproduce, while the black
dots are the organisms that were randomly removed from
the population during the pruning process. The figure shows
a positive correlation between the two variables, suggesting
that an organism’s ability to reproduce was preserved from
generation to generation, indicating genetic robustness is an
emergent trait.
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II. M ETHODS
A n × n matrix W , representing a gene network, and
a 1 × n vector x, representing an initial phenotypic state,
were assigned to the founder organism. The dynamics of the
phenotypic state was determined from a Poisson distribution:


p
x(t+1) ∼ P x(t)(1 − ρ) + ρ max(0, x · W + η) , (1)
where ρ is a decay factor and η is noise. The genome of
an organism at time t, denoted as y, was a specific linear
combination of its phenotypic state x(t). At any time point,
if an organism satisfies y(t) ≥ 2y(0), indicating genome
replication, it generates an offspring. The offspring inherited
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Interaction Classifier Improves Accuracy of
Fully Automated Model Expansion

Casey Hansen 1, Peter Spirtes2, Cheryl Telmer 3, Kara Bocan4, Emilee Holtzapple5, Yasmine Ahmed4,
Adam Butchy1, Khaled Sayed4, Natasa Miskov-Zivanov1,4,5
Short Abstract — We present an Interaction Classifier (IC), a
tool for comparing, sorting, and ranked scoring of biological
interactions automatically extracted from published literature.
The IC determines a score for each interaction to quantify their
relevance and usefulness. The sorting and scoring significantly
reduce the amount of expert intervention required to evaluate the
importance and relevance of a large number of interactions from
diverse literature sources. The IC also performs a classification
of interactions into corroborations, contradictions, and
extensions, crucial for validating and expanding models. The
utility of the IC is demonstrated with data sets containing
differing types of knowledge.
Keywords — Natural Language Processing, Machine reading,
Text mining, Automated model generation

I. INTRODUCTION
models are an excellent means for
running in silico experiments to understand biological
phenomena and test or guide new hypotheses. These models
can be created with expert knowledge or using data and
interactions found in the literature. Using information from the
literature allows the inclusion of results from many experts and
experiments, from diverse disciplines, however, it can be timeconsuming to manually investigate every relevant article for
applicable knowledge. Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tools such as REACH [1] and TRIPS [2] can perform this task
automatically, extracting, and standardizing information from
a large number of articles.
NLP tools can collect large amounts of processed text with
relative ease, but expert opinion is still required to determine
what extracted knowledge is most relevant to the model of
interest. Some information extraction approaches, like those
used by RUBICON [3,4] and INDRA [5], include a
believability score, as a way to measure the quality of the
extraction. However, due to the variability of language in
research literature, a meaningful belief score can be difficult to
define and compute.

C

OMPUTATIONAL

II. INTERACTION CLASSIFIER
Here, we present an Interaction Classifier (IC), a tool that
compares an existing model, and the interactions it is
composed of, to those extracted automatically from literature.
Interactions are first classified as corroborations,
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contradictions, or extensions with respect to the model, and
then within these broader classifications they are given a
numerical score based on a more detailed comparison of the
attributes of the interaction. From this, we create a quantitative
measure of interaction relevance, how well the interaction
matches the model, and interaction usefulness, how much
information it can add to the model. These measures
significantly reduce the burden of manual inspection of
thousands of interactions in thousands of papers.
We demonstrate an application of the IC with a previouslycreated model of a melanoma cell line, and we evaluate the IC
scoring by comparing it to expert judgment. Our analysis
included three sets of literature extractions: a large set
compiled using relevant search terms from REACH, a smaller
set created using a more directed search, and a final set using
expert judgement to determine relevance and usefulness of the
compiled interactions from the directed search. We used the IC
to compare the model to each set of interactions, and then
manually inspected the scoring outcomes of those interactions
that were classified as extensions by the IC. We compared the
frequency of extraction and scores of the interactions from the
judged reading to those interactions from the larger reader sets.
III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The results of this study provide scoring metrics and
guidelines for which scores and attributes can be used to
automatically identify relevant and useful interactions for
evaluating and improving a computational model. We found
two important characteristics in identifying the highest quality
interactions: the number of times an interaction is extracted
from the relevant literature (frequency), and the details of the
extracted interaction that are not already in the corresponding
model interaction (usefulness).
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A computational model of cell phenotype
interactions in small cell lung cancer
Leonard Harris1 , Samantha Beik2 , Sarah Groves3 , Alissa Weaver4,5 , Carlos Lopez1,6,7 and Vito Quaranta1,6,8
Abstract— Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is an aggressive
neuroendocrine carcinoma known for rapid recurrence and
metastasis following treatment. While histologically homogeneous, recent work suggests that SCLC tumors are comprised of
numerous subtypes that support growth and facilitate treatment
avoidance and survival. Here, we use computational modeling to
investigate phenotype interactions in SCLC tumors. Specifically,
we generate multiple population dynamics models of phenotypic
interactions in SCLC and fit to human and mouse tumor data to
identify driving factors differentiating tumor types. Our results
indicate that cell-cell interactions are crucial for maintaining
stable phenotypic content and suggest experimentally-testable
interventions for modulating tumor composition.

I. BACKGROUND
cell lung cancer (SCLC), the most lethal form of
lung cancer (5-10% 1-yr survival), is characterized by
rapid growth, early metastasis, and treatment-resistant relapse
after initial positive response. The standard of care (etoposide
+ platinum-based chemotherapeutics) has not changed in
∼30 years, emphasizing the need for new and improved
therapeutic approaches. Though traditionally thought of as
a homogeneous disease comprised of “small round blue
cells,” recent research has identified a robust tumor microenvironment comprised of numerous phenotypic variants with
synergistic functions and interactions [1–4].
Recently, we identified four distinct SCLC subtypes using consensus clustering and weighted gene co-expression
network analysis (WGCNA) on transcriptomics data from
over 50 patient-derived cell lines [4]. Three of these subtypes
had been described previously [1–3], while the fourth shows
broad insensitivity to several classes of therapeutic agents,
suggesting a possible role in treatment resistance and tumor recurrence. Subsequent analysis using CIBERSORT [5]
on human and mouse tumor samples indicated that SCLC
tumors are comprised of varying proportions of all four
subtypes [4]. Here, we use population dynamics modeling
and Monte Carlo-based parameter fitting to identify factors,
such as differentiation rates and interaction modes/strengths,
that distinguish these tumor types. Our insights provide potential avenues for modulating the phenotypic compositions
of SCLC tumors, which can be tested experimentally.
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Fig. 1. Preliminary model of phenotype interactions in SCLC. (A)
Tumor propagating cells (TPCs) can differentiate into two phenotypes; all
phenotypes can divide and die; and some can enhance or inhibit division
and/or death of others (shown in red). (B) Interactions between phenotypes
leads to stabilization of the phenotypic composition over time.

II. R ESULTS
We began by considering three SCLC phenotypes [2]:
tumor-propagating cells (TPCs), Hes1+ cells, and CD44+
cells (Fig. 1A). The model includes differentiation of TPCs
into both Hes1+ and CD44+ phenotypes and interactions
between TPCs and Hes1+ cells through secreted factors that
affect division and/or death rates (Fig. 1A). Experimental
data indicate that in vivo SCLC tumors are composed of
∼50% TPCs, 25% Hes1+, 5% CD44+, and 20% unknown
cell types. By adjusting the rate constants of the model we
were able to reproduce this observation in silico (Fig. 1B).
Specifically, the rate of differentiation from TPCs to Hes1+
cells had to be approximately 5× larger than for TPCs to
CD44+, providing a testable prediction of the model.
We are in the process of reformulating and extending
this model within the current view of SCLC tumors as
comprised of four phenotypes [4]. This includes accounting
for trophic factors such as midkine and fibroblast growth
factor (FGF) and fitting across human and mouse tumors
with varying phenotypic composition [4]. Preliminary results
confirm that differentiation rates are a major determinant of
tumor composition as are feedbacks among phenotypes.
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Protein contacts using Expectation Reflection
Danh-Tai Hoang, Joseph McKenna, Chris Yang, and Vipul Periwal

Short Abstract — We recently developed a data-driven
method, Expectation Reflection, for network inference in
stochastic systems. This method outperforms present state-ofthe-art methods in predicting the interaction weights between
binary variables. Here, we extend the method to recover
interaction networks of categorical variables. Applying this to
protein multiple sequence alignments, we infer the residueresidue interactions in protein domains. We then calculate the
direct information and predict the correlations between
positions in the protein sequences. We find good prediction
results for many protein domains.
Keywords — Network reconstruction, protein structure
prediction, protein multiple sequence alignments.

P

III. RESULTS
We first tested our method to infer the connection
strengths from synthesized sequences from simulated
stochastic models of coupled categorical variables. We
then applied our method to multiple sequence alignments
of protein families from the Pfam database [4], inferring
interaction strengths between residues in protein domains.
From these interactions, we calculated the direct
information [1] determining correlations between different
positions in a protein chain. The predictive performance
was validated by comparing to structures obtained from
PDB. We computed the receiver operating characteristic
from our method and compared with DCA (Figure 1).

I. PURPOSE

ROTEIN function is greatly dependent on the
arrangement of amino acids in a three-dimensional
structure. Therefore, the determination of tertiary
structures of proteins from their primary sequences is a
fundamental problem in biology. Direct Coupling Analysis
(DCA) is the present state-of-the-art method for protein
structure inference. This method identifies interactions
between residues at different positions based on
phylogenetic correlations between the residues [1].
We recently developed an approach, Expectation
Reflection (ER), and demonstrated that ER works better
than existing methods in predicting coupling weights
between binary variables, especially in the limit of small
samples sizes and partially observed systems [2, 3].
Here, we extend ER to infer networks of interactions from
observed configurations of (non-binary) categorical
variables such as protein sequences.
II. METHOD
We applied a one-hot encoding to represent categorical
variables. We used an iterative algorithm to update the
model of the influence on each position from other
positions according to the ratio of the observation to the
corresponding model expectation.
This approach
completely separates model updates from minimization of
a cost function measuring goodness of fit, so that this cost
function can be used as the stopping criterion of the
iteration. This is crucial for biological applications where
available data usually under-determines complex systems.
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Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
from a set of 15 protein domains, shown for ER (black)
and DCA (blue).
IV. CONCLUSION
Extending our ER method, we propose an effective
algorithm of network inference for categorical variables.
Applying this method to multiple sequence alignments of
protein families, we can improve the inference of contacts
between residues in 3D structures of proteins.
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Repetitive sequences tune transcription factorDNA binding by modulating the kinetics of the
transcription factor search process
Connor A. Horton1 and Polly M. Fordyce1,2,3,4,*

Short Abstract — Transcription factors (TFs) regulate gene
expression via sequence-specific binding to regulatory elements
within genomic DNA. Despite the enormity of the potential
genomic search space, TFs rapidly locate and bind their cognate
sites by combining three-dimensional diffusion with onedimensional sliding, hopping, and intersegmental transfer. We
apply a microfluidic platform to measure the equilibrium
binding affinities and kinetic parameters for two transcription
factors interacting with a library of >30 DNA sequences. Our
results suggest that regulatory sequences flanking known TF
consensus sites might provide a cellular mechanism to ‘tune’ TF
binding to continuously modulate levels and kinetics of
transcription in vivo.
Keywords — protein-DNA binding, transcription factor
binding, transcriptional regulation, microfluidics

Transcription factors (TFs) regulate gene expression via
sequence-specific binding to regulatory elements within
genomic DNA. Despite the enormity of the potential genomic
search space, TFs rapidly locate and bind their cognate sites
by combining three-dimensional diffusion with onedimensional sliding, hopping, and intersegmental transfer [13]. Previous experimental measurements have demonstrated
that repetitive sequences surrounding TF cognate sites
significantly increase relative levels of bound TFs [4];
however, the effects of repetitive sequences on the
equilibrium levels and kinetics of TF binding have not been
directly measured in high-throughput.
To address this, we have applied a microfluidic platform
(MITOMI, or Mechanically-Induced Trapping of Molecular
Interactions), to measure the equilibrium binding affinities
(Kd) and association and dissociation rates (kon, koff) for
different transcription factors interacting with a library of >30
DNA sequences [5]. This library includes sequences
containing the known Pho4 and MAX consensus site (5’GTCACGTGAC-3’), a mutated consensus site (5’GTCACGCGAC-3’), and a shuffled consensus site, each
flanked by various repetitive or random flanking sequences.
We have assayed two homodimeric basic-helix-loop-helix
transcription factors—Pho4, a TF from S. cerevisiae that
mediates the transcriptional response to phosphate starvation,
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and Max, a human TF implicated in several oncogenic
pathways. We provide additional evidence that TFs
consistently bind to repetitive DNA sequences with higher
affinity than to random sequences. We also establish that the
difference in measured Kd values are primarily driven by
changes in kon. This effect persists even in the absence of Max
and Pho4’s cognate binding site (the E-box, or CACGTG),
supporting the model that nonspecific binding to repetitive
sequences occurs as a distinct mechanism from binding to the
cognate site.
Together, these results suggest that regulatory sequences
flanking known TF consensus sites might provide a cellular
mechanism to ‘tune’ TF binding to continuously modulate
levels and kinetics of transcription in vivo. In current work,
we are constructing synthetic Pho4-driven promoters to
directly measure in vivo effects of repetitive sequences on
transcriptional dynamics. We are also probing the mechanism
by which these nonspecific sequences tune binding kinetics
by systematically measuring the binding affinities and
kinetics of hundreds of Pho4 mutants to DNA sequences with
varying degrees of repeats. These high-throughput and
quantitative measurements of biophysical parameters will
further elucidate the TF search process and contribute to a
greater theoretical understanding of gene regulation.
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Acetaminophen-induced liver injury:
interhepatocyte communication
Ryan C. Kennedy1, Andrew K. Smith1, Glen E.P. Ropella2, Mitchell R. McGill3, Hartmut Jaeschke4,
and C. Anthony Hunt1
Short Abstract — Previous virtual model mechanisms
provided the first concrete multi-attribute explanation for how
and why liver necrosis begins near the central vein (CV). Such
mechanisms lacked the characteristic feature that subsequent
necrosis occurs primarily adjacent to hepatocytes that have
already initiated necrosis. To facilitate, we added logic enabling
hepatocytes to obtain information about neighboring
hepatocytes. So doing allowed virtual hepatocytes to achieve
new target attributes. Additional logic for extracellular vesicle
(EV) objects was added to provide an alternative explanation.
We hypothesize that the resulting intercellular-communicationenabled model mechanism is analogous to the actual explanation
for APAP-induced hepatotoxicity at comparable levels of
granularity.

A

I. INTRODUCTION

CETAMINOPHEN (APAP) induced liver injury is
clinically significant, and APAP overdose in mice often
serves as a model for drug-induced liver injury in humans.
Previous studies provided an explanation for how and why
necrosis first begins near the CV before propagating [1]. We
add new target attributes and virtual experiments in which we
1) require necrosis events to first occur adjacent to the CV and
2) specify that subsequent necrosis events must occur
primarily adjacent to virtual hepatocytes (vHPCs) that have
already triggered necrosis. Evidence supports that
intracellular communication via exosomes [2], gap junctions
[3,4], and connexin hemichannels [5] plays a vital role in
determining the toxic effect of chemicals. Here, we add
communication-enabled rule-based capabilities to facilitate
meeting the target attributes.
II. METHODS

We experiment on Control and Test Mice. Control Mice
utilize validated model mechanisms and have been previously
described [1]. We sought to achieve the new target attributes
in Test Mice. Through virtual experiments, incremental
changes to model mechanism features were made with the
goal of improving the mechanism-based explanation.
A pair of rules were added to determine whether vHPCs in
Test Mice initiate necrosis. For stressed vHPCs, necrosis is
triggered if the vHPC is adjacent to the CV or if n or more
downstream neighbors have initiated necrosis. For nonstressed vHPCs, m or more lateral neighbors must have
1
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initiated necrosis for the vHPC to initiate necrosis. Stressed
vHPCs are defined as those that have accumulated a specified
amount of mitochondrial damage. An additional mechanism
involving the passing of EV objects was also explored.
Credibility of Test Mice is increased through validation and
falsification. Virtual Mice are hypotheses for corresponding
mouse features, and Test Mice are instantiated hypotheses.
Hypothesis testing requires consideration of similarity of a
Test Mouse to wet-lab experiments and similarity of
variability within and between virtual and wet-lab
experiments. Further details on the Virtual Mice and related
information have been published [6].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Control Mice provide a plausible and coarse-grain
explanation of early features of APAP-induced injury.
vAPAP measurements from Test Mice and from Control
Mice were indistinguishable and location-dependent pervHPC amounts of various products were comparable. There
are differences in the moving averages for the mean distance
from the CV for necrosis events in Control and Test Mice. In
Control Mice, necrosis events are triggered upstream of the
CV, while in Test Mice, the averages start at the CV and creep
upstream, while in Control Mice, necrosis events are triggered
upstream of the CV. In achieving our target attributes, we can
argue that analogous processes may occur in vivo. Literature
supporting evidence that exosome-based communication is
strong, and future experiments will focus on this aspect.
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A causal model mechanism designed for clinical
translation explains elevated serum ALT in mice
following toxic doses of Acetaminophen
Andrew K. Smith1, Glen E.P. Ropella2, Mitchell R. McGill3, Hartmut Jaeschke4, and C. Anthony Hunt1
Short Abstract — Previous virtual model mechanisms
provided the first concrete multi-attribute explanation for how
and why acetaminophen (APAP) induced liver necrosis in mice
begins near the central vein. Elevated serum alanine
aminotransferase (ALT) is a biomarker for such liver damage.
The actual causal events linking APAP’s reactive metabolite to
elevated serum ALT are, however, still poorly understood. We
used virtual experiments to concretize four virtual mechanism
variants involving mitochondrial and non-mitochondrial
damage products, and necrosis. They were able to map
quantitatively to multiple wet-lab measurements in mice.
Evidence supports one model mechanism as being most
analogous to the actual explanation for elevated serum ALT at
comparable levels of granularity.

A

I.

OBJECTIVE

(APAP) hepatotoxicity in mice is an
established model for drug-induced liver injury in
humans. Cell death and membrane damage are thought to be
the most common causes of elevated serum alanine
aminotransferase (ALT), which is a commonly used
biomarker in clinical diagnosis and research involving liver
injury induced by drugs and drug combinations [1]. However,
the actual causal mechanisms linking APAP hepatic
disposition and metabolism (including formation of the
reactive metabolite NAPQI) to elevated serum ALT are still
poorly understood. We use virtual experiments to investigate
plausible explanatory multiscale model mechanisms [2] that
may explain elevated serum ALT and select those that are
both parsimonious and capable of achieving multiple
quantitative validation targets. 12 3 4
CETAMINOPHEN

II. METHODS
We reuse the model mechanism developed by Smith et al.
[3]. It is a concretized hypotheses for how features of APAP
hepatotoxicity in mice are generated. It provides plausible
quantitative causal explanations for major features of APAP
hepatotoxicity in mice. We utilize the virtual experiment
protocol outlined by Kirschner et al. [4], as updated [3]. Four
requirements guide software engineering, mechanism
instantiation, and simulation refinements. 1. Virtual entities
are concrete and biomimetic in prespecified ways. 2. Entities
and activities organized and orchestrated so that they are
1
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responsible for targeted features of hepatotoxicity. 3. Feature
measurements match or are strongly analogous to Targeted
Attributes [5] and meet prespecified quantitative Similarity
Criteria. 4. Higher-level phenomena arise from component
interactions at a lower-level.
Key features: NAPQI formation increases periportal (PP)to-pericentral (PC) within hepatic lobules; probabilities of
GSH depletion and damage mitigation events decrease PP-toPC; in vivo damage products are represented by virtual
mitochondrial (mitoD) and non-mitochondrial (nonMD)
damage products. Results from studies in mice [5] provided
quantitative validation targets.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We extend the above features by implementing model ALT
release mechanism variants in which all virtual hepatocytes
(vHPCs) initially contain the same amount of ALT. Stress
resulting from accumulation of membrane damage above a
threshold value triggers ALT release. When a vHPC becomes
necrotic, all remaining ALT is released. We experimented on
four mechanism variants: membrane damage is triggered by
either accumulation of 1) mitoD, 2) nonMD, 3) the
combination, or 4) only necrotic cells. Released ALT, which
accumulates in virtual Mouse Body, maps to serum ALT. A
parsimonious ALT release mechanism based on damage
triggered by mitoD plus necrosis provide acceptable matches
to validation targets and may be most analogous to the actual
explanation for elevated serum ALT.
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Modeling Emergent Biological Phenomena:
A Case Study in the Social Amoeba
Chuqiao Huyan1,2, Alexander Golden2,3, Pankaj Mehta2,3, and Allyson E. Sgro1,2,3
Short Abstract — Cells in groups display emergent biological
phenomena. A widely studied example, Dictyostelium
discoideum, the social amoeba, displays collective oscillations
and movement coordinated by cAMP signal relay upon
starvation. Past theoretical work has explored how these
population-wide oscillations emerge through different models.
Recent experimental advances have created a wealth of data
about the key phenomena cells exhibit that drive these
behaviors. This study validates the key experimental features
recapitulated by different theoretical models. We identify each
models’ advantages and limitations, and describe behaviors in
mutants that will allow us to identify how multicellular systems
actively modulate these population-level emergent phenomena.

G

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

ROUP oscillations spontaneously emerge in coupled
cells when the environmental parameters like nutrient
and cell density reach a critical value. Such examples
include glycolytic oscillations in yeast [1], metabolitedependent oscillations within biofilms [2], and oscillations in
bacteria population carrying a synthetic gene circuit [3].
An extensively studied example is Dictyostelium
discoideum, the social amoeba. Upon starvation,
Dictyosteium cells initiate a developmental program,
releasing cyclic-AMP (cAMP) in pulses. These pulses cause
cells to produce their own cAMP which propagates the signal;
at the same time, cAMP act as a chemoattractant that directs
cell migration during aggregation. Both the cAMP signal
relay and chemotaxis are critical for Dictyostelium cells to
transition from unicellular to multicellular mound state [4].
Over the past few decades, multiple models have been
developed aiming to describe this collective behavior based
on cAMP signal relay. However, a comprehensive analysis of
the existing models and how well they reproduce
experimental observations is lacking.
This case study aims to compare and evaluate the existing
models. Key phenomena that have been experimentally
observed are summarized and models are evaluated by how
well they recapitulate these qualitative and quantitative
features validated by experiments. The models we evaluate
include 1) models based on kinetic equations derived from
molecular networks [5,6,7], 2) models that treat cells as
simple automata [8,9], 3) a phase equations-based model that
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describes the onset of collective oscillations [10], and 4)
models that capture key input-output responses ignoring
detailed molecular networks [11,12]. The key experimental
features evaluated in this work are 1) single cell responses
including signal relay, adaptation, and super-threshold
oscillations, and 2) population behaviors including
synchronized / unsynchronized oscillations and spatial pattern
formation. Taking advantage of this case study, we seek a
theoretical interpretation of aberrant behaviors in mutant
strains. A PKA regulatory element mutant develops rapidly
after starvation and displays aberrant morphogenesis at the
later developmental stage [13]. To elucidate the source of this
aberrant behavior in this PKA mutant, we harness recently
acquired quantitative measurements of single-cell level
signaling dynamics with a genetically-encoded sensor.
Considering the key features we find in different models, we
propose that the mutant behavior can be effectively described
by a top-down model [11], but in a bi-stable regime distinct
from this published model.
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Construction of AND logic gate synthetic circuit
using ribosome recovery system in E. coli
Prajakta K. Jadhav1 and Nicholas C. Butzin1
Short Abstract — Orthogonal logic gates are required for
construction of more complex systems in synthetic biology. Here
we have developed an orthogonal AND logic gate in E. coli that
has both transcriptional and translational control and exploits
the natural ribosome recovery system. Ribosome rescue occurs
when ribosomes stall, which can occur in the presence of rare
codons (limited available cognate tRNA). Our system consists of
consecutive rare codons, which allows us to regulate output
using inducible promoters and by altering cognate rare tRNA
expression. Our goal is to develop robust orthogonal logic gates
as building blocks for complex circuits.
Keywords — Ribosome stalling, ribosome rescue rare codon,
AND logic gate

S

I. FULL ABSTRACT

YNTHETIC biology is an emerging field that combines
biology and engineering, which allows scientists to
introduce controllable, synthetically designed biological
systems. These systems include oscillators, logic gates, toggle
switches, pulse generators, biosensors, memory elements, and
many more1-4. The design and implementation of these
systems depend on developing biological building blocks for
increased complexity. Currently, simple logic gates (AND,
OR, NOR, etc.) in biological systems are gaining attention as
they can act as interchangeable parts5. One of the biggest
challenges for synthetic biologist is to build well-regulated
interchangeable parts that can function in conjunction with
cells natural systems. Natural systems are comprised of
complex networks that are regulated at different levels,
including transcriptional and translational regulation.
However, most synthetic circuits are governed at the
transcriptional level; very few utilize translational regulation4.
Utilization of native translational regulation in synthetic
circuits holds potential that has yet to be explored. The
translational level control is beneficial as it promotes rapid
output that allows fine-tuning of the system.
We recently developed a new class of synthetic circuits that
can be controlled at both the transcriptional and translational
level mimicking native biological networks. These circuits
include an AND logic gate, which requires two inputs, one at
the transcriptional level and one at the translational level, to
activate protein production of the output (typically a
fluorescent protein for quantitative data acquisition). Our
circuit exploits cells’ innate phenomenon called ribosome
stalling, which also regulates translation rate of many natural
transcripts6-7. It is well established that when a ribosome
encounters clusters of rare codons it stalls, but the ribosome

can be “rescued” by tmRNA. The tmRNA allows the
ribosome to abort translation of the current peptide chain via
the simultaneous completion of the polypeptide with a fastdegradation tag and cleavage/degradation of the mRNA
molecule at the site of stalling7-9. Ribosome rescue is a
fundamental process that allows cells to recover unproductive
ribosomes when the cell is under stress and lacks a sufficiently
large number of charged (i.e. bound to an amino acid) tRNA
molecules for translation.
Our recently developed AND gate leverages sequential rare
codons for differential production of fluorescent proteins at
the translational level. This construct is under an inducible
promoter with transcriptional control and translational level
control determined by the availability of cognate rare tRNA
in the cell, which is expressed under a different inducible
promoter. The system’s feasibility is tested in stationary phase
in population study that shows significant fold difference in
fluorescence level when AND logic gate is functional. Further
analysis of this system will be performed in single cell study
using microfluidics to gather quantitative information.
Our goal is to develop scalable, robust synthetic circuit,
which can act as interchangeable parts in a wide range of
organisms. We are planning to modify the current system to
increase its robustness and move towards building additional
logic gates using available parts in order to build a complex
network in biological native system.
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Modeling epigenetic feedback regulation during
Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT)
Wen Jia1, Mohit Kumar Jolly2, Abhijeet Deshmukh3, Sendurai A. Mani3 and Herbert Levine1,4

Short Abstract — Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT)
plays an important role in cancer metastasis and drug resistance,
and involves epigenetic remodeling However, how epigenetic
changes affecting the dynamical traits such as plasticity or
memory are not fully understood. Here, we analyze the effects of
epigenetic feedback on EMT through integrating this feedback
on various aspects of the miR-200/ZEB loop – a core circuit
regulating EMT. Epigenetic feedback on self-activation of ZEB
has minor effects in population distribution and transition times,
but epigenetic feedback on the inhibition of miR-200 by ZEB can
largely stabilize the mesenchymal state, thus making the process
irreversible. Follow-up preliminary experiments show that when
EMT is induced in epithelial cells , a certain percentage of cells
can stay in mesenchymal state after the inducing signal is
removed. This percentage depends on the extent of induction of
EMT, thus well recapitulating our model-based predictions.
Keywords — EMT, epigenetic feedback

T

I. BACKGROUND

HE epithelial-mesenchymal transition(EMT) and its
reverse transition(MET) are closely related to cancer
metastasis - the spreading of cancer cells from original tumor
to a different part of the body and forming a secondary tumor.
Epigenetic factors can affect EMT by modulating gene
expression through altering chromatin structure to create
active or inactive transcription regions [1, 2]. A recent study
indicates that inhibition of specific histone acetylation and
demethylation pathways can suppress the induction as well as
the maintenance of SNAIL-driven EMT [3]. However, the
dynamical features of such epigenetic modifications remain
unclear. Here, to better understand the effect of epigenetics on
EMT, we introduced an epigenetic feedback term in a core
EMT circuit that consists of two mutually inhibiting loops:
miR-200/ZEB and miR-34/SNAIL [4].
II. RESULTS
The core EMT circuit miR-200/ZEB/miR-34/SNAIL
allows for the co-existence of three stable states – epithelial,
mesenchymal and hybrid E/M [4]. Through stochastic
simulations, we quantified the population distribution in this
tristable system for the abovementioned core circuit and its
reduced version miR-200/ZEB/SNAIL, and analyzed the
effects of epigenetic feedback on altering this distribution and
transition rates among various phenotypes.
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A. Epigenetic feedback on ZEB’s self-activation
The population distributions almost remain unchanged
when epigenetic feedback is on the self-activation of ZEB,
even if the feedback is very strong.
B. Epigenetic feedback on ZEB’s inhibition on miR-200
From both bifurcation and population distribution results,
we can see that the mesenchymal state now becomes greatly
stabilized, and more epithelial cells are able to reach and
maintain the mesenchymal state. If the epigenetic feedback on
the inhibition on miR-200 by ZEB is strong enough, more
than 50% of cells that maintained an epithelial cells in case of
no feedback case can now transition to a mesenchymal state.
C. Experimental results
Our model predicts that with epigenetic feedback on the
inhibition on miR-200 by ZEB, some cells can maintain their
mesenchymal state after the external stimulus is removed.
This irreversibility is seen in preliminary experimental data of
cells treated with EMT-inducing signals for varying duration.
III. CONCLUSION
EMT system is not sensitive to the epigenetic feedback on
self-activation of ZEB. However, epigenetic feedback on
inhibition on miR-200 of ZEB can stabilize mesenchymal
state and contribute to the irreversibility of EMT, thus
potentially restricting formation of metastases. Our results
demonstrated that targeted epigenetic regulation in EMT may
affect the ability of cells to complete their metastatic cascade.
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Mechanics before Chemistry: Tensile Stress
Induced Cytoskeletal Reorganization
Xiaona Li1, Qin Ni2, Xiuxiu He1, Soon Mi Lim3, Garegin A. Papoian2, Andreea Trache3,4 and Yi Jiang1

Short Abstract — Cellular remodeling in response to
mechanical stimuli is critical for understanding mechano-signal
transduction. We hypothesize that external stress induced
subcellular adaption is accomplished through dynamical
cytoskeletal reorganization. To study the interactions between
subcellular structures involved in transducing mechanical
signals, we combined experimental and modeling approaches to
measure real-time structural and mechanical adaption of the
actin cytoskeletal network. In vitro, we imaged the actin
cytoskeleton as tensile stress was applied to live vascular smooth
muscle cells (VSMC) using an ECM-functionalized atomic force
microscope probe. In silico, we modeled the mechanochemical
coupling of the actin cytoskeleton network. Both experimental
and modeling results agree that under tensile stress, mechanical
structural adaptation occurs before chemical adaptation: actin
filaments align first, then actin polymerization takes place to
further restructure the cytoskeleton.
Keywords — Cytoskeletal Network, Tensile Stress, Filament
Alignment, Actin Polymerization
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I. INTRODUCTION

ELLS interact with a complex microenvironment.
Among all the microenvironmental stimuli, mechanical
stress [1, 2] is important in many biological and physiological
processes. Vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) are
subjected to the cyclic stretch of pulsatile blood pressure that
deforms the extracellular matrix and induces axial and
circumferential wall stresses [3]. However, how VSMC
responds to the mechanism of axial stress in the vessel wall,
which can be considered as tensile stress applied to cell, is not
well-understood [4]. We combine experimental and modeling
approaches to investigate the effects of tensile stress on the
dynamic remodeling of the cytoskeleton network.
II. METHODS
The tensile stress was applied to live VSMC using an
atomic force microscope probe functionalized with
extracellular matrix proteins. Mechanical stimulation of the
cell at low (~0.5 nN) and high (~1 nN) magnitude forces was
applied every 3–5 min for 20–25 min each and the actin
cytoskeleton was imaged by spinning-disk confocal
microscopy after each force application [3].
A computational model for mechanochemical dynamics of
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active network (MEDYAN) [5] was used to simulate the actin
network with an external pulling force. The model considers
actin fibers as semi-flexible polymers embedded in a solution
of actin monomers, alpha-actinin cross-linking proteins, and
non-muscle myosin II (NMII) motors. A system of reactiondiffusion equations describes the spatiotemporal dynamics of
actin polymerization and actomyosin network formation. We
initialized 300 seed filaments randomly generated in a 3×3×1
𝜇𝑚3 simulation volume, where these filaments are allowed to
polymerize and depolymerize on both plus ends and pointed
ends. Additionally, we created a 250 nm in radius semi-sphere
to mimic AFM tip. The AFM tip applies an external pulling
force. We varied the strength of force, and measured the
resulting fiber alignment, polymerization, and uniformity, and
compare with experimental measurements.
III. RESULTS
Both experimental and simulation results show that tensile
stress has significant effect on the dynamics of the
cytoskeleton network: as the tensile stress increases, the fibers
rearrange to increase alignment along the direction of the
external stress, before fiber polymerization takes place. This
result suggests mechanical structural adaptation operates at a
shorter timescale than biochemical processes, which can have
important implications to mechano-signal transduction.
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Figure 1. A. Application of external force using AFM on VSMC. B.
Representative images of VSMC expressing actin-mRFP before (top) and
after external force. C. Segmented acting fiber orientations. D.
Uniformity and intensity actin as a function of time. F. Simulated fiber
alignment as a function of time with and without external force.
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Dynamics of Viral Evolution
Greyson Lewis1, Wallace Marshall2, and Barbara A Jones3


 Short Abstract -- We study a model of viral evolution; viruses
have a barrier to cell entry, via match to cell "key," followed by
cell immune response, and probability to reproduce and
mutate. These mutated viruses then attack other cells in the
model. Our steady state results feature a phase transition
separating viruses with different survival strategies. Here we
describe our computational studies of the behavior of this
model as a dynamical system, and the nonequilibrium evolution
of the quasispecies distribution including metastable states and
other unexpected features. We have found evidence of the
competition between strategies in all dynamical properties.

Keywords — Viruses, evolution, mutation, dynamics, phase
transition


Viruses infect cells of living organisms across all types of
life.[1] To replicate, they must enter a host cell and use its
DNA. We study an idealized model of viral mutation and
evolution in human cells, which displays a richness of
behavior both in steady state [2] and in its dynamics. In this
model, viruses first have a barrier to entry. Viruses are
assigned a match number, according to how well they match
the genetic receptor target “key” on the cell. The probability
of successful cell barrier crossing has an activated
Arrhenius form depending on the viral match number and
temperature.

If a virus enters the cell, there is an immune response, If a
virus has been successful in the past in entering the cell, the
immunity remembers it and has a stronger immune response,
modulated by amplitude A. Finally the virus attempts to
reproduce and exit the cell. We take the probability of
replication, mutation, and cell death to be also an activated
form, including a probability to remain in the cell. We have
one mutation per viral offspring, changing m. Thus we have
an inherent tension in our model: if a virus maximizes its
chance for entry into the cell, it is more likely to be killed by
the immunity. If it tries to avoid the immunity, it has less
chance of reproduction.
The host of viruses from the cells then becomes the new
environment, and goes on to try to infect the cells again.
This cycle of infection, immune response and
reproduction/mutation repeats. By this process the
distribution and number of viruses in the environment
changes, as does the population and distribution of viruses in
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the cells. Depending on the initial parameters T
(temperature) and A (immune response), the viruses can take
many different strategic paths to survival. After many
iterations, the system goes to one and only one steady state
determined by the choice of T and A.
Summary of Steady State Results: The steady state
solutions of our model [2] show a phase transition evident in
the order parameter, taken to be the number of matches. This
phase transition separates strategies of small or large average
match number. These can be viewed mimicking two
strategies of real viruses. Some, like the cold or flu, come in
strong and then are cut down by the immunity and
eventually (mostly) cleared from the body. Others, like
chicken pox, stay in the body and can emerge 60 years later
as shingles as immunity decreases with age.
Dynamics: Now we turn to the dynamics, and investigate
the potentially interesting biological and mathematical
behavior, either independent of or reflecting the steady state.
The dynamical process of the many iterations as the viruses
mutate on their way to steady state may in fact be the
dominant behavior seen in a natural human infection cycle,
especially if the time to steady state is long.
We calculate a range of properties, such as fitness, average
match number, and viral population. In each case we find
that there are evident different strategies as T and A are
varied, and that these strategies divide along the same line
that separates the phases in steady state. We see evidence of
cooperation, competition, bimodal distributions, and intraquasispecies population shifts, a complex interplay of the
viruses as they evolve toward maximum fitness.
In addition, if the initial values of T and A are near the
eventual phase transition line, the number of iterations to
steady state can go into the hundreds of thousands or more.
We see metastable states as the viruses try to find optimal
properties in a complex energy/entropy landscape. We show
how this behavior is indicative of glassy behavior.
Finally, our system sizes involve hundreds of thousands of
cells and viruses, and I will describe some of the big data
challenges arising from these calculations.
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Computational Design of Synthetic Microbial
Communities
Behzad D. Karkaria1 , Alex J. Fedorec2 and Chris P. Barnes3
Abstract— In naturally occurring microbial systems, species
rarely exist in isolation. Building controlled communities for
synthetic biology has advantages for genetic insulation, and the
potential to create distributed systems, reducing burden and
enabling greater complexity. The existence and maintenance of
consortia is dependent upon the interactions between community members. Here, we demonstrate a modelling framework
for simulating microbial consortia existing in a chemostat
environment, interacting via quorum sensing and microcin
expression. Using this framework, we are able to predict system
configurations that give the highest probability for stable steady
state communities, and infer the design principles underlying
complex community design.

I. E XTENDED A BSTRACT
Traditionally in synthetic biology and biotechnology, a
microbe is engineered as a monoculture to perform a heterologous function. Each heterologous process comes at a
metabolic cost to the host. The metabolic capacity of a single
host therefore, imposes constraints upon the complexity of
a monoculture system [1]. In natural environments we observe mixed-species consortia, exhibiting competitive advantages over monocultures in productivity, resource efficiency,
metabolic complexity and resistance to invasion [2], [3], [4].
A consortium also brings the benefits of compartmentalised
sub-processes that are distributed between sub-populations
of the community. This enables higher modularity, insulation
from inter-circuit interference, and relief from the the restriction of host metabolic burden [5]. The ability to predictably
and reproducibly establish microbial communities would
allow us to apply these advantages to synthetic biology and
biotechnology.
Interactions between subpopulations of a microbial consortium are essential for its maintenance and robustness.
We can engineer communication between subpopulations
through quorum sensing systems [6]. We can also engineer
feedback systems via microcins, causing ammensal interactions between subpopulations. For a given set of quorum
systems and microcins, there are different combinations in
which these can be assembled into a system. Here we present
a computational work flow that allows us to specify a set
of parts that defines the model space, and automatically
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generate mathematical models for all possible systems. We
simulate bacterial growth, quorum molecule expression and
quorum induced microcin expression for each of these systems, classifying the behaviours found. This allows us to
perform model selection to identify optimal topologies, infer
the design principles and identify experimental parameters
necessary to establish stable steady state communities.
II. C ONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed modelling framework
that allows us to assess model spaces consisting of multiple
strains expression quorum sensing systems and quorum controlled microcins. We demonstrate the use of this framework
for making model informed decisions in the design of
engineered microbial communities.
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Translation bottlenecks underlie diverse drug
interactions between translation inhibitors
Bor Kavčič1,∗ , Tobias Bollenbach2 and Gašper Tkačik1
Abstract— Antibiotic combinations are important for treating
infections and as tools in basic research. Drug interactions –
determined by the potency of the drug combination – can reveal
important relations in cell physiology. We experimentally show
that drug interactions between translation inhibitors largely
stem from the interplay of various translation bottlenecks.
We show that suppressive drug interactions are caused by
ribosomal traffic jams, which are alleviated by lowering the
initiation rate. We explain this effect using a generalized
TASEP model of translation that takes bacterial growth laws
into account. This work reveals novel mechanisms of drug
interactions and elucidates the coordination of translation.
Index Terms— Antibiotics, growth laws, TASEP, translation,
translation factors, antibiotic interactions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
lthough antibiotics have been used in clinical settings
for almost a century, bacterial responses to antibiotics
are not well understood. It is important to understand these
response mechanisms as resistance to the current arsenal of
antibiotics is becoming a significant problem. A promising
way to combat antibiotic resistance is combination therapy
in which multiple antibiotics are applied simultaneously.
Responses to drug combinations are generally difficult to
predict and include synergism (inhibition is stronger than
predicted), antagonism (inhibition is weaker) and suppression
(one of the drugs loses potency). Apart from the clinical
relevance, antibiotic combinations are important for understanding the interplay between different cellular systems –
similar to studies of epistasis among double gene knockouts.
Growth of bacteria requires a well-orchestrated translation machinery which is modulated internally by translation
factors and perturbed by certain antibiotics (translation inhibitors). Coupling of the growth rate to ribosome synthesis
results in ribosomal growth laws: a phenomenological, yet
precise feedback model for how growth determines the total
number of ribosomes [1]. Mathematical models have been
used for successful quantitative predictions of the growth
rate in the presence of antibiotics as a function of their
concentration [2]. However, a similar understanding of the
combined action of antibiotics is still lacking.
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II. R ESULTS
We began by measuring the drug interaction network for
a set of translation inhibitors, which revealed a diversity of
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interactions. We developed a mathematical model of bacterial
growth in the presence of combinations of antibiotics targeting the ribosome. Our theoretical description captures key
physical processes (transport and binding of antibiotics to the
ribosome) as well as the growth laws, yet depends on only
a single measurable parameter per antibiotic. The theoretical
model explained some of the interactions, but was unable to
explain the occurrence of a severe antagonism and suppression. To further examine the origin of these unexplained drug
interactions, we mimicked antibiotic effects on translation
genetically by externally controlling the expression of one or
several key translation factors, which revealed how antibiotic
action depends on the translation bottlenecks. Firstly, we
find that antibiotic responses to bottlenecks cluster into
functional groups, allowing us to corroborate the mode of
action of a recently identified small molecule that inhibits
initiation [3]. Secondly, we show how to predict pairwise
drug interactions from measured responses of antibiotics
to translation bottlenecks, using a mapping that we call
interventions of equivalent effect. Thirdly, we show that suppressive interactions between antibiotics targeting initiation
and translocation arise from traffic jams of the ribosomes
in the translation cycle. Traffic jams can arise when the
ribosome transition rates are modified, leading to a decrease
in translation efficiency, an effect we theoretically account
for in a stochastic model of translation based on the totally
asymmetric exclusion process (TASEP).
III. C ONCLUSION
We developed a theoretical and experimental framework
for the analysis of antibiotic interaction mechanisms. Our
results suggest that translation bottlenecks in the context of
growth laws underlie the diverse drug interactions between
translation inhibitors. This work connects single-antibiotic
studies to mechanism-independent models of combined multidrug responses by providing a novel methodology for
prediction of pairwise drug interactions [4].
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Tumor cell phenotype and heterogeneity
differences in IDH1 mutant vs wild-type gliomas
Michael E. Berens1, Anup Sood3, Jill S. Barnholtz-Sloan2, John F. Graf3, Sanghee Cho3, Seungchan Kim4,
Jeff Kiefer1, Sara A. Byron1, Rebecca Halperin1, Sara Nasser1, Jonathan Adkins1, Lori Cuyugan1, Karen
Devine2, Quinn Ostrom2, Marta Couce2, Leo Wolansky2, Winnie Liang1, Mirabela Rusu3, Maria I
Zavodszky3, Fiona Ginty3
Short Abstract — Glioma is a highly heterogeneous
malignancy, whose diverse cellular composition and cellular
interactions have not been well characterized. To glean new
clinically- and biologically-relevant insights into IDH1 mutant
(mt) vs wildtype (wt) disease, we integrated multiplexed
immunofluorescence single cell data from over 43 protein
markers of cell types, cancer hallmarks, dysregulated pathways,
cell spatial metrics, cancer genomic sequencing and magnetic
resonance imaging metrics. Correlations between imaging, cell
clusters and molecular features at the hallmark level were
observed. Delineating biological events underlying glial tumors
in multiscale and spatial context may facilitate tailored
treatment approaches as well as reveal new therapeutic targets.

G

I. BACKGROUNDS

liomas represent the most common type of malignant
brain tumor, with significant morbidity and mortality;
however, our current understanding of its diverse cellular
heterogeneity and interactions is significantly limited.
Intratumoral heterogeneity is a characteristic of glioma and
glioblastoma (GBM) (1), occurring both temporally (2) and
spatially (3). IDH1 mutation status has been shown to
determine G-CIMP, a DNA methylation-based phenotype,
which is predictive of increased survival. Medical image and
radiomics metrics have been used to identify both cellular
heterogeneity and differentiation of IDH1mt vs wt (4).
Understanding malignant progression in IDH1mt and wt
patients at multiple scales and in a spatial context is pivotal to
delineating biological events underlying glial tumors.
II. RESULTS

irrespective of grade, showed greater spatial heterogeneity of
biomarkers associated with angiogenesis (VEGR2, CD31,
SMA, S100A4) and invasion (n-cadherin, cofilin, collagen
IV, GFAP and vimentin). Molecular heterogeneity was
significantly lower in angiogenesis and invasion markers in
IDH1mt tumors. Similarly, cell classes derived from
deconvolution of bulk gene expression data showed that cell
classes with high expression of most hallmark genes,
particularly those belonging to enabling replicative
immortality, evading growth suppressors and inducing
angiogenesis, were significantly under represented (<10%) in
the IDHmt tumors. IDH mutation was co-expressed with
ATRX mutations and was mutually exclusive of EGFR and
PTEN mutations consistent with known tumor biology.
Longer overall survival following diagnosis for IDH1mt
glioma patient may reflect generalized altered cellular,
molecular and spatial heterogeneity, which is also reflected in
the MR images as reduced enhancement core volume and
higher contrast uptake in the peritumoral edema region.
III. CONCLUSION
In this study, we evaluated the correlation between imaging
and molecular features at the hallmark level, via an integrative
workflow for multiscale, multiparametric data. The similarity
of cell clusters between primary glioma and recurrent GBM
is surprising and instructive of enduring multiscale
pathobiology.
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In order to discern cellular composition and spatial
differences in relation to IDH1 mutation status, we conducted
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tissue, genomic tumor sequencing, MR imaging data of the
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We show lower cell-level hallmark-associated protein
expression in IDH1mt vs wt cases. Further, IDH1mt gliomas,
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Modeling Signal Cross-talk in Type I Interferon
Duncan Kirby1 , Grégoire Altan-Bonnet2 and Anton Zilman1,3
Abstract— Cross-wired signaling pathways are common in
cell signaling, making it unclear how cells discriminate between
different ligands. This issue features prominently in Type I
Interferon (IFN) signaling, a process crucial to the innate
immune response. Using theoretical modeling and quantitative
experiments, we systematically investigate factors responsible
for specificity of Type I IFN signaling. We show that specificity
arises from the interplay of receptor binding affinity, the
numbers of receptor subunits and their in-membrane mobility,
amplified by transcriptional negative feedback. We also formulate a general theoretical framework which shows how multiple
ligands can be accurately sensed in the presence of cross-talk.
Index Terms— modeling, cytokines, systems immunology, immune system

I. BACKGROUND
signaling networks enable cells to respond
to changes in their environment, whether for survival
or for tissue function. Traditionally, these signaling networks
were studied as direct input-output relationships. This view
is now undermined by frequent observation of signal crosstalk, a phenomenon wherein several signals are transmitted through interacting signaling pathways. This can create
complicated signaling logic rules. Studying these networks
experimentally is difficult since measuring cellular response
to isolated signals misses complex signaling patterns due
to cross-talk, and experiments with multiple signals make
causal relations hard to infer. Mathematical models have
recently shown how nonlinear dynamical modeling and statistical inference can help to overcome these challenges [1],
[2].
A prime example of cross-talk is a family of innate
immune signaling molecules called Type I Interferons, which
includes Interferon-α (IFNα) and Interferon-β (IFNβ). IFNα
classically induces an antiviral response while IFNβ induces
an antiproliferative response. It is not well understood how a
cell achieves these different responses since these Interferons
share a cell surface receptor (a prototypical case of crosstalk). Many factors affecting signal specificity of Type I
IFN have been identified in the literature including binding affinities [3], dynamic receptor expression [4], receptor
internalization [5], and protein-mediated negative feedback
on several timescales [6]. How these various factors inter-
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play to affect signal specificity has not been systematically
investigated until now.
II. R ESULTS
We have developed a mathematical model of Type I
Interferon signaling which captures all of the essential
features of this signaling network. Our model has been
validated by quantitative flow cytometry measurements of
cellular response to IFNα and IFNβ. We find that IFNspecific negative feedback such as receptor internalization
is necessary to explain observed differences between Interferons. We have also used a combination of stochastic
modeling and maximum likelihood estimation to formulate
bounds on the accuracy and specificity of signaling in the
presence of cross-talk. This theoretical work shows that
receptor pleiotropy overcomes fundamental limitations in
sensing multiple ligands in the presence of cross-talk. The
resulting bounds on signaling accuracy and specificity offer
a way to benchmark the performance of Interferon signaling
according to our dynamical model.
III. S IGNIFICANCE
A quantitative model of cross-talk signaling is necessary
to discover response rules for mixtures of signals, essential
for studying such signaling processes. Furthermore, these
models are invaluable to drug design research where crosstalk can alter pharmacological effects. This research will
open the door to new immune therapies for disease.
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History-dependent Maintenance of Drug Resistant
Phenotypes against Resistant Gene Deletion
Yuta Koganezawa1 , Moritoshi Sato1,2,3 and Yuichi Wakamoto1,2,3

Short Abstract— How rapidly cells transit to a new terminal
phenotype after the introduction of some genetic modification
and how uniform the phenotypic transition processes are at
the single-cell level are both important questions in genetics
but have not been explored in details. Here, we introduce an
approach that combines microfluidic device and optogenetic
gene recombination system and show that 40% of Escherichia
coli cells that lost chloramphenicol (Cp) resistant gene in Cpexposed environment nevertheless continued stable growth and
division. The maintenance of the resistance against gene deletion occurred in Cp-exposed environment, which suggests the
history-dependent nature of the genotype-phenotype mapping.
Keywords— genotype-phenotype mapping, optogenetical gene
recombination, single-cell observation, drug resistance

I. I NTRODUCTION
nderstanding how tightly genotypes constrain phenotypes of an organism in a given environment is a
fundamental problem in genetics. Genotype-phenotype mapping is usually investigated by comparing the terminal and
stable phenotypes between the cells with a reference genotype and those with some genetic changes. In recent years,
the availability of knock-out library strains, high-throughput
imaging techniques, and automated image analysis enabled
us to explore the linkage between genotypes and phenotypes extensively[1], [2]. However, detailed studies on the
phenotypic transition towards the terminal phenotypes that
occur after the introduction of genetic modification are scarce
despite some interests in the 1940s to 1950s[3]. Furthermore,
it is even less examined how uniform or heterogeneous the
transition processes are at the single-cell level.
To address this, we monitored the responses of individual
cells to genetic modification combining Mather Machine,
a microfluidic device for single-cell observation[4], and
Magnet-Cre, a genetic recombination system inducible by
blue light[5]. Magnet-Cre system consists of split Cre recombinase fragments tagged with p- and n-Magnet monomers
engineered from a fungal photoreceptor. Blue light illumination induces heterodimerization of p- and n-Magnet,
which recovers Cre recombination activity. In this study,
we provoked pre-designed deletion of fluorescently-tagged
and chromosomally-encoded chloramphenicol(Cp) resistant
gene, mcherry-chloramphenicol acetyltransfease (mcherry-
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cat), in Escherichia coli at arbitral timings by blue-light
activation of Magnet-Cre system.
II. R ESULTS
We first checked the efficiency and toxicity of genetic
recombination by Magnet-Cre in a Cp-free environment in
Mother Machine, finding that 30-minute blue-light exposure
caused intended gene deletion in 20% of the cells and
that there was no significant difference in the growth rates
between the cells before and after the gene deletion.
Next, we induced the deletion of mcherry-cat under the
conditions of continuous exposure of Cp at a lethal dosage.
The result showed that 40% of the cells which lost mcherrycat gene continued growth and division stably, i.e. preserved
the resistant phenotype, for at least 30 generations without
the resistant gene. Changing the timings of starting Cp
exposure revealed that all the cells stopped growing and
dividing when Cp exposure started 10 hours after the gene
deletion. These results indicate that maintenance of the
resistant phenotype occurred depending on the environmental
histories and the timing of gene deletion.
III. C ONCLUSION
We observed the phenotypic transition processes at the
single-cell level that occurred in response to the optogenetic
deletion of the drug resistance gene. E. coli cells maintained
the resistance against the removal of the resistance gene
when Cp was present in the environment. The results demonstrate the history-dependent genotype-phenotype mapping
and the unexpectedly long-term memory of vital phenotypes.
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Single-cell bacterial electrophysiology reveals
mechanisms of stress induced damage
Ekaterina Krasnopeeva1 , Chien-Jung Lo2 and Teuta Pilizota1
Abstract— Proton motive force (PMF) is at the basis of
bacterial energetics. It powers vital cellular processes and
defines the physiological state of the cell. Here we use an
electric circuit analogy of an Escherichia coli cell to mathematically describe the relationship between bacterial PMF, electric
properties of the cell membrane and catabolism. We combine
the analogy with the use of bacterial flagellar motor as a
single-cell ”voltmeter” to measure cellular PMF under external
stresses. We find that butanol is an ionophore, and functionally
characterize light-induced membrane damage. Our approach
coalesces non-invasive and fast single-cell voltmeter with a
well-defined mathematical framework to enable quantitative
bacterial electrophysiology.
Index Terms— bacterial energetics, proton motive force,
membrane damage, indole, butanol, photodamage

total PMF is negligible and, thus, PMF becomes equivalent
to the membrane voltage, or the drop of potential on the
external resistance in the circuit.
Circuit model helps us relate the changes in the physiological state of the cell to the PMF in a variety of stressful
environments and uncover the mechanisms through which
these stresses induce cellular damage.
III. S INGLE - CELL ” VOLTMETER ”
We use bacterial flagellar motor (BFM) as an equivalent
of a ”voltmeter” as the cells are exposed to various external
stresses. Flagellar motor speed varies linearly with PMF [3]
allowing us to measure relative PMF changes by observing
the changes in its rotational frequency.

I. M OTIVATION

IV. C ONCLUSION

O stay alive bacteria, like other cells, maintain adequate
supplies of free energy, and under various external
stresses attempt to stay viable by distributing it to processes
essential for coping with the challenge, while simultaneously
maintaining core cellular functions. The two main sources of
free energy in living cells are adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
molecule and proton motive force (PMF). Chemiosmotic
theory states that PMF is an electrochemical gradient of
protons across the membrane that powers the production
of ATP [1]. The ability to measure PMF in bacteria opens
a range of currently inaccessible questions that are at the
basis of bacterial free energy maintenance, and consequently,
survival.

Using the electric circuit analogy for the membrane fluxes,
and BFM as the cell’s ”voltmeter” we demonstrate the
effect of three different stresses on the cell’s membrane
conductance. We test our approach by testing a known stress,
indole treatment, and confirming it is an ionophore [4]. We
then show that butanol acts as an ionophore as well increasing membrane conductance linearly with concentration.
Finally, we demonstrate that light of the shorter wavelength
immediately affects bacterial membrane causing the loss
of proton motive force in a power-dependent manner and
quantitatively describe the nature of the photodamage. Our
approach of combining high-precision PMF measurements
and the ”electrical circuit interpretation” of the cell serves
as a powerful tool needed for quantitative bacterial electrophysiology [5].

T

II. E LECTRICAL CIRCUIT MODEL OF THE CELL
To create a mathematical framework describing the relationship between the PMF and bacterial physiology parameters we represent a cell as an electrical circuit [2]. In this
analogy, proton fluxes are currents, oxidative or substratelevel phosphorylation can be considered as an imperfect
battery with non-zero internal resistance, and the membrane
resistance and capacitance are connected in parallel.
For a cell placed in an external environment whose pH
matches cytoplasmic pH, a contribution of the ∆pH to the
This work was funded by Human Frontier Science Program Grant
(RGP0041/2015).
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Influence of measurement bias on the
interpretation of RNA sequencing results.
Paweł Kuś1 , Roman Jaksik1 , Marek Kimmel12

Index Terms— RNA sequencing, measurement inaccuracies,
normalization, GC-content, gene expression profiling.

was obtained from NCBI database (ID: GSE49712). Reads
were mapped to GRCh38 genome using STAR program [3]
and low-expressed genes (below 1 TPM) were removed, as
indistinguishable from the noise [4]. Gene-level coverage
was computed using coverage program from the bedtools
toolset. Impact of chosen factors has been investigated using
biasPlot method from the EDAseq package (gene GC-content
and length), FastQC tool (GC-content of reads, sequence
duplication levels), and RSeQC package (RNA degradation
level). EDAseq methods have been used to reduce GCcontent-associated bias. Results were evaluated by identification of differentially expressed genes (DEG), using edgeR
package, and assessment of AUC values for the ROC curves.

I. I NTRODUCTION

III. R ESULTS

Abstract— RNA sequencing is currently one of leading methods used for the analysis of changes in gene expression profile.
However, despite its usefulness, numerous reports identified
several features related to gene structure which can bias the
results, affecting their interpretation. This research investigates
some of these factors, as well as normalization methods which
might serve to reduce their effect. Using a publicly available
RNA sequencing dataset, based on synthetic RNAs added
in known concentrations, we identified GC-content as the
main source of bias and made an effort to reduce its effect
using various normalization tools and highlighting potential
improvement strategies.

NA sequencing is, next to oligonucleotide microarrays,
the main high throughput method used for the investigation of changes in gene expression profile. Although numerous methods of RNA sequencing have been developed, most
of them involve complicated material preparation procedures,
including cDNA synthesis and amplification. As many works
have reported, gene structure features affect the course of
those processes, resulting in biases that can lead to false
conclusions in the subsequent analysis, e.g. investigation of
regulational dependencies between genes, or identification
of molecular markers specific for different types of cells.
Most commonly described source of such problems are differences in the nucleotide composition of genes which affect
efficiency of PCR amplification [1] and reversed trancription
reaction [2], leading to significant underrepresentation of
GC-rich genes in the prepared library.
Main goal of the research is to investigate impact of 1)
factors that affects results of RNA sequencing experiments
and 2) normalization methods that take identified factors into
account.

R

II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
RNA sequencing data with spike-in material that served
as the control group of genes with known expression levels
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Our analysis showed strong association between gene
GC-content/length and its coverage. In contrast to length
influence, which seemed to have possible biological ground,
GC-related effect turned out to depend on the library
preparation method, leading to batch effect. The impact of
sequence duplication level or RNA-degradation associated
effects were negligible for DEG detection. Although the
results of EDAseq normalization used to reduce GC-content
bias were ambiguous, differences shown in GC-content distribution among reads and in coverage-GC-content relation
indicate that there is a need to utilize GC-based correction.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
GC-content-associated batch effect was identified as dominant among the analyzed factors, however its correction
proved to be non-trivial. For this reason the development of
novel normalization strategies, that would address this issue,
is needed to further increase the precision of RNA-based
gene expression studies.
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Model for transitions between life and death
Diederik S. Laman Trip1,2,3 and Hyun Youk1,2
Abstract— Populations of replicating cells offer the field of
biophysics an experimental model system to theoretically study
how particle systems transition from out-of-equilibrium (life,
replicating) to equilibrium (death, not-replicating). Complemented by experimental observations with yeast we model
in silico how a population of autonomous, replicating cells
goes extinct. This transition from life to death gives rise to
physically interesting phenomena, such as fractals and powerlaw population characteristics. Fractals emerge as statistical
self-similarity from the single cell to population scale. A powerlaw appears as we follow the number of living cells over time,
predicting populations that are able to live forever.
Index Terms— phase transition, out-of-equilibrium, fractal,
power-law, death process

M OTIVATION
Physiology of microorganisms can broadly be classified
as replicating (life, out-of-equilibrium) or not-replicating
(death, equilibrium). Although the goal of every microorganism is replication - one cell dividing into two cells the ultimate destiny for any cell is death. This transition
from a population of replicating cells to an extinct population
is poorly understood. Moreover, the conventionally studied
existing models such as birth-death or branching processes
are in their simplicity unable to capture the complexity
observed in biological systems.

such as nutrient limitation, high temperatures and other lifethreatening situations.
R ESULTS
Our model matches experimental observations and predicts
physically interesting phenomena. First, we explore a branching process interpretation of our model that yields fractal-like
growth in conditions where the death rate is close to, but
smaller than, the replication rate. Here, the fractals emerge
as statistical self-similarity from the single cell to population
level. Moreover, we observe these fractals experimentally
as highly irregular, fractal-like spatial organisation of yeast
grown on solid media. Next, we study the effect of cellar
heterogeneity on both the single cell and population level.
We explore this feature of the model by assuming that every
living cell in the population has an unique probability to die
per unit time. Our Markov model predicts that the number of
living cells over time decays as a power-law, a phenomenon
we observe experimentally as a power-tail. Together, these
results suggest that biological systems might not necessarily
obey the central limit theorem: statistical averaging, a concept that one is intuitively familiar with, breaks down when
assuming that every cell is unique, an assumption that is
biologically sensible. Moreover, our observation of a powerlaw in the most extreme case predicts a cell-population that
remains viable forever.

M ODEL

C ONCLUSION

In this work we study the transition from life to death
using a theoretical model complemented with experimental
observations. We propose a three-state discrete-time Markov
process to gain theoretical understanding of this transition
on both a single cell and population level. The states represent living, dormant and dead cells. Our model allows for
a heterogenous population, where cell-to-cell variability is
modeled by the transition probabilities between the states.
This distinguishes our model from conventional analysis
by permitting populations in which every cell is unique.
Hence, our approach enables us to model complex biological
processes while allowing stochastic and deterministic analysis of the system. We complement our theoretical results
experimentally with a quantitative study of the extinction of
a population of the yeast S. cerevisiae in dire conditions,

We propose a Markov process to model the transition from
a population of replicating cells to an extinct population.
This theoretical model matches experimental observations.
Moreover, both our model and experimental observations
suggest that the transition from out-of-equilibrium to equilibrium in a biological system is nontrivial and counterintuitive.
Finally, the observation of a power-law in a biological
system is conceptually intriguing, as power-laws are typically
phenomena akin to phase transitions.
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Emergence of antibiotic resistance under
different environmental dynamics
Ariel M. Langevin1,2,*, Imane El Meouche1,2, and Mary J. Dunlop1,2
Short Abstract — Antibiotic resistance has become a major
public health concern as bacteria evolve and adapt to evade
drugs, leading to recurring infections and overuse of antibiotics.
Previously, we found that bacterial fitness varied depending on
the rate of antibiotic introduction. Here, we explore how
different introduction rates impact the evolution of bacterial
resistance. We study how the antibiotic dynamics impact
homogenous and heterogenous bacterial populations
experimentally, and simulate different antibiotic treatment
dynamics to understand how we can mitigate the emergence of
resistance.

A

I. INTRODUCTION

LTHOUGH antibiotics have been a major medical feat
for the twentieth century, over time the number of
recurrent bacterial infections and antibiotic resistant bacteria
found in clinical settings has grown at an exponential rate
[1,2]. While intravenously administer antibiotics lead to a
rapid increase in antibiotics at the site of infection, orally
administered antibiotics produce a slower increase in
antibiotic concentration [3]. Our previous work highlighted
the significance of studying dynamics of antibiotic
introduction, since realistic environments rarely see discrete,
rapid switches between the presence and absence of
antibiotics [4]. Here, we study the impact that antibiotic
introduction dynamics have on fitness; we then extend this to
explore the impact on the emergence of drug resistance and
the fate of the population after antibiotic exposure.
II. METHODS & RESULTS

In our work, we study the impact of how the antibiotic is
introduced to a bacterial population alters the fitness, survival
and, ultimately, the evolution of resistance.
A. Antibiotic Introduction Rates Influence Fitness and
Emergence of Resistance for Single Species
Earlier work elucidated that slower introduction rates
provided a disproportionate fitness benefit to a co-cultured
population of bacteria [4]. The heterogenous co-cultures were
composed of cells containing or lacking antibiotic resistance
mechanisms, such as AcrAB-TolC efflux pumps. From this,
we hypothesize that these differences in fitness could alter the
emergence of resistance through permanent genetic changes.
Using a modular turbidostat, the eVOLVER [5], we assess
how short-term perturbations in antibiotic introduction rates
affect bacterial survival, as well as the evolution of resistance.

B. Response of Bacterial Communities to Different
Antibiotic Introduction Rates
Secondly, we study how heterogeneous, bacterial
communities respond to antibiotic introduction rates, as
bacteria are rarely found in homogenous populations in the
real world [6]. Preliminary results have demonstrated that the
results of a mixed population are not simply the additive
results of single species cultures. This indicates that bacterial
communities may also play a role in how resistance emerges.
C. Impact of Dynamic Antibiotic Treatment on Emergence
of Resistance
Finally, we explore different antibiotic dynamics and how
the rate of change on longer term fluctuations impacts the
evolution of resistance. We will present results towards
experimentally implementing fast and slow antibiotic
oscillations to study the emergence of resistance for more
dose-like antibiotic concentrations. In addition, using a
stochastic, Moran process [7] informed by earlier
experimental work, we aim to predict the frequency of
different cell fates based upon simulated treatment schedules.
III. CONCLUSION
Thus far, our results have demonstrated that slower rates of
introduction of antibiotics produce higher frequencies of
permanent resistance than faster introduction rates. This has
implications for improving the efficacy of clinical treatments,
while reducing the frequency at which resistance emerges.
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Dynamic fluctuations within an epigenetic landscape
underlie gene expression variability
Ryan Lannan1,2, Alok Maity1,2, and Roy Wollman1,2
Abstract — Single cell measurements demonstrate that messenger
RNA and protein levels can vary wildly from cell to cell. This
phenomenon is often attributed to inherent stochasticity in
transcription events that can be observed due to the small number
of molecules involved. Interestingly, these transcriptional bursts
must occur on a fast timescale of few hours. However, the fast
time-scale conflicts with reports of slow temporal fluctuations in
allele-specific variability. To test the current transcriptional
bursting model, we investigated whether expression variability on
a much slower timescale exist and whether this variability is allele
specific in a model cell line k562 using multi-color fluorescent
reporter gene assay. Using a pulse-chase assay we show that cells
with high expression levels relax to the population average over a
period of multiple days and that this relaxation correlates with
local epigenetic marks. Overall our results point to need to
account for the dynamic nature of epigenetic regulation of
chromatin states when analyzing cell to cell expression
variability.
Keywords — gene expression noise, fluctuation analysis,
chromatin environment, chromatin dynamics

R

I. BACKGROUND

reports demonstrate genetically identical
populations of mammalian cells exhibiting significant
cell-to-cell variability in the amount of protein a gene produces
[1]. This allele-specific variability can have drastic phenotypic
consequences, creating differences in cellular response that
can alter cell fate [2]. These variations are thought to be the
result of the typically small number of molecules involved in
gene expression, which creates inherent stochasticity leading
to diverse outcomes. This assumption has been built into the
two-state model of gene expression, which posits simple,
memoryless transitions between off and on states of gene
expression, characterized by inactive periods followed by
bursts of transcript production [3]. This model is being
challenged by work demonstrating slow fluctuations in gene
expression identity that exceed a cell generation, implying
strong memory [4]. However, leading reports still utilize
simple two-state assumptions to model expression in
mammalian cells [5].
What is required is a model explaining the breadth of allelespecific variability while providing a mechanism that accounts
for the slow fluctuations in expression identity. Our work
demonstrates slow temporal fluctuations of gene expression
variability, and models the possibility of multiple timescales
mediating the decay of expression identity. We illustrate these
timescales using fluctuation analysis, including the existence
of a cis-mediated, slow fluctuating component, and show that
ECENT

this slow fluctuating component matches dynamic changes in
histone modifications.
II. RESULTS
We built a dual reporter system into the K562 cell line
utilizing the same promoter and regulatory structure. This
design allows for the removal of shared noise with the intent
of studying noise intrinsic to one reporter, i.e. cis-effects. We
imaged our system for multiple days, revealing a multi-day
timescale for which individual cells reached the different states
found in a snapshot of a cell population. We developed a multitimescale model of allele-specific variability, mixing fast, slow
and very slow timescales of expression decay.
We separated a system population into three distinct
expression states using modified FACS gating to remove the
influence of shared noise between our reporters. The
populations represent the bottom, middle and top quintile of
expression for one of our reporters given conditioning on the
second reporter. We then tracked these populations for two
weeks, monitoring the relaxation of these distinct states back
to the population mean. This work demonstrated a predicted
cis-mediated slow fluctuating component. We performed an
analogous separation on a single reporter population and
performed ChIP-qPCR upon initial separation and after ten
days of relaxation. When amplifying from the promoter region
of our construct, we found early enrichment of H3K4me3 in
the high expression population that dissipates after the
relaxation period.
III. CONCLUSION
This work demonstrates shared behavior between the
histone modification H3K4me3 and allele-specific variability
within our system. It also raises the possibility of a multi-state
model of expression variability in which slow chromatin
fluctuations alter transcriptional bursting parameters.
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Constructing Mitochondrial Shape Space
Greyson R. Lewis1 and Wallace F. Marshall2

Short Abstract — Mitochondrial networks exhibit complex,
dynamic morphologies. Here, I compare experimentally
measured morphologies to a variety of computationally
simulated models for network construction and evolution,
towards understanding the relationship between form and
function in organelles.
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I. EXTENDED ABSTRACT

N many organisms, mitochondria undergo frequent fission
and fusion to form dynamic networks [1]. In budding yeast,
fission and outer-membrane fusion are regulated by the
proteins Dnm1p and Fzo1p, respectively. DNM1 knockout
strains, with abnormally highly interconnected networks,
exhibit extended lifespan [2]. FZO1 knockout strains,
however, exhibit complete network fragmentation and rapidly
lose their mitochondrial genomes [3].
Given that mitochondrial fission and fusion levels affect
both network morphology and cellular fitness, is there a
functional relationship between the two? Here, I aim to
characterize mitochondrial network morphology using
mathematical topology, computational simulation, and livecell imaging, toward understanding its relationship with
cellular function.
Mathematics has developed a large toolkit for studying
networks and graphs. These tools have been applied to many
types of well-characterized networks, some built randomly,
and some built to be optimal for functions such as maximal
interconnectedness [4]. Do mitochondrial networks
correspond to well-understood networks from mathematics?
To answer this question, I will use techniques from network
theory, graph theory, and applied topology to classify wellunderstood graph and models, as well as evaluate their
similarity to simulated and imaged mitochondrial networks.
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Analytical behavior and comparison between
second order genetic regulatory systems
Juan C. Linares1, and Juan M. Pedraza2
The aim of the project was to develop a mathematical method to
predict dynamical metabolic variability for second order nonlinear genetic regulatory systems, i.e. considering two molecule
simple binding reactions. The mathematical procedure is based
on asymptotic analysis and gives as a result the behavior of the
system as a function of its biological parameters. This allows an
analytical comparison between different metabolic pathways.
We considered five common genetic regulatory networks and
compared their noise behavior, information channel capacities
and relaxation times.

A

considerable amount of useful chemicals such as
biofuels and pharmaceuticals have been successfully
produced by merging Synthetic Biology and metabolic
engineering with industry needs [1], proving the potential of
research in genetic regulatory networks (GRNs). More than
two decades have already passed since some of those
accomplishments, and we still carry with the limitations that
come along with being unaware of the mysteries of the noise
in GRNs. Two main limitations are the need of trial and error
experimentation and the wastage of resources in the process
of building viable genetic circuits, attenuated by the usage of
computer-aided optimization in most cases [2].
Synthetic GRNs are often designed and built experimentally
under controlled laboratory conditions, where environmental
fluctuations (and dynamic noise propagation) effects could be
easily omitted in optimization processes. The preceding
situation leads to the lack of robustness of genetic constructs
in large bioreactors outside the laboratory, and consequent
unfulfillment of the desired requirements for such circuits.
Adopting the solution of those issues as current challenges in
Synthetic Biology has directed the attention of several
researchers towards the study of sources and propagation of
stochasticity in cellular metabolism. Natural GRNs have
provided inspiration in the design of dynamic control
strategies that increase bioproduction, but the aimed design
principles constitute the need of an integration of the latter
with model-based metabolic engineering to develop robust
and efficient microbial cell factories [3].
In this context a predicament arises: exactly solvable
stochastic descriptions represent a small minority of genetic
circuits. Some of the exact solutions reported depict induced
transcription followed by translation processes, and steady
state solutions of feedback loops in protein production (selfrepression and self-induction) [4]. The difficulty of solving a
dynamical stochastic system by analytical means comes as
non-linearity appears in the rates of the random processes

involved. To circumvent this complication several studies
based on approximations of the systems have been made:
small gaussian noise and slow promoter switching between
active and inactive states, to name a few [5]. Those
approaches (among others [6]) generate approximate steady
state and time varying distributions for GRNs, and hence
serve as a basis for understanding non-linear genetic systems.
We present a new way of acquiring an analytical solution of
a specific case of non-linear GRNs, where second order
addition reactions are considered. In the mathematical process
that will be shown, the non-linearity yielded by those
reactions is decomposed using asymptotic analysis. The
dynamical response of the system to an input is captured as a
function of its biological parameters, allowing a functional
comparison of the noise behavior, information channel
capacity and relaxation times between the architecture of
different GRNs.
The suggested comparisons are carried in five common GRNs
to exemplify and facilitate the implementation of such
requirements. Describing the GRNs taken into account: a
system where its output protein is regulated by the inputcontrolled binary state of another protein (phosphorylation for
example); two others in which the input molecule binds
directly to a protein, or a RNA strand, interfering in the
translation of the output; direct interference in the
transcription of the output signal; and a Riboswitch system
where the input mediates the binding of two RNA strands,
which can promote (or inhibit) the production of an output
protein.
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Dynamics of Gene Regulatory Circuits Drive
Irreversible State Transitions during Cell Cycle
Ataur Katebi1, Vivek Kohar2, and Mingyang Lu3

Short Abstract — Complex biological processes, such as cell
cycle, involve precise cellular state transitions that are controlled
by gene regulatory circuits. To evaluate the irreversible state
transitions during cell cycle, we applied a systems biology
algorithm, named random circuit perturbation (RACIPE), on
yeast cell cycle gene regulatory circuit. We developed statistical
analysis algorithms to infer the propensity of state transitions
using random models of both stable steady states and limit cycle.
We believe the RACIPE-based approach can improve our
understanding of the dynamical behavior of gene regulatory
circuits.
Keywords — mathematical modeling, gene regulatory circuits,
state transitions, cell cycle, and limit cycles.
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I. BACKGROUND

OMPLEX biological processes, such as cell cycle, cell
differentiation and circadian rhythm, usually involve
precise cellular state transitions that are controlled by gene
regulatory circuits. Typical genomic approaches measure data
for snapshots of cellular states, but provide little insight into
their dynamics. Here, we used cell cycle as a model system to
elucidate the cellular state transitions using a systems-biology
approach. We applied our recently developed mathematical
modeling algorithm, named random circuit perturbation
(RACIPE), which models the dynamics of a gene regulatory
circuit without precise kinetic parameters [1–3]. RACIPE
takes the topology of the gene regulatory circuit as the only
input, and generates an ensemble of ODE models with distinct
random kinetic parameters. The modeling results from the
ensemble of models are then subject to statistical analysis to
identify robust feature of the gene regulatory circuit. In this
project, we aim to elucidate the irreversible state transitions
during cell cycle using RACIPE-generated random models.

II. RESULTS
We applied RACIPE to the core cell cycle gene regulatory
circuit of 15 genes and found that the ensemble of RACIPE
models consists of both stable steady states and oscillatory
states. The steady states cluster into six distinct groups that
can be associated with various cell cycle phases. While the
time trajectories from oscillatory dynamics travel through the
gene expression space of several cell cycle phases. To
evaluate the state transitions along a limit cycle trajectory, we
trained a neural network model on the RACIPE-generated

stable steady states and deployed it to infer the transitions of
cell cycle phases along a limit cycle. We found that the limit
cycles spanning four or more cell cycle phases are
predominantly unidirectional along the cell cycle direction.
However, the limit cycles spanning three or fewer phases
exhibit random directions. Our results suggest that the gene
regulatory circuits not only determine gene expression
patterns in different phases but control the directionality of
the state transitions within oscillatory dynamics as well.
Next, we explored whether the direction of state transition
can be inferred using the stable steady states. We developed a
correlation-based method to predict the propensity of
transition between two cell cycle phases using the RACIPEgenerated simulated gene expression data and the circuit
topology. From this approach, we can predict the right
direction of state transitions for the cell cycle circuit.
Lastly, we examined possible mechanisms of cell cycle
progression by varying the signaling states of the gene circuit.
We applied various simulation scenarios to perturb the
parameters starting from the models belonging to each of the
cell cycle phases and evaluated how those models diffuse to
other phases. We found that irreversible transitions can be
achieved by either relaxing the parameters toward the global
average of all random models (therefore more balanced
parameters) or relaxing them towards the parameters of limit
cycle models. Our perturbation simulations provide new
insight into the possible roles of signaling in irreversible state
transitions of cell cycle.
III. CONCLUSION
These results suggest that the ensemble-based modeling
approach and the related statistical data analysis framework
elucidates the cell cycle dynamics and the cellular state
transitions. The approach is applicable to gene regulatory
circuits of other biological processes.
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Clocks, Anticipation, and Growth in Bacteria
Michele Monti1,2, Pieter Rein ten Wolde2, and David K. Lubensky3


Short Abstract — Circadian rhythms are widespread across
all kingdoms of life, and they are frequently assumed to provide
an adaptive benefit by allowing organisms to anticipate diel
cycles in their environment. Yet it has proven extremely difficult
to determine precisely how such anticipation confers a fitness
advantage. Here, we use mathematical modeling to address this
question for nitrogen-fixing cyanobacteria. By extending recent
work on growth laws in E. coli, we show that clock-driven
anticipation can allow these organisms to circumvent constraints
associated with slow proteome relaxation and thereby to
increase their average growth rate.
Keywords — Circadian clock, cyanobacteria, growth rate,
fitness, proteome sectors
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I. BACKGROUND

ANY organisms reorganize their proteome in a
circadian fashion in response to the daily nutrient
changes in their environment. A striking example is provided
by cyanobacteria, which perform photosynthesis during the
day to fix carbon. These organisms not only face the challenge
of rewiring their proteome every 12 hours, but also the
necessity of storing the fixed carbon in the form of glycogen
to fuel processes during the night.
In this contribution, we extend the framework developed
by Hwa and coworkers for quantifying the relationship
between growth and proteome composition to circadian
metabolism [1-5]. In this formalism, which has strong
experimental support in E. coli, the relation between the
proteome composition and the growth rate can be
quantitatively described by growth laws, which are based on
the idea that cells need to balance the supply of amino-acids
via catabolic and anabolic reactions with the demand for
amino-acids in the synthesis of proteins by ribosomes.
We then apply this framework to investigate the circadian
metabolism of the cyanobacterium Cyanothece, which fixes
not only carbon during the day, but also nitrogen during the
night, storing it in the polymer cyanophycin [6]. Our approach
differs from previous attempts to quantify the metabolic
benefits of circadian clocks [7,8] in that, rather than seeking
to reconstruct an entire metabolic network, it takes a coarsegrained, phenomenological approach. This perspective
allows us to clearly identify the fundamental physical origin
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of different observed behaviors in our model.
Cyanobacteria remain the only organisms for which there
is direct experimental proof that circadian clocks confer a
fitness benefit (albeit in the model strain S. elongatus, which
does not fix nitrogen) [9,10]. Our calculations lay the
groundwork for further work to develop a clear quantitative
understanding of the origins of this advantage.
II. RESULTS
Our analysis reveals that the need to store carbon and
nitrogen tends to generate an extreme growth strategy, in
which the cells predominantly grow during the day, as
observed experimentally. This strategy maximizes the growth
rate over 24 hours, and can be quantitatively understood by
the bacterial growth laws. Our analysis also shows that the
slow relaxation of the proteome, arising from the slow growth
rate, puts a severe constraint on implementing this optimal
strategy. Yet, the capacity to estimate the time of the day,
enabled by the circadian clock, makes it possible to anticipate
the daily changes in the environment and mount a response
ahead of time. This significantly enhances the growth rate by
counteracting the detrimental effects of the slow proteome
relaxation.
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Single-cell, dynamic interrogation of antibiotic
resistance acquisition
Jean-Baptiste Lugagne1,2, Nathan M. Tague1,2, and Mary J. Dunlop1,2
Short Abstract — We are developing an automated
experimental platform combining microfluidics, optogenetics
and single-cell timelapse microscopy to dissect genetic
regulation that facilitates the acquisition of antibiotic resistance
in populations of cells tolerant to antibiotics. We propose to
drive the AcrAB-TolC multi-drug efflux pump using light
signals and monitor the signal propagation to the DNA
mismatch repair protein MutS as well as other genes involved
in the emergence of antibiotic resistance. Tolerance has been
shown to be a stepping stone towards antibiotic resistance, and
our goal is to develop a quantitative understanding of the
dynamics of this process.
Keywords — Gene Regulatory
Resistance; Antibiotic Tolerance;
Optogenetics; Microfluidics.

Networks; Antibiotic
Real-Time Control;

I. INTRODUCTION
Gene regulatory networks are signal processors, and their
response to stimuli can be complex and transient in nature.
Monitoring the dynamics of gene expression can in some
cases be the only way to detect connections between
elements of a genetic system [1]. This has led to the
development of novel, automated experimental platforms
that can monitor and perturb gene regulatory networks at the
single-cell level in real time.
We propose to use this approach to investigate the
complex, multi-step process of antibiotics resistance
acquisition. Antibiotics tolerance has been shown to be a
stepping stone for bacteria to acquire resistance, and recent
studies suggest a direct influence of tolerance mechanisms
on the emergence of resistant genotypes [2,3]. Our goal is to
discover and dissect the dynamic relationships between key
genes known to be involved in tolerance and resistant
mutation acquisition. We are currently focusing on the
interplay between the AcrAB-TolC multi-drug efflux pump,
an important element of stress tolerance in Escherichia coli,
and the MutS mismatch repair protein.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We designed and built a so-called “Mother machine”
microfluidic device [4], with computer-controlled valves and
pumps. This setup, in combination with automated timelapse microscopy, allows us to track single-cells for over 24
hours, and to dynamically change their chemical
environment. In addition to switching between antibiotics or
nutrients levels, this setup makes it possible to use timevarying profiles of chemical inducers to perturb, and
possibly steer, gene expression dynamically.
In parallel, we are developing optogenetic tools to perturb

and drive the expression level of genes of interest within
their physiological range. We are working on both
optogenetically-driven CRISPRi/a perturbations and
chromosomal insertion of the CcaS/R [5] optogenetic system
to be able to take over expression of the acrAB operon, and
plan to extend this procedure to other genes of interest. We
are also working on on-line image segmentation and cell
tracking, in an effort to close the loop between automated
sensing and actuation and to be able to perform real-time
control of gene expression and thus be able to set arbitrary
gene expression profiles.
III. PERSPECTIVES
By changing both the antibiotic concentrations the cells
are subjected to over time and setting AcrAB-TolC levels,
we will obtain rich information on the interactions between
the efflux pump tolerance mechanism and the MutS-driven
mutation strategy of the cells. We propose to then work
toward a theoretical model of tolerance to resistance
acquisition that describes the mesh of interactions between
AcrAB-TolC, MutS and other genes involved in the
evolution of antibiotic resistance.
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Restarting life on demand: Distinguishing
dormancy from death by resuming life in yeast
Théo Maire1,2 , Tim Allertz1,2 , Max Betjes1,2 and Hyun Youk1,2
Abstract— Dormant cells show no outward signs of life. A
natural question is how then one can distinguish them from
dead cells. We addressed this question by using glucose to
wake-up yeast spores and induce them to enter replicating state
(i.e., germinate). We discovered that only a fraction of spores
germinate for a given glucose concentration. By examining why
some spores do not germinate despite having ample glucose,
we discovered that we can quantify both the spore’s ability to
germinate and how close it is to death by measuring its ability
to produce proteins.
Index Terms— dormant cells, Yeast spores, germination, gene
regulation, decay to death.

I. BACKGROUND
life indefinitely and then resuming it at the
press of a button is an idea that has captivated movie
makers, science fiction writers, and the general public. An
open question is whether one can indeed completely stop
and then resume, after many years, the life of any animals,
including humans. Yeast spores are ideal for investigating
the halting and resuming of cellular life. Yeast spores do
not outwardly appear to be living. They neither move nor
divide, exist without any external energy sources, and are
believed to maintain faint, if any, intracellular dynamics.
While we know how yeasts form spores when they are
starved of nutrients and how a newly introduced energy
source (glucose) wakes-up the spores and cause them to
re-enter replicative life, little is known about the processes
that occur, if any, inside the spores during dormancy before
glucose is added, how long the dormancy can last (and what
determines this timeline), and why some spores cannot wake
up (thus considered dead) after a long enough time without
any nutrients. Why a dormant spore dies, and how one would
distinguish a dormant spore from a dead spore, when both
show no outward signs of life, are open questions that we
sought to explore.
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II. R ESULTS
We explored these questions by investigating how glucose, the necessary energy source, germinates yeast spores
(i.e., restart cell replication). Using time-lapse microscopy,
we first measured how many spores germinated after we
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added a fixed concentration of glucose. At different glucose
concentrations, we found that only some of the spores
germinated and that the average time taken to germinate is
only dependent on the glucose concentration.
We then investigated what happened to the spores that did
not germinate. After no more spores germinated after encountering ample yet less than a saturating concentration of
glucose (2%), we added more glucose until the glucose concentration saturated and found that all un-germinated spores
germinated. More in depth analyses (including genome-wide
RNA-seq) indicated that un-germinated spores showed signs
of progression towards germination after encountering the
first pulse of glucose. Importantly, we found that the ungerminated spores were primed so that they germinated faster
upon encountering more glucose.
We then explored why some spores failed to germinate
while others did. By inducing GFP production and giving
different glucose concentrations to spores, we found that
spores with a lesser ability to produce proteins - indicated
by lesser production of GFP - required greater amount
of glucose to germinate. By further analyses, we could
determine that (1) dormant yeast spores are ”programmed”
to germinate only above a specific amount of glucose, (2)
this amount varies between genetically identical spores and
(3) this variability relates to the ability to produce proteins
which we could quantify using GFP.
Finally, by identifying dead spores to be ones that even
a saturating amount of glucose cannot germinate, we asked
how our findings may explain how and why a dormant spore
dies. We triggered the spores to die by incubating them
in water for an extended period of time (up to months).
While the fraction of spores found to be dead increased
over time, the remaining dormant spores had their ability to
produce proteins reduced. This indicated that dormant spores
gradually lose their ability to make proteins until they reach
a point of no return, at which point they become unable to
germinate (i.e. dead).
III. C ONCLUSIONS
Our results suggest that being dormant is not a single state
but rather a continuous spectrum, with active replication and
death at the extreme ends. Interestingly, this spectrum can
be quantified by the spore’s ability to produce proteins. Our
results also reveal a way of quantifying how close a cell is
to death without using its chronological or replicative age as
a marker.

Minimal Boolean model of biological development
Somya Mani1 and Tsvi Tlusty2
Abstract— All known multicellular organisms develop from
single celled zygotes, be it simple creatures like Volvox with two
cell-types, or complex creatures like humans with more than 200
cell-types. We seek to understand how biological development
generates such diversity. To answer this question, we have
developed a minimal Boolean model of development. For any
given initial cell, the model outputs the cell-type lineage map of
the full multicellular organism. Our results allow us to comment
on the forms of cell-type lineage maps we should expect for real
multicellular organisms, given our current understanding of the
minimal machinery of development.
Index Terms— Development, genome regulation, asymmetric
cell-division, cell signaling, cell-type lineage map, graph topology

I. I NTRODUCTION
uring development, cells of an embryo divide, specialize and gain functionality. This series of divisions
and specializations is often represented as a cell-type lineage map; a graph whose nodes represent cell-types, and
edges represent mother-daughter relationships between these
cell-types. Across all organisms, two processes drive this
specialization: asymmetric cell division and cell signaling.
Asymmetric cell division is essential for generating celltype diversity, especially in the initial stages of embryo
development. While signals received by cells control gene
expression, and thereby control cell-type [1]. But we don’t
understand if this minimal description of development is
sufficient to explain the diversity of extant multicellular life.
Also, cell-type lineage maps are widely believed to resemble
binary trees; each level of the tree being more specialized
than the last. But recent single cell transcriptomics studies
have begun to challenge this view [2]. What kind of graphs
then represent cell-type lineage maps?
To resolve such questions, we have built a minimal
Boolean model of biological development. Although a lot
is known about genetic interactions and cell signaling in
cases such as the development of wing imaginal discs in
Drosophila [3], polarity establishment in C. elegans [4],
etc, we do not include detailed machinery of development.
Instead, in order that our results are not constrained to
a few model organisms, while we use genome regulation,
asymmetric cell division and cell signaling as ingredients of
the model, we do not conform to any particular form of these
processes. Using our model, we map out the diversity of
possible cell-type lineage maps, and link different topologies
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of lineage maps to qualitative features of asymmetric cell
division, cell signaling and genome regulation.
II. R ESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In our model, genes can be in either of two states: ’on’ or
’off’. Therefore, a system with N genes has 2N cell types.
Depending on the underlying gene regulatory dynamics,
some of these cell-types are stable, and others lie in their
basins. We represent asymmetric cell division and signal
transduction using randomly generated adjacency matrices.
We find that parameters relating to the sizes of basins of
stable cell-types, degree of asymmetry of cell-division, and
the number of cell-pairs exchanging signals, are all important
in determining lineage map topology. Lineage maps obtained
in the model span a range of topologies. We call strongly
connected lineage maps (including graphs with single nodes)
unicellular [5], and lineage maps that are directed acyclic
graphs multicellular. Multicellular graphs include chain-like
and tree-like topologies.
In our model, almost all genomes, under some condition of
asymmetric division and signaling, give rise to all the above
graph topologies (the exceptions are likely due to sampling).
More than 50% of the lineage maps found are unicellular.
Small chains are the next most widespread topology. This
implies that there are many easily accessible ways to make
chain-like lineage maps. This is consistent with the fact
that the simplest multicellular organisms; Volvox carterii(the
most recent organism to evolve multicellularity) [6], and
some bacteria, such as Anabaena [7], have chain-like lineage
maps. Surprisingly, tree-like topologies are very rare in our
model. This leads us to believe that either trees are not
representative of lineage maps, or, there are more essential
ingredients to development other than just cell-division and
signaling.
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Communication through Plasmid Conjugation
John P. Marken1 and Richard M. Murray2
Short Abstract — We develop a system for implementing
“packet-based” intercellular communication in an engineered
bacterial population via conjugation. Our system uses gRNAbased identification markers that allow messages to be
addressed to specific strains via Cas9-mediated cleavage of
messages sent to the wrong recipient, which we show reduces
plasmid transfer by four orders of magnitude. Integrasemediated editing of the address on the message plasmid allows
cells to dynamically update the message’s recipients in vivo. As a
proof-of-concept demonstration of our system, we propose a
linear path scheme that would propagate a message sequentially
through the strains of a population in a defined order.
Keywords — Plasmid Conjugation, Information Transfer,
Intercellular Communication, Engineered Populations
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I. INTRODUCTION

s engineered multicellular systems become more
complex, they will need to accommodate intercellular
communication involving messages with higher
information content and dimensionality [1]. A packet-based
communication system uses a single architecture to transmit
messages regardless of the complexity of the messages’
information content. Such a system is therefore well-suited
for addressing the need for high-capacity intercellular
communication.
Conjugation is a process where genetic elements ranging
from small transposons to large plasmids are transferred
horizontally between spatially-adjacent cells [2,3].
Conjugation can therefore be used as the basis for a biological
“packet-based” communication system, as the mechanism of
transmission is unaffected by the length of the message.
Additionally, previous work has engineered non-transferrable
“helper plasmids” which give a cell the ability to transfer any
plasmid that encodes the appropriate origin of transfer
sequence, thus distinguishing senders from receivers [4].
Onto this existing framework we develop a message
addressability system wherein each strain in a population
expresses Cas9 and a unique identifying guide RNA (gRNA).
Message plasmids contain an “address” region that consists of
binding sites for various gRNAs, so that if the plasmid is sent
to a recipient whose gRNA matches a site on the address, the
plasmid is cleaved by Cas9 and degraded. The binding sites
on the address are flanked by integrase attachment sites so that
cells can use integrase-mediated insertion, deletion, or
exchange to dynamically update the recipient list of their
messages in vivo.
1
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II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
We demonstrate that Cas9-mediated cleavage of a plasmid
leads to its degradation in E. coli, and that this process occurs
orthogonally between different gRNA-binding site pairs. We
then demonstrate that when a receiver strain expressing Cas9
and a gRNA are cocultured with a sender strain with a
matching binding site on its message plasmid, the steady-state
population fraction consisting of transconjugants is reduced
by four orders of magnitude when Cas9 is induced. In
contrast, Cas9 induction has no significant effect on the
transconjugant density when the binding site does not match
the gRNA. This demonstrates that our system can
orthogonally block plasmid conjugation to specific receiver
strains with low levels of spurious degradation due to leak.
By inducing integrase-mediated cassette exchange and
repeating the above experiments, we demonstrate that in vivo
editing of a plasmid’s address region successfully alters its
degradation profile, i.e. a binding site that was formerly
mismatched becomes matched and vice versa, with the
expected consequences for blocking plasmid transfer.
In addition to these results we propose the design of a linear
path scheme that uses our addressability system to ensure the
sequential propagation of a message plasmid through the
strains in a population, generalizable to any number of strains.
III. CONCLUSION
We anticipate that the development of new intercellular
communication frameworks will be of great importance in
facilitating the engineering of synthetic populations of
increasing complexity. Our work provides a system with
specific advantages in message addressability and highdimensional information transmission.
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Physical Stretch Activates Mechanically-Gated Calcium Channels for Nitric Oxide (NO)
Formation in the Ectoderm of Chicken Embryos
Adrian Martin,B.S., and Wilfred Denetclaw, Ph.D.
Department of Biology, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA 94132
Embryology is the study of fundamental mechanisms that address the origins of tissues
and organs and their interactions following fertilization and early development. However, the
findings of these mechanistic changes that control gene expression and tissue differentiation are
relatively recent. For example, calcium-dependent activation of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) to
produce nitric oxide (NO) was recently identified to signal in myogenesis, but how this rise of
NO occurs is poorly understood. Therefore, we hypothesize the ectoderm layer under
stretch-forces activate mechanically-gated calcium channels to raise calcium (Ca2+) and signal
to NOS for NO. To investigate, controlling tension stretch activity was done using HH10
embryos that were egg extracted and pinned to a silicon dish on one side and pulled on the other
by a custom made “rake” device. Embryos were imaged using live spinning disc confocal
microscopy labeled for Ca2+ using calbryte520 and NO using DAF-2. Stretch-forces induced in
the embryo cranial midline of the ectoderm show an immediate two-fold increase of Ca2+ within
3 seconds that lasts for 1 minute before returning to normal levels. However, this strategy, while
invoking a Ca2+ rise, did not increase NO. To show the functionality DAF-2 probe and the
overall health of the embryo, 1mM ATP added to the ectoderm layer resulted in a substantial
increase of NO 30 minutes after treatment. Despite these results, stretch-forces produced a slight
rise in Ca2+ and a sharper increase in NO through isolated sheets of ectoderm cultured on a
stretchable PDMS membrane which demonstrate the ability of the ectoderm under stretch to
generate NO. The embryo stretch may also result in NO elevation after additional modifications
of embryo loading with the DAF-2DA probe. In conclusion, these results suggest that the
ectoderm possesses the ability to raise NO levels through mechanically-gated calcium channels
that signals in myogenesis. NSF STC CCC: 1548297

Multi-Timescale Dynamics
of the Cell Cycle-Stress Response Interface
GW McElfresh1 and Christian Ray2




Signaling pathways enable living cells to compute responses
to stimuli from the extracellular environment. Growing cells
invest energy to grow and divide, thereby diluting previous
computations. Because the remnants of previous responses are
diluted, an intergenerational memory is imparted: a daughter
cell is predisposed to respond in a qualitatively similar manner
to its mother cell. Here we analyze the effect of cellular memory
and cell cycle on a broad class of bacterial information transfer
systems, two-component system modules. Our analysis places
non-genetic intergenerational information transfer in a
computational context and identifies surprising patterns of cell
cycle-stress response interactions.
Keywords — two component system, PhoBR, cellular
signaling, cell cycle, bacteria, complexity-aware modeling
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I. PURPOSE

ELLULAR signaling pathways allow for cells to respond
to environmental stimuli and understanding signaling is
critical to understanding cellular physiology. Bacterial
response networks that control global gene expression shifts
require remarkably low signal fidelity [1,2]. Research seeking
to quantify stochasticity in signaling networks typically
considers timescales on the order of molecular fluctuations
[1,3,4 and others].
We propose that to understand bacterial response networks,
multi-order timescales need to be considered. Bacterial
growth and gene network activation happen on similar
timescales and cannot be readily isolated from each other.
However, the half-life of a response protein is around 70% of
a cell’s lifespan, introducing a generational timescale that
becomes relevant in the case of periodic stress signals [5].
We developed a complexity-aware cellular simulation
based on PhoBR with a growth model parameterized
extensively on experiments [5,6]. The signaling network and
downstream regulon are used to calculate an emergent growth
rate-based resource partitioning in the cell, allowing for long
simulation times to explore the varying timescales of cellular
response.

the presence of repeated stress response [7]. We quantified the
molecular trajectories of the stress response network and
found that there are three significant timescales relevant to
cellular memory. The sensing protein loses activation within
a minute, the regulatory protein maintains activation for
several generations, and the downstream stress response
proteins are diluted over many generations [5]. Memory is
conferred unequally to daughter cells, creating bet-hedging.
B. High-dimensional profiling of signal/cell cycle dynamic
interactions
Stochasticity in signaling networks creates heterogenous
cell growth trajectories, but a fine-grained picture of the major
contributors to growth rate are unclear. We applied
dimensional reduction and correlation methods to categorize
the leading variables. The downstream regulon is usually the
strongest contributor to cellular state due to energetic
investment involved in expressing proteins. Other molecular
species become transiently correlated with cell cycle effects,
suggesting a rich, nonlinear dependence between fast
fluctuations and the cell state.
III. CONCLUSION
The physiological context of the cell cycle is an intrinsic
driver of signaling that itself is affected by signaling. Studies
of signal propagation in living matter must consider this
context to gain a complete picture of cellular information
processing.
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Revealing bacterial chromosome organization from
Hi-C data using a maximum entropy approach
Joris Messelink1, Jacqueline Janssen1,2, and Chase Broedersz1

Short Abstract — Elucidating the three-dimensional
spatial organization of the bacterial chromosome is
essential to understand how core genomic processes are
spatially regulated inside of the cell. Recent Hi-C
chromosome conformation capture experiments provide
contact frequency maps of the chromosome, reflecting its
highly organized structure. We develop a maximum
entropy approach to extract the three-dimensional
structure of the bacterial chromosome from such data.
Using this approach, we obtain a coarse-grained model for
the full distribution of chromosome configurations. We
validate the predictive power of our model by experiments
on the localization of chromosomal loci in the cell. Our
approach opens up a new way of interpreting Hi-C data.
Keywords — Chromosome organization, Hi-C Chromosome
Conformation Capture, Maximum entropy modelling
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I. CHROMOSOME ORGANIZATION AND HI-C DATA

HE bacterial chromosome outsizes the cell by three
orders of magnitude, and must thus be highly compacted
to fit inside. Importantly, the chromosome needs to not
only be condensed, but also organized to facilitate biological
functions such as transcription, replication, and segregation.
The high degree of spatial organization of the chromosome
has been demonstrated by microscopy experiments [4] and
Hi-C chromosome interaction detection techniques [2]. Two
striking features from this data include the presence of
Chromosomal Interaction Domains (CID's) and a juxtaposed
position of the two chromosomal arms. However, extracting
the three-dimensional chromosome conformations from this
data poses a major challenge.
II. INFERRING A MAXIMUM ENTROPY MODEL
Our aim is to infer the full distribution of chromosome
conformations from Hi-C data on bacteria such as C.
crescentus and B. subtilis, without making any assumptions
about the underlying dynamics. To this end, we introduce a
new inference method based on a maximum entropy approach
[3]: we construct a theoretical polymer model that reproduces
a set of experimental Hi-C observations, but otherwise
imposes as few assumptions as possible.

Acknowledgements: This work was funded by the Graduate School for
Quantitative Biosciences Munich (QBM)

A. Solving the maximum entropy model
The maximum entropy model can be formally mapped to
an equilibrium model of a polymer with interaction energies
between pairs of monomers. This enables us to use a range of
techniques from statistical physics to efficiently and
effectively infer model parameters from experimental data.
We demonstrate that the algorithm is able to accurately solve
for the interaction parameters for a series of test cases.
B. Independent experimental validation
To validate the model we infer from Hi-C data on C.
crescentus, we show that the predicted cellular localization of
various genes are in accord with experiments [4]. We confirm
that this predicted cellular localizations are due to the specific
Hi-C interactions inferred from experiment: without using the
Hi-C map as input, this spatial organization disappears.
C. Revealing novel features of chromosome organization
Our maximum entropy model reveals novel features of
chromosome organization, including local density maps, a
characterization of the typical configurations of the
chromosome, as well as the average distances between pairs
of loci on the chromosome.
III. CONCLUSION
We develop a maximum entropy model that yields the
distribution of chromosome conformations from Hi-C data.
Our results are consistent with independent experimental
tests, and reveal novel organizational features. Our approach
thus opens up a new way of analyzing Hi-C data.
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Decoupling Priming and Desensitization
in Response to IFN-alpha Pretreatment
Anusorn Mudla
Abstract
Interferon-alpha (IFN-) is a major cytokine produced in response to viral infection and
clinically important in anti-viral and anti-cancer therapy. Although several key
components of the interferon pathway have been characterized, their dynamics in
response to repetitive stimulation remain elusive. Here, we systematically studied how
IFN- pretreatment can lead to two contradictory effects: priming and desensitization.
We used CRISPR/Cas9 to fluorescently label signal transducer and activator of
transcription 1 (STAT1) and its downstream gene, interferon regulatory factor 9 (IRF9),
and monitor their dynamics. We used a microfluidic device to precisely control the
durations of the IFN-a pretreatment, break-time and the second stimulation. Single cell
quantification from time-lapse microscopy revealed that 2- and 10-hour pretreatment
can lead to priming effect while 24-hour pretreatment lead to desensitization both in
STAT1 nuclear translocation and the rate of IRF9 induction. To further investigate the
mechanism, we knock-downed ubiquitin specific protease 18 (USP18), a known
negative regulator of IFN- signaling, using shRNA and found that STAT1 nuclear
translocation was restored and the rate of IRF9 induction was significantly higher.
Intriguingly, we observed heterogeneity in the desensitization among 24-hourpretreated cells of which expressed low level of USP18. We developed a mathematical
model to describe and predict the effect of pulsatile IFN- stimulation. As expected, a
pulsatile treatment of IFN- led to higher IRF9 induction compared to a sustained
treatment. Our results demonstrate that priming and desensitization of IFN- is
duration dependent and controlled by USP18 as a delayed negative feeback. This
discovery provides insight information to improve pharmacokinetic of IFN- delivery
for more effective viral-infected disease and cancer therapy.

Resource reallocation in engineered Escherichia
coli strains with reduced genomes
Ernesto S. Nakayasu1,2, Adam Chazin-Gray1, Deanna L. Auberry1, Nathalie Munoz Munoz1, Jeremy
D. Zucker1, Neeraj Kumar1, Carrie Nicora1, Hugh D. Mitchell1, Young-Mo Kim1, William C. Nelson1,
Robert Egbert1,3
Short Abstract — Genome remodeling can optimize
bioproduction by eliminating non-essential cellular processes.
However, a major knowledge gap in optimizing cellular capacity
for heterologous expression is how cells reallocate resources
when engineered. We investigate this process using a library of
sequential deletion strains of E. coli W3110 in combination with
genetic engineering and multi-omics characterization. We found
that amino acid degradation and polyamine synthesis pathways
are upregulated as genes associated with large proteome
fractions are deleted. These resources can be reclaimed under
heterologous expression of a violacein biosynthesis pathway.
These findings suggest new approaches to boost productivity,
increase evolutionary robustness, and provide biocontainment
strategies for engineered organisms.
Keywords — Cellular Capacity Optimization, Synthetic
Biology, Genome Engineering, Cellular Resource Allocation,
Multi-omics measurements.
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the vioABE system (Fig. 1A). Pathway integration with
metabolomics data identified glutamine as the central
metabolite in amino acid degradation, leading to the
production of succinate and polyamines (putrescine and
spermidine) (Fig. 1B).
C. Production of protodeoxyviolacein is enhanced by
glutamine supplementation. Because glutamine was
observed to be the central amino acid degraded by the
reallocation of cellular resources we hypothesized that
supplementing cell cultures with glutamine would enhance
PDV production. This hypothesis was confirmed using the
vioABE reporter pathway (Fig. 1C).

I. INTRODUCTION

he bioproduction capacity of organisms is limited by
metabolic conversion rates and the allocation of core
cellular resources. It has been proposed that deletion of nonessential genes can liberate resources of the cells to increase
production of biocommodities. However, a major hurdle for
engineering organisms is the lack of knowledge on how cells
reallocate resources when metabolic pathways are rewired.
Here we performed proteomics and metabolomics
measurements on a collection of E. coli sequential deletion
variants (KHK library) [1, 2] to elucidate how resources are
reallocated when large genomic regions are deleted.
Reclamation of these resources was also tested by introducing
a genetic burden through overexpression of the vioABE
protodeoxyviolacein (PDV) reporter system [3].
II.

Fig. 1. Resource allocation in the E. coli KHK library. (A)
Pathways regulated in strains with large genomic deletions of nonessential genes. (B) Amino acid degradation pathway induced by
genome deletions. (C) Protodeoxyviolacein production in cultures
supplemented with glutamine (Gln).

III. CONCLUSION
The deletion of highly expressed non-essential genes
decreases amino acid demands and cells reallocate these
resources to other metabolic processes. These findings open
new perspectives for cellular capacity optimization to
enhance the productivity of engineered microbes.

KEY RESULTS

A. Genomic
deletions
increase
production
of
protodeoxyviolacein pigment by the vioABE system. Some
sequential deletions of large genome regions lead to
increases in pigment production, but others reduce pigment
levels and impact growth rate.
B. Resource allocation. Proteomic analysis revealed that
the deletion of genes encoding high-abundance proteins
induces the degradation of amino acids, which can be
reclaimed by inducing cellular burden via overexpressing
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Measurement of noise on added size for E coli
adder and sizer-like division strategies suggests a
multi-step control.
Cesar Augusto Nieto-Acuña1 , Juan Carlos Arias-Castro1,2 ,Carlos Arturo Sanchez-Isaza1,2 ,
Cesar Augusto Vargas-Garcia3 and Juan Manuel Pedraza1
Abstract— Recent experimental advances have suggested the
Adder mechanism for Escherichia coli division control. This
means that bacteria grow, on average, a fixed size before
division. Here we use new experiments to verify this mechanism
with glucose as carbon source and explore deviations of the
adder strategy, specifically, the division control of E. coli
growing with glycerol as carbon source. In this medium, the
division strategy is sizer-like, which means that the added size
decreases with the size at birth. We propose a mechanistic
model to explain our measurements and found that our model
can explain not only the slope in the graph of added size vs size
at birth but the noise in this relationship. We propose further
experiments in order to distinguish between other possible
explanations.

I. P URPOSE
homeostasis, this is, how these cells synchronize
their growth with their division-time to control their
size in a steady growth, is an important problem in Systems biology. Recently, experimental techniques have been
improved enough to allow high throughput dynamics in rodshape bacteria like Escherichia coli[1].
Most of these experiments have suggested the ”adder
mechanism” of division control, consisting on incorporating
a fixed amount of cell wall material before dividing[2], [3].
Sizer-like mechanisms are common deviation of the adder
paradigm[4]. These mechanisms occur when the added size
just simply decreases with the size at birth. They became
important mainly after their observation over yeast[5], slowgrowing cells[6] and bacteria growing sub-optimal growth
media[7].
We performed single-cell tracking experiments for E. coli
using a mother machine micro-fluid[1]. The main goal of
these experiments was to track multiple cell cycles to study
the noise in added size during these cycles in two different
media: typical M9[8] (which is adder) and M9 with Glycerol
as carbon source instead of Glucose (which is sizer-like)[1].
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Currently, there is no clear mechanism behind the division
control of these microorganisms but recent experiments[9]
and theoretical approaches [10] have revealed some insights
suggesting an stochastic process consisting on dividing after
reach some threshold by multiple steps. However, these ideas
seem to work well in the adder mechanism and is not clear
how a sizer-like mechanism could appear.
Here, we propose a mechanistic mechanism which can
predict the sizer-like behavior and can fit the noise on added
size that we measured in the mother machine experiments.
This mechanism is based on a splitting rate function which
is proportional to a power of the cell size. We derive
some analytical formulas and discuss some limitations and
possibilities that this framework can give to understand better
this phenomenon.
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Generating Cell Fate Patterns via Mechanical
Stress in Human Stem Cells
Hayden S. Nunley1, David K. Lubensky1, Xufeng Xue2, Jianping Fu2

Short Abstract — Our current knowledge of fate patterning in
the early embryo focuses on diffusible chemical signals, or
morphogens. The role of mechanical signals in fate patterning in
two-dimensional embryonic tissues remains poorly understood.
Recent experiments in stem cell colonies on micropatterned
substrates demonstrated that neuroectoderm differentiation, an
early patterning event, occurs in the absence of exogenous
morphogen gradients [1]. We propose a continuum model for
this process in which cell fate is biased by mechanical stress.
This model predicts a non-monotonic dependence of the width of
the outer fate domain on substrate stiffness. Preliminary
experimental results are consistent with model predictions.
Keywords — Neuroectoderm, Neural Plate Border (NPB),
Micropatterned Substrate, Micropost Array, Domain Wall
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I. BACKGROUND

HE proper development of an embryo depends on fate
specification events in which a field of initially equivalent
cells differentiates in a spatially controlled manner [2]. A key
example is the process of neural induction in which a strip of
cells in the outer epithelial layer of the vertebrate embryo
differentiates into neural cells, forming the neural plate (NP),
flanked by the cells of the neural plate border (NPB) [1, 3-4].
Classic studies of this system confirmed the role of diffusible
chemical signals from neighboring tissues in patterning [3-4].
Recent experiments have probed this process outside of the
embryo [1]. In these experiments, human stem cells bind to a
small circular region, coated with protein, on a thin PDMS
substrate. The supplied chemical medium that induces neural
differentiation is uniform. The colonies differentiate into NP
cells surrounded by a ring of NPB cells. After ruling out many
endogenous chemical gradients, the authors conclude that the
in vitro patterning occurs via mechanics [1].
We develop a model of the two-dimensional cell layer in
which cell fate determines contractility, and stress biases fate.
This model reproduces a key observation, that the concentric
width of the NPB domain is approximately independent of
colony size. The model predicts that the NPB domain width
should depend non-monotonically on substrate stiffness.
II. RESULTS
A. Traction forces reveal fate-contractility correlation
We measured traction forces between the cell layer and the
substrate via displacements of microposts. We fit post
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displacements to a model of a contractile continuum medium
[5-6]. These fits reveal a ring of contractile cells, which we
identify as the NPB domain. The fits constrain mechanical
properties of the layer, and thus our model parameters.
B. Linear coupling of stress to bistable fate reproduces
independence of NPB domain size on colony diameter
We model the fate as a bistable variable, 𝑤, stable at 𝑤 ≈
0 and 𝑤 ≈ 1. We assume that contractility is proportional to
𝑤 such that 𝑤 ≈ 1 is the contractile (NPB) fate. Coupling inplane pressure to fate, we reproduce the approximate
independence of NPB domain width on colony size [1].
C. Prediction of non-monotonic dependence of outer
domain width on substrate rigidity
The NPB domain width depends on the ratio of stiffnesses
of the cell layer and the substrate. Our model predicts that on
glass, a very stiff substrate, the NPB domain only contains the
outer-most cells, now confirmed experimentally. The domain
width increases as substrate stiffness decreases. For substrates
sufficiently softer than the control (0.5 𝑘𝑃𝑎/𝜇𝑚), the model
predicts that the sign of the effect (i.e., dependence of NPB
domain width on stiffness) reverses because the outer cells
cannot generate enough stress to bias cells to the NPB fate.
III. CONCLUSION
The role of mechanics in fate patterning remains poorly
understood. This quantitative model of mechanics-guided
differentiation generalizes the concept of morphogens from
chemical to mechanical, and makes novel predictions about
the role of substrate rigidity in patterning of quasi-2D tissues.
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Cytoplasmic density dynamics in fission yeast
Pascal D Odermatt1,2, Gabriella Estevam1, Kerwyn Casey Huang2 and Fred Chang1


Short Abstract — We have established an imaging-based
approach enabling spatial and temporal quantification of
cytoplasmic density in the rod shaped fission yeast to investigate
mechanisms coordinating cell growth and biomass
accumulation. Our results show cytoplasmic density decreasing
during the phase of polar cell growth, and increasing at the end
of the cell cycle as growth stops upon mitotic entry, suggesting a
continuous biomass accumulation independent from volume
expansion. Further, we use mutants and drug treatment to alter
cell cycle progression, cell growth patterns and biosynthetic
processes to investigate their effect on the regulation of
cytoplasmic density.
Keywords — Cytoplasmic density, fission yeast, cell growth
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I. BACKGROUND

density of the cytoplasm may be a critical but
underappreciated factor for many cellular reactions
within the living cell. Altered cytoplasmic density has been
linked to chromosomal missegregation1, senescence2 or cell
mechanical properties3, however physical principles
regulating cytoplasmic density, specifically potential links
between cell growth and biomass accumulation, are not fully
understood.
Fission yeast, S. pombe, is a powerful eukaryotic model for
studying the cell cycle and growth due to its simple geometry
and growth pattern. Various mutants with perturbed cell cycle
progression or altered growth patterns are available, making
it a favorable organism to study underlying physical
principles linking growth and cytoplasmic density.
HE

II. RESULTS
We have developed the use quantitative phase imaging
based on brightfield image stacks4 as a tool to estimate the
cytoplasmic density of individual yeast cells. We estimate the
cytoplasmic density of interphase S. pombe cells to be
approximately 200-250 mg/ml. Fission yeast exhibit tip
growth during interphase and cease growth during mitosis and
cytokinesis. Measurements of the density dynamics show that
cytoplasmic density varies in the cell cycle; it falls slightly in
G2 phase and gradually increases during mitosis and
cytokinesis reaching a maximum just before division.
To further assess the influence of specific cell cycle stages
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and growth patterns on the dynamics of the cytoplasmic
density we use various mutants and drug treatments. Cells
remaining in interphase for an extended period of time
exhibiting fast growth are elongated, while cells blocked
during cytokinesis stop growing. These mutants allow us to
investigate the effects of changes in the growth rate on
accumulation of biomass at specific cell cycle stages.
Similarly, chemical inhibition of the secretory pathway
causes cells to stop growing while biomass accumulation
continues, resulting in increased cytoplasmic density. In
contrary, cytoplasmic density does not increase when growth
is altered due to inhibition of ribosomal protein synthesis
pathways.
Perturbation of cytoplasmic density can additionally have
consequences for single cell in regards to cell shape and
cellular mechanical properties. To investigate these
mechanistic links we are further developing high-resolution
imaging approaches to characterize cell wall structural
dynamics on a nanometer scale during tip growth, and
population-level growth dynamics that will help us identify
mutants exhibiting perturbed mechanical properties and
altered cytoplasmic densities.
III. CONCLUSION
We present an imaging-based approach to quantitatively
assess cytoplasmic density and its links to cell cycle
progression and cell growth pattern. Mutants blocked for cell
cycle progression or inhibition of specific biosynthetic
pathways using drug treatments allows us to investigate the
regulatory links between growth and biomass accumulation
and its potential downstream effects on cell shape and
mechanical properties.
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Mining phage genomes for genetic circuit parts
Jai Padmakumar1, Jonghyeon Shin2, and Christopher A. Voigt3

Short Abstract — Complex genetic circuits can be assembled
by composing simpler parts, such as transcriptional repressors.
Though many repressors are available, their utility is currently
limited by constraints on orthogonality, dynamic range, and
toxicity. By exploiting the natural diversity present in phages
and “mining” them for repressors, we can assemble a large
library of genetic parts that can be used to create complex
circuits. Using parts from three phages, we constructed three
NOT gates. This suggests that mining phages for parts is a
potentially promising approach for expanding the set of quality
genetic circuit parts.
Keywords — Part mining, genetic circuits, synthetic biology,
cellular programming
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I. PURPOSE

IVING organisms possess a wide array of fascinating
and useful abilities. Spore-forming bacteria encapsulate
themselves nearly indestructible shells allowing them to
survive extraordinarily harsh conditions. Nutrients and
information flow through massive “superhighways” of
underground fungal networks, connecting and supporting the
growth of surface plants. To accomplish these feats, cells
synthesize external information via intricate regulatory
networks, ‘computing’ the correct decision to make.
Exploiting biology’s capabilities for our own purposes
requires the ability to engineer regulatory control of living
cells. This control can be achieved via synthetic cellular
computing devices, which function similar to electrical
computers, but can be programmed and used to implement
in vivo logic.
Regulatory logic is commonly achieved in bacteria
through the use of constitutive promoters and transcriptional
repressors. A classic example of such a system is the lac
operon, which functions to induce lactose catabolism. Using
solely a repressor and an activator, the cell is able to
precisely activate expression only when required. In Boolean
logic terms, the cell is performing a (lactose NIMPLY
glucose) operation.
Digital logic provides a neat framework from which to
assemble complex computing devices, which electrical
engineers have used to design circuits for decades. It uses
the formalism provided by Boolean algebra, where a
variable has only two values; it can be 1 or 0, or ON and
OFF, respectively. Smaller parts called “logic gates”,
responsible for a single logical operation, are combined to

implement sophisticated computations. NOR gates are
“universal,” meaning all possible computations can be
performed using just these gates.
Biologically, a part that can perform a NOR operation can
be built using two promoters each regulated by their own
repressors. Here, each promoter is a variable, with ON/OFF
states defined by whether or not it is being transcribed. NOR
gates can be designed from simpler NOT gates, which
simply invert the input. NOT gates are easily designed and
characterized by using a repressor under control of an
inducible promoter and a cognate repressible constitutive
promoter controlling expression of a fluorescent output. This
function can be characterized by a simple 1-dimensional
input-output curve. By characterizing the transfer functions
of two NOT gates, we can reliably predict the 2D-transfer
function of a NOR gate with a simple model. Our lab has
previously developed software to build genetic circuits from
characterized NOT gates.1 Additionally, we have previously
constructed a set of NOT gates based on TetR homologs,
however these gates often suffer low dynamic range and
high toxicity, limiting the complexity of the genetic circuits.2
Phage cI repressor has several attributes that make it ideal
for logic gate development. cI homologs are well conserved
and readily identifiable in other similar phages. Its relatively
small size facilitates cloning. cI binds its operator very
tightly3 and preliminary data show it displays high dynamic
range, is non-toxic, and has minimal cross-talk due to
evolutionary pressure for DNA-binding diversification.
II. CONCLUSION
By systematically engineering NOT gates from both
characterized and uncharacterized phage repressors, we can
engineer a large set of high performance NOT gates. 1000s
of phages exist in RefSeq database today. Though these
repressors do not have known operators, they can be
characterized through a combination of bioinformatic and
experimental methods. Ultimately, these new parts will be
used to construct a large, reprogrammable regulatory circuit.
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Rescaling mutant Ras signals by ERK
Michael Pargett1*, Taryn E. Gillies1*, Carolyn Teragawa1, Jillian M. Silva2, Frank McCormick2,3, and
John G. Albeck1
Short Abstract — Activating Ras mutations are prominent
drivers of cancer, though how they affect signal processing
remains uncertain. Using cell lines expressing only one Ras
isoform each, including mutants, we analyze signal processing
through ERK activity in live cells. Regardless of Ras
hyperactivation, ERK activity remains bounded within wild type
ranges, and only moderately elevated when unstimulated. The
Ras-ERK network drastically attenuates hyperactive signals, yet
retains responsiveness to growth factors, through regulation of
both network components and the phosphatases that target ERK
substrates. These findings imply that the network actively
rescales signals to match the input dynamic range, reminiscent
of dose-response alignment.
Keywords — Ras, ERK, cell signaling, signal processing, doseresponse alignment, feedback, phosphatase, live-cell imaging,
single-cell kinetics.
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I. BACKGROUND

HOUGH activating mutations in Ras are present in ~30%
of human tumors, the quantitative effects of these
mutations on effector pathway signaling remain uncertain,
with activating Ras mutants linked to both increased and
decreased ERK activation. As pathway-specific treatment
strategies rely on activity estimates at the cellular level, it is
increasingly crucial to clarify the specific effects of Ras
mutation on downstream pathways.
Originally expected to be vastly hyperactivating, the
mutational status of Ras is poorly correlated with average
phospho-ERK levels in both tumor cell lines and mouse
models [1-2]. Conversion of a wild type Ras gene to a mutant
can even reduce average ERK activation [2]. Potential
explanations may involve interactions with wild type Ras,
additional mutations in cancer, feedback regulation, high cellto-cell heterogeneity, and/or limited experimental resolution.
II. APPROACH
We characterize the specific effects of oncogenic Ras
mutations on downstream signaling at the single-cell level,
using live-cell imaging with an ERK kinase activity sensor in
cell lines expressing only one Ras isoform.
A Ras knockout mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) line
that does not express H-, K-, or N-Ras was previously
developed, allowing for isolated exogenous expression of
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single Ras isoforms [3]. Select Ras isoforms were expressed
from an unregulated viral promoter, including wild type H-,
K-, and N-Ras, and K-Ras G12C, G12V, G12D, and Q61R.
To comprehensively analyze single-cell Ras/ERK
signaling and the status of the whole pathway, we collected a
dataset of protein expression, ERK activation (via phosphoERK level and fraction), and ERK substrate activation (via
EKAR3, a genetically encoded ERK activity sensor).
Measurements are made in time courses including the absence
and presence of stimulation by growth factors. We present
analysis of this dataset to identify, for each mutant isoform,
statistically relevant signaling differences at the average and
single-cell levels, to evaluate the effects and strength of
feedback regulation, and to construct a refined model of the
pathway-modulated effects of altered Ras function.
We find that oncogenic Ras mutations restrict the range of
ERK output, with elevated ERK kinase activity only in the
absence of growth factor stimulus, despite excess levels of
active Ras. Individual cells expressing mutant Ras proteins
are variably responsive to acute growth factor stimulation, but
do not exceed the peak magnitude of the wild type.
III. CONCLUSION
Overall, pathway-level effects including loss of
responsiveness, variable negative feedback strength, and
ERK substrate-level phosphatase activity serve to rescale
changes in ERK activation consistent with the principle of
dose-response alignment, thereby preventing excess activity
and amplifying changes due to growth factor stimulus. This
systematic study reconciles seemingly inconsistent reports
within the literature and implies that the initial signaling
changes induced by Ras mutations in oncogenesis are
inherently subtle.
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Calcium signals in embryo sidedness and includes Nitric Oxide formation in regulation of
normal Heart Loop Morphology
Ashley Pereira, B.S., and Wilfred Denetclaw, Ph.D.
Department of Biology, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA 94132
Asymmetric elevation Ca2+ signaling at the left side of the Hensen’s node in early embryo
development is essential for normal right side heart looping and consequently normal heart
development. When calcium levels are elevated on the right side or blocked on the left side, both
result in 30% of embryos with situs inversus (reversal of the heart loop). Nitric oxide (NO)
formation also depends on elevation of calcium and can promote cardiomyocyte proliferation.
However the role of NO in regulation of heart looping is unknown. Therefore, we hypothesize
NO involvement in cardiac looping may be by its ability to regulate cardiomyocyte proliferation
and under absence of NO may cause a looping defect due to absence of sufficient cardiogenic
cells.To investigate, acrylic beads soaked in L-NAME, a competitive inhibitor of nitric oxide
synthase(NOS), was placed to the right side of Hensen’s Node to block NO signaling but did not
affect Ca2+ change. Our findings show 90% abnormal heart tube formation with situs
ambiguous, a range of morphological heart looping defects. These results suggests that the
calcium elevation on the right side functions in the activation of NOS for NO production and
signaling, possibly by its canonical pathway, to regulate in the normal heart loop. NO signaling
in early embryo development is not well understood and it’s role in cardiomyocyte proliferation
may also need to be studied to fully understand cardiogenesis..NIH MBRS-RISE: R25-GM0592
NSF STC CCC: 154829798

Classification using Expectation Reflection
Danh-Tai Hoang1, Junghyo Jo2, and Vipul Periwal1

Short Abstract — Data classification is a fundamental
problem in biology. We recently developed a data-driven
approach, Expectation Reflection, for network inference. The
method outperformed previous methods in predicting
interactions underlying observations of stochastic processes.
Using hidden variables, we extend the method to solve
unsupervised classification problems. Applying our method to
the MNIST handwritten digit dataset, we demonstrate that
we can successfully classify this data into 60 clusters.
Interestingly, the numbers of clusters for each digit were
approximately the same.
Keywords
—
Classification,
Network
Expectation Reflection, hidden variables.
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III. RESULTS
As a demonstration to a problem with interpretable results,
we applied ER to classify the 60,000 images of MNIST
handwritten data without knowing the labels (i.e.,
unsupervised learning). We found that the discrepancy of
entire system reached a minimum at about 60 hidden
variables. This suggested that we can optimally classify the
data into 60 clusters (Figure 1B). The mean images for
each cluster are shown in Figure 1C. We then applied this
approach to classify single cell expression data.

inference,

I. PURPOSE

of complex data into different clusters
is a critical topic, not only in quantitative biology but
more generally in data science. We recently developed a
new approach to data-driven inference, Expectation
Reflection (ER), and demonstrated that ER outperforms
other existing methods in recovering interaction weighs
between variables from sequential data, especially in the limit
of small sample sizes and partially observed systems [1, 2].
By adding hidden variables and considering interactions
from hidden variables to observed variables, we extend the
ER method to unsupervised classification.
LASSIFICATION

II. METHOD
We added categorical hidden variables to the system and
considered only interactions from the hidden variables to
observed variables. Our algorithm contains the following
steps: (i) Assign the state of hidden variables as random;
(ii) Apply ER [1, 2] to infer interaction strengths from
hidden variables to observed variables; (iii) Update the
state of hidden variables to the value that maximizes the
likelihood of the observations; and (iv) Repeat steps (ii)
and (iii) until the discrepancy of the observations and the
corresponding model expectations saturates. The number
of hidden variables (i.e., number of clusters) can be
estimated from the minima of the discrepancy of the entire
system.
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Figure 1. Classification of handwritten digit images. (A)
MNIST image samples were randomly selected to
demonstrate. (B) Discrepancies are shown as a function of
the number of hidden variables, when using 60,000
samples (solid lines) and 20,000 samples (dashed lines).
(C) Mean values of each pixel within the same cluster were
obtained from our classification.
IV. CONCLUSION
We extended ER to unsupervised classification problems.
We demonstrated the performance of this method by
successfully classifying the MNIST data of handwritten
digits, and then applied it to single cell datasets.
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Towards a Quantitative Understanding of
Spontaneous Mitotic Waves
Owen Puls1 , and Qiong Yang1,2
Abstract— At the foundation of complexity in biology is the
process by which cells proliferate. Regulating this process facilitates the longevity of multicellular organisms by enforcing a
regular, clock-like timing of mitotic events: we can consider any
cell as a single oscillator. Alternatively, when a collection of these
oscillators couple via diffusion, they synchronize. However, at
the embryo scale, a diffusion-mediated signal itself is too slow to
synchronize mitosis. Instead, waves constitute a tenable spatial
coordination mechanism. This work probes mitotic waves:
offering preliminary results in adapting a minimal excitable
system to identity their properties and basic principles.
Index Terms— self-organization, coupled oscillators

I. I NTRODUCTION
many years, various models–and adaptations
thereof–were developed to capture the mechanism behind the mitotic clock [1]. In short, various checkpoints
controlled by the activity of certain compounds direct the
cell through a series of steps which define one mitotic cycle.
The regulation of these processes facilitates the longevity
of multicellular organisms by enforcing a regular, clock-like
timing of mitotic events [1].
In particular, the activity of cyclinB-Cdk1 (cyclindependent kinase) complexes controls the mitotic state of
a cell by promoting the activity of anaphase-promoting
compound–APC–which itself inhibits the complex and promotes mitotic exit [2]. These complexes themselves regulate,
and are regulated by, Cdc25 and Wee1 in the form of double
positive and negative feedback loops, respectively [2]. Inside
any singular cell, therefore, we can think of the system as
constituting a single oscillator.
In contrast, when a collection of these oscillators couple via diffusion, they synchronize: a phenomenon realized
experimentally [1]. For example, in various systems–e.g.
Drosophila and Xenopus–early embryogenesis is marked by
a series of synchronous cell divisions across the length of
the embryo [3], [4]. Some of these eukaryotic cells can reach
up to 600 µm in radius. As such, a hypothetical diffusionmediated signal (with Dp = 10µm/s) originating from the
center would take hours to reach the edge of the cell [3].
However, given the synchrony observed experimentally, such
signal must manage the distance in minutes, not hours [3].
This known asks the question: how does the cell accomplish
this feat?
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To answer this question, recent work demonstrates a
tenable spatial coordination mechanism at the relevant length
scale takes the form of a chemical wave [3], [4]. Multiple
models describe one-dimensional mitotic waves, displaying
diverse forms and characteristics [1], [2], [3], [4].
II. R ESULTS
Using an Xenopus extract system, we reconstitute mitotic
waves in one-dimensional Teflon-coated tubes, in two different contexts [3], [5]. First, spontaneous waves are visualized
naturally as in Ref [3]. Second, inspired by work studying
apoptotic waves, we utilize CSF extract (metaphase arrest)
as a source to produce directed waves [6].
Moreover, we take advantage of both extracts containing
reconstituted nuclei and those without (chemical). Via nuclei
markers, we visualize waves of nuclear-envelope formation
and breakdown; conversely, from various fluorescent protein
signals, we can directly visualize waves of chemical mitotic
activity. We believe this is the first realization of the latter.
In both instances, we quantify the wave speed–the only
meaningful wave property in one spatial dimension–and find
a slowing down over time, similar to period lengthening
previously reported. Further, comparing the two, we find
a significant difference in their speeds, possibly due to the
nuclear-translocation of clock constituents.
III. C ONCLUSIONS
In total, we report experimental realizations of both nuclear and chemical mitotic waves in vitro. Quantification of
their respective waves speeds elucidates significant differences between the classes. Due to their relative ubiquity,
this apparent distinction may shed light on mitotic waves
in diverse biological sysytems moving forward.
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Measuring the Influence of cis-Acting Changes on the
Transcriptional Response to Infection in Drosophila
melanogaster
Bryan Ramirez-Corona
and Zeba Wunerlich
‡,1

Insects respond to infections by regulating gene expression
through several signaling pathways, this response is highly
variable between individuals. Past efforts to elucidate this
variability focused on protein-coding regions. However, ample
variation exists in non-coding DNA sequences of Drosophila
melanogaster, and in other contexts, this variation has been
shown to drive phenotypic differences between individuals. We
measure the contribution of cis-regulatory sequences to
transcriptional variation, by performing tissue-specific allelespecific expression analysis on two inbred strains and their F1
hybrids. By comparing expression patterns pre- and postinfection, we can characterize genetic causes of tissue-specific
expression variation in two distinct biological states.
Keywords — Gene regulation, transcription, variation,
drosophila, immune.

I

n eukaryotes, gene expression is controlled by the
interactions of trans-acting factors, such as transcription
factors, and cis-regulatory elements (CREs), such as
enhancers. Variation in either protein-coding regions or CREs
can change expression patterns. Currently, there is a much
deeper understanding of how changes in protein-coding
regions contribute to expression variation than in cisregulatory elements. There is a need to quantify the
contributions of CREs in highly variable systems.
The Drosophila immune system shows genetically
encoded variation in pathogen resistance and transcriptional
response to infection [1,2,3], due to constant exposure to
continuously evolving pathogens [4]. In whole animals, there
are ample contributions of cis-regulatory sequences both at
rest and in response to infection [5,6,7]. Since cis-regulatory
sequences tend to act in a tissues-specific manner, the wholebody analysis may miss effects that are localized. Therefore,
there is a need to quantify allele-specific expression in
specific tissues. Here we focus on the fat body, the primary
immune-responsive organ in Drosophila.
To measure these contributions, we generated F1 hybrids by
crossing two highly inbred, genetically divergent D.
melanogaster lines from the Drosophila Synthetic Population
Resource. We infected flies with Gram-negative bacteria
Serratia marcescens, a naturally occurring pathogen of
Drosophila. Three hours after inoculation, we measured gene
expression in dissected fat bodies of both the F1 hybrids and
parental strains. By comparing allelic ratios in the F1 hybrid
to the parental strains, we can identify genes whose
differential expression is caused by changes in cis or trans.
By measuring allele-specific expression in the fat body we
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will, for the first time, quantify cis and trans effects on the
immune response in a high-resolution, tissue-specific manner.
We expect to find many genes with changes in cis-regulatory
regions that account for changes in transcriptional response to
immune stimulation, due to the evolutionary pressures on the
immune system to diversify [4] coupled with the capacity of
changes in cis to produce large expression differences in a
localized manner [8]. Preliminary data supports this
prediction. This data set will allow us to answer questions
regarding the pattern of gene expression divergence, both at
the basal state and after immune stimulation.
This data will open future avenues of investigation, since
potential regulatory regions of genes found to carry changes
in cis can be identified using DNA accessibility assays [9].
Identifying differentially expressed genes due to changes in
cis along with the corresponding regulatory regions will
allows us to identify the specific sequence changes that affect
gene expression and generate models of the connection
between immune enhancer sequence and function.
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Inferring a Lot at Once from the Same Cell
GW McElfresh1,*, Brian Drawert2,*, and Christian J. Ray1,3,*

Short Abstract — High-dimensional single-cell resolution
datasets represent the most quantitative information about the
state of the same cell that has ever been experimentally
attainable by orders of magnitude. Using a complexity-aware
modeling approach, we have developed an E. coli cell cycle
simulator that exploits such large datasets to model the
stochastic trajectories of a regulatory network of interest
coupled to a hybrid statistical/stochastic model of the cell cycle
that accounts for metabolic costs of the network, gene copy
number, cell volume, and other factors. We implemented a
detailed model of the PhoBR two-component system that
responds to phosphate starvation, synchronized independent cell
cycle runs, and quantified the relationships between molecular
fluctuation of each species or other model quantity, such as
growth rate and volume. Our results reveal several surprising
relationships between the timescales of effects.
Keywords — complexity-aware modeling, high-dimensional
data, cell cycle, stress response, two-component system
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I. BACKGROUND

igh-dimensional single-cell datasets are being generated
in transcriptomics, time-lapse microscopy, and,
increasingly, proteomics, at an increasing rate. They have
contributed to the revitalization of the question of cell type
identity and stand to aid the functionalization of polygenic
genetic traits. Among the insights that can be gained, the
quantity of data already available or feasibly attainable are
allowing new approaches to whole-cell predictive simulation
[1]. While comprehensive mechanistic whole-cell models
have many challenges, the development of complexity-aware
modeling provides an opportunity to quantitatively analyze
long trajectories at single-cell resolution, trajectories from
many cells, and cellular lineages [2-4].
We are developing a data-driven bacterial cell cycle
algorithm that couples the outputs of a small subnetwork of
interest to global cellular physiology in high detail, including
chromosome replication, gene copy number, sequencespecific timing of transcription, cell volume, and any other
parameters of cellular physiology relevant to the network of
interest. The framework uses the adder principle [5] to
determine cell size control.
The phosphate starvation stress response in E. coli is the
first network implemented in the framework, chosen because
of its extensive characterization on mechanistic and
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physiological levels [6, 7]. At the sensing step is a twocomponent system, PhoBR, that alters a regulon of
approximately 50 genes. Our network model uses quantitative
stochastic simulation with precise parameters, realistic
transcriptional and translational delays, and an energy budget
that feeds into the cell cycle model. All regulated genes in the
phosphate starvation response are included at energetic costs
proportional to their size.
II. RESULTS
A. Multiple Timescales of Response
By capturing the system in its physiological context and
enforcing local rates to be correct, we observed distinct
timescales emerging from simulations, from molecular
conformational fluctuation to multiple cell cycles.
B. Distinct Response Phases During the Cell Cycle
We synchronized the cell cycles of independent simulation
runs to determine the effect of phosphate response
fluctuations on the cell cycle and the response itself, including
subspecies that are not experimentally quantifiable at singlecell resolution. Using sensitivity analysis and principal
component analysis, we identified that processes cluster into
discrete fluctuation rates, from fast fluctuations in the effect
of active regulator to slower changes in the effect of cell
volume on the response. Notably, the effect of cell volume
evolves with the cell cycle, with stronger absolute effects
shortly before and after cell division.
III. CONCLUSION
Physiological context is essential for predictive network
simulations. The hybrid approach reveals fundamental new
insights and relationships in gene regulation.
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Mitochondrial Localization Within Stentor
Nicole Rodrigues1, Rebecca McGillivary1, and Wallace Marshall1

Short Abstract — Stentor coeruleus is a eukaryotic, unicellular
ciliate. It can completely regenerate once it is cut in half. There
is almost nothing known about the membrane-bound organelles
within Stentor except for the micronuclei and macronucleus. To
examine organelle distribution within Stentor during
regeneration, the organelles first have to be located and
characterized. To begin, I fluorescently labeled mitochondria in
Stentor with a MitoTracker dye to study the distribution of
mitochondria. I observed a network of puncta throughout the
Stentor between 2-4 h after using the MitoTracker. The puncta
are within a 1.3 µm to 3.5 µm size range.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

tentor coeruleus is a unicellular eukaryote. It is a 1 mm
long, trumpet-shaped ciliate that has the ability to
completely regenerate once it is cut in half. Stentor has
complex and unique distinguishing structures at both its
posterior end and anterior end that can easily be seen under a
light microscope [1], such as the oral apparatus (the organelle
that enables Stentor to engulf food), the cortical rows (which
give Stentor its trumpet-shape and are located at the cortex),
the micronuclei and a long macronucleus. The micronuclei
and macronucleus are the only membrane-bound organelles
where the localization is known. The only information
known about the mitochondria in Stentor is from electron
microscopy (EM) images which give the mitochondria size
(~1 μm) and show the mitochondria near the cortex [2]. I
characterized mitochondria localization in Stentor.
II. METHODS AND RESULTS
To study mitochondrial localization in Stentor, I used
MitoTracker Green dye to label the mitochondrial membrane,
and fluorescent dextran was used as a control. Stentor can
ingest the dyes that it is being incubated with, and the dye will
end up in the food vacuoles. Dextran was used to find Stentor’s
food vacuole size range (3.5 µm to 50 µm). Thus, I was able
to rule out the MitoTracker puncta observed within the food
vacuole size range. 30 min after incubating the Stentor with
the MitoTracker and dextran, puncta were observed (1.3 µm to
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22.5 µm size range). A network of puncta is visible throughout
the Stentor between 2-4 h after using the MitoTracker— the
puncta are located at the oral apparatus and the cortical rows.
The puncta are enriched at the cortex and they are within a 1.3
µm to 3.5 µm size range. This data is consistent with the size
range of the electron microscopy images of the mitochondria
in Stentor [2].
III. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There are many unknowns surrounding mitochondria. It is
currently unknown if changes to the mitochondrial
distribution are involved in eukaryotic cell response to
perturbations [3]. As Stentor can regenerate after being cut in
half, measuring the mitochondrial distributional from this
perturbation in Stentor could help address those unknowns.
Currently, as the mitochondria can be visualized within
Stentor, experiments are underway to investigate if the
mitochondrial distribution changes during regeneration. The
videos of live Stentor that are regenerating can be
computationally analyzed to measure the network’s
distributional changes via looking at features such as size and
position to compare the mitochondrial distribution prior,
during and after regeneration [4]. I will look at how
computational models such as bacterial growth simulations
could mimic how the mitochondria regenerate their numbers
when Stentor is cut in half. All this mitochondrial data can help
make Stentor coeruleus an amazing model to use to understand
how organelles regenerate and behave within a
morphologically complex single-celled organism with
amazing regenerative capabilities.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Computation Using Patterning of Bacterial
Colonies
Luca Rosa1 , Paul Grant3 , Alex Fedorec1 , Andrew Phillips3 , and Chris P Barnes1,2
Abstract— Whole-cell bacterial biosensors are living organisms that implement detection of a specific analyte and produce
an easily detectable and quantifiable response. Some example
are biosensors detecting heavy metals such as arsenic, or health
related metabolites such as lactate. Diseases are complex with
many sharing the same symptoms and biomarkers. Therefore
there is a need of biosensors capable of combining and
processing multiple inputs for greater discriminatory power.

I. E XTENDED ABSTRACT
Biosensors are devices that consist of a living organism
that implement a system able to detect a specific analyte and
then produce and easily detectable and quantifiable response
[1]. The development of biosensors is currently an important
focus of synthetic biology. Different whole-cell biosensors
have been developed where a system detecting an analyte is
integrated into a living organism [2], [3]. The limitation of
this approach is that they usually sense a single metabolite.
Although genetic logic gates can be engineered within singlecells, a new strain needs to be engineered if a new function
is required. There is therefore the need for a platform where
different biosensors can be combined to perform multiplexed
computation with different inputs.
The aim of the project is to build a platform of engineered bacterial colonies capable of performing computation
through spatial pattern formation. The architecture consists
of colonies arranged in a grid structure where each circle
represents a node of the system. Two types of strains are
implemented: the input and the output strains. The former
integrate the biosensor system and produces N-Acyl homoserine lactone (AHL), an intercellular signalling molecule,
which diffuses in the agar [4]. The latter expresses a reporter
protein in response to AHL molecules. The computation
is performed spatially, where the final pattern is a direct
consequence of the metabolites present in the sample and
of the initial arrangement of the input nodes.
Here we a demonstrate a proof-of-principle system based
on an arabinose induced input strain and an output strain
that responds monotonically to AHL. Using a computational
model, we also demonstrate that integrating different switching mechanisms in the output strain results in different spatial
logic functions. In the future, we want to design geometries
that can perform multiple signal integration and parallel logic
functions.
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A Time-Dependent Evolutionary Strategy to
Discover Generalist Genotypes
Vedant Sachdeva1, Kabir Husain2, Shenshen Wang*, Arvind Murugan*2

Short Abstract —Natural environments can present diverse
fitness pressures, but some genotypes remain fit across a wide
range of challenges. Such `generalists' can be hard to evolve
because there may be entropic or absolute fitness costs relative
to specialists. On the other hand, it is critical to evolve such
generalists, for example, in the search for broadly neutralizing
antibodies during affinity maturation. Here, we study the
conditions under which time-dependent evolutionary protocols
can evolve generalists even when static protocols fail. We find
that cycling environments on timescales tuned to match fixation
times can reliably evolve generalists when either deleterious
selection is too adverse or when fitness landscapes are too rugged
due to epistasis for static protocols to succeed. We discuss `chirp'
protocols that can more reliably produce larger generalist
populations. Our work reveals regimes in which time-dependent
`seascapes’ can dynamically enlarge the effective attractor size
around genotypes that are hard to find in any static protocol.
Keywords — changing environments, immunology models,
population genetics models
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I. PURPOSE

IME-VARYING selection pressures as a result of
fluctuating environments drive evolution out of
equilibrium, resulting in the emergence of non-equilibrium
stationary states[1]. These non-equilibrium stationary states
describe behaviors not achievable in equilibrium evolutionary
conditions, such as the emergence of bet hedging, phenotype
switching, and generalist phenotype strategies[2] These
strategies are the effort of an evolving system to optimize a
tradeoff between being well-specialized for one environment
against being well-specialized to another environment. Here,
we take advantage of this phenomenon in order to drive
evolutionary systems towards generalist genotypes, in spite of
the fact that the generalist genotypes are not accessible in
equilibrium conditions.
Evidence of the ability of time-varying selection pressures to
bring about generalist genotypes has been observed in the
affinity maturation of B-cells against strains of HIV[3].
Computational studies of the affinity maturation process
demonstrated that B-cells are more likely to evolve the ability
to produce bnAbs when exposed to multiple strains of HIV
sequentially in the affinity maturation process rather than
exposed to multiple strains of HIV simultaneously. This
demonstrates that idea that time-varying environments can
drive the discovery of generalizing strategies in cases where
static environments fail.
1
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In this work, we will demonstrate that environmental cycling
at frequencies near the fixation timescale of a single mutation
can drive evolution towards discovering generalist genotypes,
even in conditions when no static set of fitness pressures can
stabilize populations at that genotype. This effect is
demonstrated to be relevant to both rugged and flat fitness
landscapes, suggesting a general framework to evolve robust
populations. We further demonstrate that this result can be
thought of as a tradeoff between two distinct phenomena:
discovering the generalist genotype and staying at the
generalist genotype. We then demonstrate another kinetic
strategy that can break the tradeoff between these two
phenomena and provide even better results.
II.

METHODS AND RESULTS

We utilize Yule processes and Moran models to model
populations evolving under periodic environmental
conditions. The impact of fluctuating environmental
conditions is shown to be important when the generalist
genotype is disfavored compared to specialist genotypes. By
computing both the probability of an individual with a
generalist genotype emerging and the probability of the
population remaining at the generalist genotype as a function
of the environmental period. The tradeoff between the two
quantities is optimized using environmental periods close to
the length of time needed for the fixation of a single mutation.
In addition, environmental strategies that slowly decrease the
period are shown to provide an even greater advantage.
We propose that environmental fluctuations enable the
population to take advantage of stochasticity during the
evolutionary process, enabling it to explore more of the
possible genotypes. This suggests that environmental
fluctuations play a critical role in developing populations that
learn common features.
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Heterogeneity in efflux pump expression in
different growth contexts
Nadia Sampaio1,2, Imane El Meouche1,2, Jean-Baptiste Lugagne1,2 and Mary J. Dunlop1,2
Antimicrobial resistance is a major public health concern.
Recently, our group demonstrated that transient expression of
the efflux pump AcrAB-TolC is inversely correlated with
expression of the DNA repair protein MutS, thus predisposing
cells to acquire mutations that can potentially lead to high-level
resistance. This relationship was observed during exponential
cell growth in a nutrient-rich environment, which is rarely
encountered outside the laboratory. We hypothesize that
different growth contexts might amplify or weaken the inverse
relationship between these genes. To address this question, we
are investigating this relationship at single cell level during
growth using experiments that test the impact of the media and
growth phase.
Keywords — Antibiotic resistance, phenotypic heterogeneity,
efflux pumps, mutation rates.

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Bacteria leverage a variety of mechanisms to survive
antibiotic treatment. High-level resistance is primarily
achieved through de novo mutations or horizontal gene
transfer1. However, cells can temporarily withstand drug
treatment via mechanisms such as cell dormancy, spore
formation or efflux pump overexpression2–4. Recently, our
group demonstrated that one of such mechanisms for transient
tolerance can facilitate the acquisition of permanent
mutations5. Escherichia coli cells overexpressing the efflux
pump AcrAB-TolC have low levels of the mismatch repair
protein MutS and increased mutation rates. This striking
relationship was observed in cells growing exponentially with
virtually unrestricted access to nutrients. However, conditions
that sustain constant bacterial growth are rarely found outside
of the laboratory setting. During host infections, and in most
natural environments, bacteria have to face fluctuating
nutrient availability until favorable growth conditions are
restored. Consequently, alternations between periods of
exponential growth and starvation are also likely frequent. In
this scenario, the cost-benefit relationship between AcrAB
expression and elevation in mutation rates might change.
Interestingly, AcrAB shows an inverse correlation with
growth rate in nutrient-limited media6 and MutS is
downregulated with entry in stationary phase7. Here, we
hypothesize that different growth contexts might amplify or
weaken the inverse relationship between AcrAB and MutS.
We will present results characterizing the relationship
between the expression profile of these two genes across

Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the National Institutes
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different growth media and phases of growth. To do so, E. coli
cells containing a plasmid to report expression simultaneously
from the acrAB and mutS promoters (PacrAB-rfp + PmutS-yfp)
are cultured in increasingly rich media. Using fluorescence
microscopy, we quantify cell-to-cell variation in the
expression of both reporters and identify how this inverse
relationship is altered in specific stages of growth. Finally, to
elucidate potential regulatory links between AcrAB and
MutS, we follow expression dynamics at the single cell-level
using a “mother machine” microfluidic device and apply
cross-correlation analysis. This work will shed light on
potential mechanisms that cells can leverage to fine tune
costly antibiotic tolerance mechanisms and potential
acquisition of resistance.
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Control Structures of a Cancer Drug Resistance
Model
James M. Greene1 , Cynthia Sanchez-Tapia1 , Jana L. Gevertz2 and Eduardo D. Sontag3
Abstract— Drug resistance is one of the main factors limiting the success of chemotherapy in cancer treatment. Its
mechanisms are classically understood as conferred to the cell
by random genetic mutations, from which clonal expansion
occurs via Darwinian evolution. However, the more recent
experimental discovery of epigenetic and phenotype plasticity
suggests that chemotherapy can produce drug-resistant clones.
In this work, we seek a treatment protocol which maximizes
the time to reach a critical tumor size. Utilizing differentialgeometric techniques, the control structure is characterized as
a concatenation of bang-bang and path-constrained arcs.

I. D ESCRIPTION
Drug resistance is a major factor limiting the success of
cancer chemotherapy. In general, resistance can be classified
as either intrinsic or acquired [1]. Intrinsic resistance refers
to the case when resistant subpopulations exist prior to
treatment, and are subsequently selected by the drug in a
Darwinian manner. Conversely, acquired resistance refers
to resistant clones that are generated during the course
of therapy. Resistance mechanisms may be randomly acquired due to genetic mutations and/or epigenetic phenotypeswitching [2], or may be induced by the presence of the drug
itself [3], [4], [5], [2]. For example, Pisco and colleagues
measured the relative contribution of resistance selection
(pre-existing and randomly acquired) versus drug-induced
resistance in HL60 leukemic cells [2]. Both pre-existing
and randomly acquired resistance have been well studied
mathematically. However, drug-induced resistance is a more
recently discovered experimental phenomenon and lacks
substantial theoretical analysis.
In a previous work we have developed and analyzed a
mathematical framework to distinguish between the forms of
resistance mentioned above. Given a fixed rate of resistance
induction, we explored the impact of this parameter on
treatment outcomes [6], as well as the resulting consequences
for how to schedule chemotherapy [7], [8]. In these works we
assumed that the cancer population is composed of two types
of cells: sensitive (S) and resistant (R). For simplicity, the
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NSF 1817936, and AFOSR FA9550-14-1-0060.
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drug is taken as completely ineffective against the resistant
population, while the log-kill hypothesis is assumed for the
sensitive cells. Complete resistance is of course unrealistic,
but can serve as a reasonable approximation, especially when
toxicity constraints are considered. The effect of treatment
is considered as a control agent u(t), which we assume
is a locally bounded Lebesgue measurable function taking
values in R+ . Here u(t) is directly related to the applied
drug dosage.
We utilize both the Pontryagin Maximum Principle and
differential-geometric techniques to characterize solutions
that maximize the time until treatment failure. The necessary
conditions then imply that the optimal control can be synthesized as a combination of bang-bang and path-constrained
arcs. Numerical results that support the computed control
structure are provided. We also investigate the dependence
of the control structure and treatment efficacy as a function of
both the chemotherapeutic cytotoxicity (a classical measure
of the effectiveness of treatment) and the rate at which
resistance is induced by the drug. Our results suggest that the
latter may significantly alter the outcome of treatment, and
may in fact be more important than drug toxicity in certain
parameter ranges. Hence, the propensity of a treatment to
promote resistance is clinically significant, demonstrating the
need for further experimental and mathematical research.
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Reaction Rules for Whole-Cell Models
John A.P. Sekar1 , Arthur P. Goldberg2 , James R. Faeder3 and Jonathan R. Karr4
Abstract— Predictive whole-cell models could enable simulation of complex cell phenotypes, rational cell design and
precision medicine. To build whole-cell models, one must
account for biochemical complexity in model representation and
simulation. By compactly representing binding and covalent
modification, the rule-based modeling approach has already
enabled succinct pathway-scale models of signal transduction.
Here, we present WC-Rules, a platform that builds on the rulebased approach and enables representing current models even
more concisely. It also captures a broader range of molecular
interactions such as steric effects, transcription and translation,
and introduces new improvements to simulation.
Index Terms— whole-cell models,
network-free simulation, reaction rules

rule-based

models,

I. I NTRODUCTION
(WC) computational models that predict
phenotype from genotype could potentially enable
researchers to simulate complex phenotypes such as cancer,
rationally design and engineer cells, and physicians to deliver
precise, personalized care [1]. Unlike small models, where
structural features that are not relevant to model scope can
be abstracted away, a comprehensive model demands that we
integrate and represent all structural and kinetic properties of
biomolecules explicitly [1]. The reaction network approach is
ill-suited for this purpose due to biochemical complexity (for
example, combinatorial complexity of complexes [2], proteoform complexity [3], etc.). One promising approach is rulebased modeling [4], which describes binding and covalent
modification reaction mechanisms using succinct reaction
rules. This has already enabled building and simulating many
pathway-scale signal transduction models [5]. Currently, the
rule-based approach does not provide a sufficiently abstract
representation that can be extended to accommodate other
biochemical processes such as steric interactions, transcription and translation. This motivated us to develop WCRules, which generalizes and improves upon the current rulebased approaches, and can pave the way for WC model
representation and simulation.

W
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II. M ETHODS

that have specific relations between them (molecules contain
sites, sites bind other sites). Both molecules and sites are
drawn from a pool of types defined by the modeler, and sites
may be assigned a single label representing an internal state.
We expand on this approach by introducing an extensible
bioschema. Molecules, sites, bonds and other objects derive
from a common Entity class that can be subclassed
indefinitely. They can also be assigned any number of state
attributes of various types as well as relations to each
other. The subclassing allows more abstract representation
of repetitive architecture (e.g., phospho-site adapter binding
across multiple receptor types) as well as the novel ability
to represent steric effects and sequence processivity using
rules.
B. Model Simulation
When simulating a rule-based model, reaction events are
sampled using a generalization of Gillespie’s SSA algorithm applied to molecular graphs and graph transformation
events [6]. A key component of the simulation algorithm
is a pattern-matching engine that tracks how patterns in
reaction rules map to the simulation state (e.g., a pattern
such as ‘unphosphorylated site’ is used by a phosphorylation
rule to track where phosphorylation can occur). Here, we
implement pattern-matching using the Rete-net algorithm [7],
which improves performance with significant reuse of partial
matches. It also permits nested pattern definitions, which
is a novel feature compared to current implementations.
We also improve simulation efficiency by using the Euler
tour technique [8] to track which molecules are in which
complexes and a search path pruning technique to reduce
matching overhead for self-symmetric patterns [9].
III. C ONCLUSION
We expect these improvements will lead to even more
concise forms of existing rules, which we demonstrate by
applying WC-Rules to existing rule-based models. We also
demonstrate new features such as rule-based models of
transcription and translation. We believe these improvements
will enable the integrated whole-cell models of the future.
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Regulation of the ratio of surface area and volume
synthesis in fluctuating environments
Handuo Shi1 , Yan Hu1 and Kerwyn Casey Huang1,2,3
Abstract— Bacterial cells face constant environmental
changes in their natural habitats, and therefore actively respond
to those fluctuations. In the rod-shape bacterium Escherichia
coli, it remains unclear how cells respond to continuous environmental changes and regulate cell shape homeostasis. In this
work, we develop a time-delay model that fully captures the
dynamics of surface area and volume synthesis in a laboratory
batch culture. This model also predicts that surface area to
volume ratio is robust to perturbations, but systematically
changes with cell wall synthesis rates and translation rates, all
of which have been experimentally verified. This work provides
a quantitative description of cellular resource allocation.

II. R ESULTS
A. Experimental observations
For a culture grown in a test tube, we took aliquots every
15 min to quantify cell morphology over time. The surface
area to volume ratio (SA/V) dropped when cells resume
growth, mainly due to an increase in cell width. When
nutrient was depleted, cell growth slowed down and SA/V
gradually increased to the initial value again. Such trends
are universal across many rod-shaped organisms including
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, fission yeasts,
and are conserved at different culturing temperatures.

Index Terms— cell shape, surface area to volume ratio

B. Model development
I. I NTRODUCTION
cells face constantly changing environments in
their natural habitats, and cells adapt to their changing
environments and stresses by altering their physiology. Cell
shape is intrinsically linked to physiology, and theirfore
cells actively alter both length and width at different growth
conditions [1], [2].
Even in laboratory settings, bacterial cells grown in test
tubes still face environmental changes: followed by the initial
inoculation, cells resume growth when seeing fresh nutrients.
After several hours of fast growth, the nutrients in the
media become limiting and growth slows down. During this
process, cell morphology actively changes, with larger width
and length in exponential phase compared to stationary phase
[3], [4].
Cell morphology in steady-state conditions are largely
determined by the available nutrients [1], as well as how
the cells allocate the available resources to expand their
volumes and surface areas [2]. However, it remains unclear
how this resource allocation paradigm re-adjusts when cells
face constant changing environments.
In this work, we have modified the previous steady-state
model on how cells balance surface area and volume growth
[2] and include a time-delay component that accurately captures the dynamics of surface area to volume ratio (SA/V).
The model also makes predictions on how SA/V changes
upon different perturbations that are later experimentally
verified.
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We found that the steady-state model [2] does not quantitatively capture the dynamics in SA/V changes. Considering
that surface area and volume growth could change at different
time scales, we incorporated a time-delay component in the
original steady-state model, which yields a modified model
that accurately predicts the dynamics of SA/V observed in
experiments.
C. Model prediction
This model predicts that 1) the dynamics of SA/V is robust
to genetic and chemical perturbations as long as cell growth
and cell wall synthesis are not directly affected, 2) inhibiting
cell wall synthesis reduces SA/V, and 3) increasing the timedelay constant causes larger ranges of SA/V, with lower
SA/V in exponential phase and higher SA/V in stationary
phase, compared to the control. All three predictions have
been quantitatively verified experimentally, suggesting that
our model accurately captures the key components of how
cells allocate their limited resources to volumetric and surface area growth.
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Interacting Hopfield networks as a simple
model for multicellular gene regulation
Matthew Smart1 and Anton Zilman2
Short Abstract — The rapid development of single-cell RNA
sequencing has led to widespread interest in dynamical
modelling of cell state. A natural question that arises is how to
encode identified cell types as attractors. Hopfield networks
offer an elegant solution and have been used to describe
reprogramming in individual cells. To capture cell-cell
interactions, we propose to model interacting cells using a lattice
of interacting Hopfield networks. We consider cell-cell
interactions mediated by both ligand-receptor signalling and
exosomes. We investigate under what conditions the single-cell
attractors remain stable, and whether cell-cell interactions can
facilitate the emergence of new stable single-cell states.

T

lattice state is then defined by the position and gene
expression of each cell, and it evolves under stochastic
gradient descent of the underlying multi-cell Ising
Hamiltonian (using e.g. Glauber dynamics).
We consider two mechanisms to enable cell-cell
communication via applied fields on the lattice: paracrine
signalling, which allows a cell expressing signalling
molecules (e.g. cytokines) to augment expression of specific
genes in nearby recipient cells; and exosomes, universally
secreted vesicles which can directly shuttle RNA and
transcription factors between cells.

I. PURPOSE

HE development of dynamical models capable of
describing cellular state has become a topic of intense
interest, driven by recent advances in experimental techniques
such as high-throughput single-cell RNA sequencing
(scRNA-seq) [1]. Clustered scRNA-seq data reveals stable
transcriptomes associated with known cell types. A
fundamental question is how to specify a dynamical system,
in this case a gene regulatory network (GRN), for which the
identified cell types correspond to attractors in gene
expression space.
Hopfield networks [2] offer a simple solution to this
problem. Given a matrix of cell type transcriptomes, they
prescribe a matrix of gene-gene interactions which form the
basis of an Ising model. This framework has been shown to
recapitulate aspects of in vitro cellular reprogramming when
gene expression noise and applied fields (which bias certain
genes to be on or off) are tuned [3].
While this provides an exciting framework to dynamically
model cell fate, its applications have been restricted to the
level of single cells. A natural and theoretically interesting
question is the following: given a dynamical model of
intracellular gene regulation for which known cell types are
fixed points, what happens when copies of the model interact
via intercellular signalling? As this question relates to the
situation multicellular organisms are faced with, answers will
inform our understanding of development, homeostasis, and
metaplastic diseases such as cancer.
II. MODEL
The basis for our framework is a lattice of communicating
single-cell models. Each cell acts as a Hopfield network (Ising
model) with gene regulation rules induced by encoding a set
of identified cell types as stable expression states. The
We acknowledge the support of the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
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Department of Physics, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
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III. RESULTS
We investigate under what conditions the encoded singlecell types remain stable, and whether cell-cell interactions can
facilitate the emergence of new stable single-cell states within
tissue. In our simulations, we consider arbitrary sets of low
dimensional cell type vectors (~10 genes) to induce the
single-cell Hopfield network, and we investigate the multicell
behaviour under randomly sampled paracrine signalling rules.
We focus on the deterministic (noiseless) limit.
As the cell-cell interaction strength is tuned, the multicell
behaviour exhibits distinct phases. Importantly, we find that
intermediate levels of either paracrine or exosome signalling
can destabilize the encoded single-cell types. Whereas
exosome signalling tends to promote spatial correlations in
gene expression, leading to cell type “blurring”, paracrine
signalling can lead to complex tissue patterns composed of
cell states that are unstable in the single-cell model.
Starting from initial conditions where the lattice consists of
copies of a given encoded single-cell type at every point, it is
possible, for example, for the cell-cell interactions to guide
the system to maze-like structures made up of several “new”
cell types which are not considered stable in the single-cell
sense. Further, we find that geometric aspects of the patterns
which form (e.g. width of stripes or maze paths) can be
controlled by the interaction range.
Our framework allows for comprehensive analysis of
multicellular transcriptomic state, and it provides new
perspectives on cell type stability in the context of natural,
pathological, and engineered cellular systems.
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Continuous adaptation by the mTORC1-TFEB axis
Breanne Sparta1, Nont Kosaisawe1, Michael Pargett1, and John Albeck1
The transcription factor EB (TFEB) is a central
regulator autophagy genes. As with many
transcription factors, TFEB is regulated through
control of its subcellular localization. Multiple
kinases, including GSK3β and mTORC1,
phosphorylate TFEB to shift its equilibrium from the
nucleus to the cytoplasm, enabling the cell to regulate
autophagy in response to various energetic
requirements. Because TFEB’s localization is a
function of multiple kinase activities and can be
easily visualized, TFEB provides a model to
understand how multiple upstream signals are
integrated quantitatively within an individual cell.
Using a live-cell reporter system for TFEB
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localization, we have tracked its response to a range
of mitogenic and metabolic signals, including growth
factors, amino acids, and glucose. We find that in
individual cells, TFEB responds to sequential nutrient
addition through incremental changes in localization.
Using a series of reporters for TFEB and mTORC1,
and the upstream regulators AKT and AMPK, we
identify coherent, temporal fluctuations in the growth
regulatory network in response to metabolic stress.
Taken together, our observations support a model
where continuous adaptation and temporal gating
define the operating logic of the mTORC1-TFEB
axis.

Evolutionary Paths in Affinity Maturation
Natanael Spisak1 , Thierry Mora2 and Aleksandra Walczak2
If we treat the sequencing reads as independent we would
Abstract— The humoral response to an infection relies on the
process of affinity maturation. In order to develop antibodies
end up double counting many mutations which are shared
with good binding properties, B cells gather in germinal centers
by related lymphocytes. Instead, we infer the clonal families
where they proliferate and acquire mutations. Good mutants
i.e. the lineages of B cells which stem from the same naive
are selected to further multiply. This evolutionary process is
cells [3] (see the sketch in Fig. 1A).
fueled by somatic hypermutations (SHM) which occur at a very
high frequency. We propose a repertoire-wide approach to study
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The rate of hypermutation is extremely heterogeneous highly diverse CDR region of the sequence. We introduce
k
across the sequence coding for the immunoglobulin a correlation function which measures the enrichment in
molecules. It has been shown that to a large extent this can be subsequent mutations i.e. the ones encoded in the same or
explained by the context dependence [1]. Indeed, a mutability neighboring branches. Traversing the phylogenetic trees of
of a given position is determined by its nearest vicinity: some B cells we find that it is the consecutive mutations which
strings of nucleotides are much more likely to mutate than tend to co-localize (Fig. 1B).
other. Effectively, a hierarchy of motifs emerges to guide the
We have shown that an effective model of SHM needs
stochastic process of mutations.
to account not only for the context dependence but also
It is also known that the context-dependence does not fully for the relative order of mutations and their dependence on
characterize the heterogeneity of the mutation profile. It has position. The mutation landscape of immunoglobulin-coding
been observed that the mutations co-localize: there is a 4-fold sequences is shaped by their motif composition as well as
enrichment in mutations at neighboring bases [2].
the co-localization of subsequent mutations. Disentangling
the two effects remains a challenge.
II. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The most important confounding factor in the study of
hypermutations is one of selection. To get rid of this bias we
perform an analysis of non-productive sequences i.e. the ones
which the VDJ recombination rendered out-of-frame. The
second confounding factor is known as phylogenetic bias.
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Production of Protein-Complex Components Is
Stoichiometric and Lacks General Feedback
Regulation in Eukaryotes
James C. Taggart and Gene-Wei Li
Constituents of multi-protein complexes are required at welldefined relative levels. However, it remains unknown whether
eukaryotic cells produce precise amounts of subunits, or rely on
degradation to mitigate imprecise production. Here we
quantified protein synthesis in diverse eukaryotes using
ribosome profiling. Obligate components of multi-protein
complexes are produced in proportion to their stoichiometry,
indicating that their abundances are precisely set through
synthesis. By systematically perturbing gene dosage in budding
yeast, we found that negative feedback regulation buffering
subunit synthesis is uncommon. These results reveal a principle
of proteome homeostasis and highlight quantitative controls at
every step in the central dogma.
Keywords — Dosage compensation, feedback regulation,
proportional synthesis, proteome homeostasis, ribosome
profiling

How precisely cells tune gene expression is a fundamental
question in quantitative biology. A sufficient amount of each
protein must be produced to satisfy the demand for its
activities in the cell, and excess production can be wasteful.
But to synthesize proteins at levels that are ‘just enough’
requires precisely tuned rates of transcription, translation,
and mRNA decay, as well as selective pressure against
overproduction. Elucidating the general principles
underlying the set-points of protein synthesis rates is an
important step towards understanding the design constraints
of cells and the physiological impacts of gene expression
perturbations.
Obligate subunits of multi-protein complexes are an
abundant class of proteins whose minimally required levels
are precisely defined. At steady state, the synthesis rate of
each subunit must equal or exceed the minimum of its
binding partners, but the benefit quickly diminishes when
the subunit is made in excess. In bacteria, a systematic study
of the rates of protein synthesis showed that nearly all
obligate subunits of protein complexes are produced at rates
proportional to their stoichiometry [1]. This principle,
termed proportional synthesis, indicates that bacteria have
evolved the ability to synthesize precise amounts of proteins,
and that degradation of unassembled subunits is not the
primary process controlling protein abundance.
In contrast to bacteria, it remains unclear whether precise
proportional synthesis is a general strategy of gene
expression in eukaryotes. Eukaryotic cells have much more
elaborate protein degradation mechanisms, which could
Acknowledgements: This work was funded by NIH grant GM124732,
GM007287. GL is a Searle Scholar, Pew Scholar, and Sloan Fellow. JT is
an NSF Graduate Research Fellow
Department of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 02142

efficiently buffer against imprecise synthesis [2]. It has also
been suggested that eukaryotes have lower selective pressure
against wasteful production than bacteria, especially in
multicellular organisms [3-4]. Many bacterial protein
complexes are regulated by negative feedback that maintains
expression levels [5-7], however negative feedback
regulation is uncommon in yeast, although it remains to be
determined whether subunits of complexes are exceptions to
this rule [8-9]. A systematic analysis of obligate protein
complexes and their synthesis rates is currently lacking.
In this work, we quantified the synthesis rates of
eukaryotic protein complex subunits using ribosome
profiling [10]. By manually curating a comprehensive list of
stable and obligate protein complexes with well-defined
stoichiometry in budding yeast, we found that the majority
of complex subunits are synthesized at rates proportional to
their stoichiometry. Proportional synthesis was also
observed for large protein complexes in higher eukaryotic
cells derived from primary tissues or whole animals. To
investigate whether this precise synthesis is ensured by
negative feedback loops, we systematically examined the
response to altered gene dosage in yeast strains harboring an
extra copy of single chromosomes. A twofold increase in
synthesis rate was observed for the majority of complex
subunits encoded by duplicated genes, including most
ribosomal proteins. Together, these results show that
eukaryotes evolved precise rates of protein synthesis, which
are hard-coded in the genome without widespread feedback
regulation.
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An Off-Lattice Spatial Next-Reaction Algorithm
Marcus Thomas1, Russell Schwartz2

Short Abstract — We develop a novel generalization of the
Gillespie algorithm to model bimolecular association reactions
under diffusive motion. A rejection sampling method is
presented for exact and efficient sampling of reaction locations
in spatially heterogeneous regions. We explore our method’s
ability to capture an important subset of cellular self-assembly
systems for which classic SSA and spatial Gillespie are too
simplified but standard Green’s Function Reaction Dynamics
(GFRD), lattice-based reaction-diffusion methods, and
Brownian Dynamics (BD) are too inefficient to accurately model
the phenomena in realistic biological parameter ranges.

must be explicitly modeled.
Next reaction times are
computed using time-dependent propensity functions
calculated from the diffusion coefficients of both particles and
their last known positions. Unlike GFRD, our method
explicitly models densities of particle positions in overlapping
diffusion spheres to allow efficient and exact sampling of
reaction times. Given two particles and their next reaction
time, reaction locations are determined from the intersection
of their probability distributions, using a rejection sampling
method to sample exactly from this complicated distribution.

Keywords — Off-lattice Reaction Diffusion, Particle Based
Discrete Event Simulation, Gillespie Algorithm

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

T

I. BACKGROUND

HE ability of collections of molecules to spontaneously
assemble into large functional complexes is central to
nearly all cellular processes. Yet the fine details of complex
self-assembly processes normally cannot be directly
experimentally observed due to their small scale and rapid
dynamics. Intractability of experimental approaches is
particularly acute for understanding self-assembly in vivo,
which may operate quite differently from purified in vitro
models due to such effects as spatial confinement,
macromolecular crowding, and influences of extrinsic cellular
factors. Simulation has thus proven a valuable adjunct to
experimental methods, facilitating interpretation of
experimental data and inferences about experimentally
unobservable aspects of self-assembly [1].
Many simulation methodologies have been used to model
self-assembly dynamics --- including approaches based on
Differential Equations (DE), Gillespie’s SSA [2,3], Brownian
Dynamics (BD), Green’s Function Reaction Dynamics
(GFRD) [4-6], lattice reaction-diffusion [7], and variations
thereon --- each offering tradeoffs with respect to the
phenomena they can model, their computational tractability,
and the difficulty of fitting them to experimental data.
II. METHODS
We explore a generalization of the SSA which assumes that
reactions occur in a spatially heterogeneous environment that
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A version of the simulator with periodic boundary
conditions has been implemented in Matlab. The runtime is
strongly dependent on the calculation of potential bimolecular
events, less so on potential unimolecular and position-onlyupdate events, and on event execution. There exists a tradeoff
between the number of potential events considered (e.g. only
computing bimolecular wait times for “nearby” partners) and
the duration of the corresponding wait times. Future work will
attempt to minimize the number of unnecessary potential
events considered through adaptive definitions of “nearby”.
We also plan to evaluate the algorithm’s runtime efficiency
on the benchmarks described in [7], and to infer diffusion
coefficients from assembly structure.
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Protein quality control tunes fitness landscapes
Samuel Thompson1,2, Christine Ingle3, Kimberly Reynolds3, and Tanja Kortemme1

Short Abstract — The cellular context determines how protein
sequences are optimized by evolution, and one large determinant
is protein homeostasis. Here, we explored how the in vivo fitness
landscape of single point mutations to E.coli dihydrofolate
reductase (DHFR) is shaped by constraints for protein
homeostasis imposed by Lon protease. Under strict selection for
DHFR activity, we observed mutations throughout DHFR that
improved fitness. These beneficial mutations are generally
repressed by Lon protease activity. From these observations, we
propose a model in which the fitness landscape is tuned by the
relative levels of refolding and degradation activities in the cell.
Keywords — evolution, activity-stability tradeoffs, deep
mutational scanning, fitness landscape, protein homeostasis,
enzyme function, Lon protease, DHFR

I. BACKGROUND
VOLUTION optimizes the genetic sequence to the fitness
requirements of the organism. Performing the reverse
calculation to predict phenotype starting from genotype
is a major scientific goal, but even predicting the functional
impact of individual mutations remains a significant
challenge. At the protein level, activity-stability trade-offs are
an intrinsic property of protein sequences[1], but mutational
impact in the cellular environment ultimately determines the
fitness of a protein. A more comprehensive understanding of
the cellular constraints on protein function is needed. In this
work, we utilized deep mutational scanning[2, 3] to measure
the in vivo fitness impacts of single point mutations to an
essential enzyme in E. coli, DHFR[4]. We measured fitnesses
in the presence and absence of Lon protease, a key regulator
of protein quality control[5, 6].

E

II. RESULTS
Under stringent selection for DHFR activity in the absence
of Lon protease, ~15% of all single point mutations to DHFR
produce a beneficial phenotype, and at least one beneficial
mutation exists for nearly every residue in DHFR. In vitro
kinetics measurements on selected beneficial mutants show
near-WT or increased DHFR activity. Beneficial mutations
are not consistent with predictions of mutational tolerance
from models based on either homology (MSAs, PAM
substitution matrices[7]) or biophysics (Rosetta[8, 9]). From
structural analyses, we observe that deleterious mutations
cluster near the site of catalysis, while the likelihood that a
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mutation will be beneficial increases with distance from the
site of catalysis. Based on the identity of the beneficial
mutations, we infer that they introduce packing defects.
Consistent with this observation, the activity of Lon protease
generally dampens or suppresses the beneficial mutations.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We show here that Lon protease tunes activity-stability
trade-offs in deep mutational scanning of E. coli DHFR. From
structural mapping of mutational impacts, we more broadly
interpret that the DHFR fitness landscape in the cellular
environment is shaped by multiple antagonistic pressures,
including catalysis, product release, product inhibition, and
stability. We consider these observations in the context of
previous studies showing the mutational buffering capacity of
molecular chaperones (e.g. Hsp90[10] and GroEL[11]), and
from this we propose a model in which molecular chaperones
and proteases are antagonistic forces on the fitness landscape.
In this evolutionary model, access to destabilizing gain-offunction mutations is enabled by increased refolding activity
and is restricted by increased degradation activity.
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Topology-Dependent Interference
of Synthetic Gene Circuits by Growth Feedback
Rong Zhang1,#, Jiao Li1,2,#, Juan Melendez-Alvarez1, Xingwen Chen1, Patrick Sochor1, Qi Zhang1, Hanah
Goetz1, Tian Ding2, Xiao Wang1,*, and Xiao-Jun Tian1,*
Short Abstract — Growth-mediated feedback between synthetic
gene circuits and host organisms leads to various emerged
behaviors, including innate growth bistability and increased
ultrasensitivity. However, the adverse impact of growth
feedback on gene circuits remains unexplored. Here, we found
that the effects of growth feedback on the functional
perturbations of gene circuits depend on the network topology.
Specifically, the memory of a self-activation circuit is lost due to
the fast growth of host cells. Decoupling of growth feedback
reveals its hysteresis property in a broad range. Interestingly,
the toggle switch circuit is more refractory to the growth
feedback. The underlying principle is demonstrated by modeling
the interplay between microbial growth and the gene circuit.
Our results reveal a topology-dependent mechanism underlying
the functional perturbation of gene circuits by growth-mediated
feedback.
Keywords — Bistability, Memory loss, Growth feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION
he synthetic gene circuits are inevitably coupled with the
growth feedback, in which the gene circuit affect the cell
growth and the cell growth affect the expression of the genes
in the circuits [1, 2]. Growth-mediated feedback can endow
the synthetic gene circuits with various emerged properties.
For example, a non-cooperative positive autoregulatory
system, when coupled with growth-mediated feedback,
gained significantly increased effective cooperativity and thus
resulted in bistability [3, 4]. Toxin cooperativity can also be
induced in the multiple toxin-antitoxin system with several
growth-mediated feedback [5]. However, the designed gene
circuits are disguised by the growth-mediated feedback and
its true function may not be evaluated clearly. For example, if
one gene circuit can serve as a bistable switch when coupled
with growth-mediated feedback but it may not work in the
stationary phase, or vice versa. Given that wild bacterial in
nature stay in the stationary phase most of their lifetime [6], it
is very interesting to test our synthetic circuits in this
overlooked physiological state and evaluate their functions
when the growth-mediated feedback is decoupled.

T

II. RESULTS
In this work, we tested whether the circuit-host interaction
negatively affect circuits and disguised their true behaviors.
We built several memory gene circuits and tested their
memory maintenance in different cell growth conditions
guided by mathematical modeling.
Acknowledgements: This work was funded by Arizona State University
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First, we built one mathematical model and fitted the
parameter with quantitative experiments data of the gene
circuit. Based on the theoretic analysis, we predicted that this
circuit is bistable. However, further experiments with the
dilution of the GFP ‘ON' and ‘OFF' cells into fresh medium
with different concentrations of stimulus showed no
hysteresis, indicating inconsistence between in vitro and in
silico experiments and the memory loss of circuit in vitro.
To find out the underlying reason for the memory loss, we
systematically measured the dynamics of the cell after
dilution. We found that GFP ‘ON' cells completely switched
off 3 hours after dilution and then reached to different steady
levels of GFP based on the concentration of stimulus. Thus,
dilution into fresh medium inhibits the expression of gene
circuit and growth-mediated feedback disguised the
bistability of the gene circuit.
To decouple the growth-mediated feedback loop, we
developed several dilution protocols and found that GFP level
of the ‘ON' cells were maintained even stimulus was
completely removed, indicating that the system functions as
an irreversible bistable switch in absence of cell growth and
the prediction of the model is verified. Thus, decoupling of
the growth-mediated feedback reveals the bistability from the
gene circuit.
In order to study whether the growth feedback also affects
other types of gene circuits, we further tested our protocols
for the toggle switch and found that the impact of growth
feedback on toggle switch is minimal. After integrating the
cell growth into our model, the underlying mechanism for this
difference was demonstrated and was further verified with
microfluidic device.
III. CONCLUSION
Here we found that circuit-host interaction also has an adverse
impact on gene circuits by disguised their true behaviors,
which can be revealed by decoupling this interaction.
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Exploring the effects of signaling gradients on the
dynamics of the segmentation clock oscillations
Takehito Tomita1, Volker Lauschke1,2, and Alexander Aulehla1

Short Abstract — Vertebrate segmentation occurs as a
periodic process underlay by oscillatory genes expressed
coherently across the tissue. Notably, target genes of the Notch
pathway show expression as traveling phase waves in the
presomitic mesoderm (PSM). In these genes, we also observe a
period gradient across the tissue, with the fastest oscillation at
the posterior. This period gradient can account for the buildup
of phase shift and therefore traveling waves. However, what
controls this period gradient is totally unknown. Here we show
that the modulation of signaling molecules affect the period
gradient, and propose a theoretical framework to explain such
results.

easily modified to contain various amounts of signaling
molecules or its inhibitors.
We ask the question whether signaling gradients that exist
within the PSM play a role in modulating oscillation period,
thereby affecting the period gradient. FGF8 is one such
molecule that is found as a gradient in the PSM, high in the
posterior and low in the anterior [4]. Indeed, our in vitro
assays reveal that modulation of FGF8 levels affect
oscillation dynamics, and the emergence of the period
gradient. Specifically, the time necessary to establish a period
gradient increases with higher FGF8, and the shape of the
period gradient becomes shallower. Correspondingly, the
wave dynamics seen are changed in a quantifiable manner.

Keywords — Segmentation clock, signaling gradients,
oscillations, somitogenesis

I. PERIOD GRADIENT IN THE PSM
In the mouse model, a somite is made every two hours.
Corresponding oscillatory gene activity are repeated for every
segmentation event; i.e., when observing certain target genes
of the Notch pathway, a traveling wave of expression is seen
every two hours. However, quantification of such gene
expression by live reporters reveal that cells show oscillations
with different periods, depending on their position along the
AP axis. The period is approximately 130 minutes in the
posterior tip and 170 minutes in the anterior, comprising a
period gradient across the PSM [1]. Interestingly, when the
posterior tip of the developing tail is cut and plated face down
on a glass surface, this period gradient reemerges in the
central periphery axis, and again creates traveling waves [2].
Furthermore, when cells from the PSM are randomized and
plated as an aggregate, multiple small foci form de novo, and
self-organize this period gradient [1]. While the period
gradient is observed in these multiple contexts, how it is
controlled or more generally how the dynamics of these
oscillations are controlled is not fully understood, and is a key
question in the field.

III. CONCLUSIONS
We build a phenomenological model to explain these
experimental results and provide a novel framework of how
the period gradient may be controlled in the PSM. Our goal is
to then test predictions derived from the model
experimentally for further validation and refinement, and to
ultimately understand the role of signaling gradients in
controlling the dynamics of the segmentation clock
oscillations.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND RESULTS

In our approach, we quantify the oscillatory activity of the
segmentation clock genes using highly dynamic fluorescent
reporter lines [3]. By culturing and live imaging tail bud
explants in vitro on a 2D surface [2], we can reliably quantify
the emerging period gradient. The culture conditions can be
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A Software for Reaction–Diffusion Simulations of
(Non–)Equilibrium Self–Assembly
Matthew J. Varga1 and Margaret E. Johnson1
Abstract— Self–assembly is a critical step in many biological
processes, including endocytosis and virion formation. Most
existing computational methods to study self-assembly are
limited by their lack of spatial resolution or in the ability
to reach biologically–relevant timescales. We detail generalized software for performing reaction–diffusion simulations
of self-assembly through recently developed algorithms that
include rigid-body structure and interface–level resolution. This
software accurately reproduces the kinetics, and equilibrium,
of association in an efficient manner, which we demonstrate
through the simulation of several model biological processes.
Index Terms— reaction diffusion, self–assembly, simulation,
endocytosis, modeling

I. P URPOSE
computational methods to model cell–scale
processes is an active field of research. These tools
provide spatial and temporal resolution unavailable to experiments, and can predict mechanistic detail which can
subsequently be tested experimentally. Several methods have
been developed to solve for or simulate the time–evolution of
species in biological systems, ranging from concentration–
based methods, such as reaction–diffusion master equation,
to single–particle methods, such as that used in the Smoldyn
package [1]. However, most of these existing methods lack
either the spatial resolution, to account for factors such as
nonhomogeneity in the cell, or temporal resolution necessary
to simulate self–assembly. We detail here software using the
free–propagator reweighting (FPR) reaction–diffusion algorithm, previously developed in our lab [2], [3], to simulate
biological self–assembly. This method is unique in its ability
to couple spatial self–assembly simulations on biologically–
relevant timescales with non–equilibrium events, such as
cooperativity.

D

EVELOPING

II. S OFTWARE
Each simulated particle (molecule, protein, etc.) is represented as a set of center of mass and interface coordinates
and are propagated with positions sampled from the free–
diffusion propagator. As reaction probabilities are agnostic
to orientation in this algorithm [4], corrected for by an
effective diffusion constant, a preset geometry is enforced
upon association of two proteins to prevent the formation
of arbitrary structures. This associated complex geometry is
1 Department of Biophysics, Johns Hopkins University, 3400 N. Charles
Street, Baltimore, MD 21218 Email: margaret.johnson@jhu.edu

defined by several angles and vectors within and between the
bound proteins.
Simulation parameters and reactions are provided by the
user in a simplified BioNetGen language (BNGL) syntax [5],
wherein reactions are represented as rules, along with angles
for rigid-body association. This rule–based reaction syntax
also allows for coupling to non–equilibrium phenomena.
III. B IOLOGICAL S YSTEM M ODELS
We demonstrate this software through several examples of
equilibrium and non–equilibrium model systems.
A. Clathrin–mediated endocytosis
Ubiquitous in eukaryotic cells, clathrin–mediated endocytosis is a self–assembly process which is the primary method
for cargo uptake from the extracellular environment. Several
clathrin–mediated endocytosis systems were simulated, providing us with detail on
• the dependence of clathrin assembly on KD ,
• the effect of membrane localization on adaptor protein–
facilitated clathrin assembly,
• the effects of irreversible lipid phosphorylation on
clathrin assembly on the membrane.
B. Genetic oscillator
We reproduce oscillations in protein expression driven by
a simple gene activator and repressor model [6].
IV. C ONCLUSION
We developed software utilizing the free–propagator
reweighting reaction–diffusion algorithm for simulating equilibrium and non–equilibrium self–assembly with spatiotemporal resolution. This software has been demonstrated
through simulations of several biological model systems,
and represents a unique and powerful tool for cell–scale
simulations.
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From useful metaphor to quantitative framework:
a unified view of Waddington landscapes
John J. Vastola1 , William R. Holmes1
Abstract— Waddington’s metaphor for development—cells as
balls rolling around a rugged landscape—is difficult to make
mathematically precise. In a probabilistic view of the problem,
it is not generally possible to define a landscape that accurately
captures both (i) relative state occupancy information and (ii)
cell state transition information simultaneously. As a partial
remedy, we discuss a comprehensive way to think about landscapes, which landscapes answer which biological questions,
and the qualitative importance of incorporating noise. We offer
a unifying general definition of landscapes, and discuss how
existing proposals satisfy it. Finally, we illustrate our ideas with
examples from development and reprogramming.
Index Terms— landscape, stochastic models, gene regulation,
development, reprogramming, path integral, Langevin equation, stochastic differential equation, chemical master equation

I. P URPOSE
Waddington’s epigenetic landscape has historically been a useful mental model for thinking about
development and differentiation, it has been hard to make
mathematically precise. Many different quantitative attempts
to realize Waddington’s idea exist in the literature, but these
are inequivalent in general [1]. What is the ‘right’ notion of
a landscape, and why has it been so hard to pin down?
Waddington imagined landscapes to answer two questions:
(i) how much more likely is one state than another state?;
and (ii) what path will a cell take through state space when
it transitions between states? Biologically, these questions
correspond to (for example) thinking about the efficiency of
a reprogramming protocol, or the optimal phase space path
for reprogramming one cell type to another.
As we will discuss, the central difficulty in providing a
mathematically precise description of a landscape is that no
single landscape can simultaneously answer both questions.
Still, given the proliferation of proposed landscapes, there is
a need to better understand their relationships and why some
candidates seem more useful than others.
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II. R ESULTS
We broadly classify landscapes as either global (conveying
relative state occupancy information) or local (conveying
transition path information), and present new and general
definitions for both kinds of landscapes that emphasize their
This work was funded by NSF grant DMS-1562078.
1 Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vanderbilt University. Email:
john.j.vastola@vanderbilt.edu, william.holmes@vanderbilt.edu

topological relationship with steady state probability distributions and transition probability distributions respectively.
These definitions do not assume that the system is defined via
a particular mathematical model (like Langevin equations or
a chemical master equation), but do require that the system
is fundamentally probabilistic.
Our definition particularly clarifies how to think about
local landscapes, since it makes clear that they are in general
associated with a base point and a timescale. In other words,
the local landscape you construct will qualitatively depend on
(i) which state the transitions you care about begin from, and
(ii) the finite length of time of your experiment. This picture
unifies the many different definitions of local landscapes in
the literature, and makes the connection to Doi-Peliti/path
integral literature [2] more transparent.
We discuss the relationship between our definition and
many landscapes from the literature, and show that some
candidates are only landscapes (in the sense of our definition)
in certain limits. For example, the normal decomposition
landscape [3] and the Freidlin-Wentzell landscape [1] are
only landscapes in the small, symmetric additive noise limit.
We discuss how, in some sense, the existence of many different kinds of landscapes reflects the need for more or less
information about the underlying probability distributions.
Finally, we describe the consequences of these definitions
for biologists intending to use landscapes as a practical tool,
and illustrate our points using examples from development
and reprogramming.
III. C ONCLUSION
Taking a probabilistic perspective facilitates a view of
landscapes that is model-independent, emphasizes how different kinds of intrinsic noise can qualitatively change landscape structure, and more intimately connects with what
is experimentally observable than dynamical systems-based
approaches. Through this lens, it becomes clear that there is
not one Waddington landscape, but many; these landscapes
can be broadly classified as either global or local, depending
on whether they convey state occupancy information or
transition path information.
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Collective Sensing by Cell Populations with
Feedback and Communication
Michael Vennettilli1 , Amir Erez2 and Andrew Mugler1
Abstract— Cells sense their environment with remarkable
precision, and this precision can be enhanced by cell-cell
communication. However, most theoretical investigations of this
effect have analyzed linear networks, while cells use nonlinear
feedback to internally amplify sensed signals. We use a minimal
stochastic model to investigate the interplay of sensing, communication, and feedback. We find that feedback can induce
a critical transition with long-range order. We investigate the
associated sensing tradeoff: on the one hand, we expect longrange order to enhance communication; on the other hand,
fluctuations become large at criticality, so order may come at
the cost of precision.
Index Terms— cellular sensing, cell-cell communication, feedback, criticality

ells need to sense their environment. For example, bacteria can detect the presence of nutrients or harmful
compounds in their environment and use this information
to navigate towards more habitable regions. We also know
that cells can communicate information to each other through
exchanging molecules. This exchange can be used to communicate sensory information about the environment, which can
improve sensory precision by performing a spatial average
[1]. This communication is also necessary to coordinate
collective behaviors between cells.
Much of the work on this topic has looked at linear models, but cells use positive and negative nonlinear feedback to
modulate signals. One system with sensing, communication
and feedback is the Bicoid-Hunchback system in the developing Drosophila embryo. A Bicoid concentration gradient
is used to differentiate the front and back of the embryo.
This is partially achieved by activating the Hunchback gene.
The gene exhibits positive autoregulation, and Hunchback
proteins are thought to be exchanged between cells [2]. This
exchange is able to improve sensory precision by reducing
the noise due to bursts [3]. Another system with these three
features is the quorum sensing network in A. fischeri and
V. harveyi. This network is used to detect the density of
neighboring cells and coordinate a transition to a collective
bioluminescent state. LuxI produces an autoinducer that is
released into the environment. The autoinducer can bind
to receptors on the surface of other cells, which activates
LuxR, which in turn produces more LuxI. Experiments have
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Fig. 1. Model schematic and reactions. A ligand L is sensed by cell i,
causing production of an internal readout X that is subject to autoregulatory
feedback and is communicated between cells. The third reaction describes
sensing, the fourth describes non-linear feedback, and the last describes
cell-cell communication.

shown that this circuit exhibits bistability and hysteresis [4].
This has been explained through LuxR exhibiting positive
autoregulatory feedback.
We formulated a model which attempts to capture the basic
features of these systems, namely sensing, communication,
and feedback. Our model is a variant of Schlögl’s second
model [5]. We have a lattice where each site corresponds to
a cell and its immediate environment. Each site can have an
unbounded number of molecules. There are two molecular
species: an external ligand L and an internal readout X. The
precise reactions used are shown in Fig. 1.
The positive and negative feedback introduce a bifurcation
in the system’s behavior. The bifurcation point has the scaling properties of a second-order phase transition in the mean
field Ising model’s universality class. Using a combination
of stochastic calculus, Gillespie simulations, a GinzburgLandau description, and information theory, we probe the
implications of being at this critical point for sensing and its
interplay with cell-cell communication.
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RNA-Seq Reveals Regulatory Pathways in a
New Kind of Persister Cell Phenotype
Huijing Wang1,3, GW McElfresh 1, Nishantha Wijesuriya2, Andrew D. Hecht2, and Christian J. Ray1,2,3
Short Abstract — Cell regulatory networks with numerous
entangled interactions create phenotypes that are complex,
with many genes contributing to the overall cell fate. Advances
in sequencing technology provide hope that we can identify
principles of complex traits with high throughput data. In our
previous work, we identified a novel antibiotic-tolerant
persister phenotype in E. coli induced by metabolic excess,
contradicting the belief that persisters arise primarily from
starvation [1]. RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) of this strain in
various conditions allowed us to perform transcriptome
profiling for gene, gene ontology, and pathway analysis.
Comparing starving and metabolically toxified cells to
moderate conditions, we find differential expression of
ribosomal proteins, ATP synthesis genes, stress responses, and
cell envelope genes. Our results suggest a multifaceted response
centered on feedback between the cell cycle and cell wall
synthesis.
Keywords — persister, RNA sequencing, differential
expression analysis, gene regulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

are considered simple single celled organisms,
but they contain high dimensional interaction networks
that biologists still struggle to understand. Among the
more pressing questions with medical relevance is how they
survive stressful conditions, such as the famous antibiotictolerant persister state that reduces the efficacy of
chemotherapy and predisposes bacteria toward evolving
permanent antibiotic resistance [2]. The mechanisms of
persister formation are in question, but in many laboratory
conditions starvation and the stringent response appear to be
key correlates in E. coli [3]. We reported enriched persister
populations of E. coli in a condition of metabolic toxicity
brought about by excess lactose [1]. Either this phenomenon
occurs through a paradoxical stringent response, or there is
an alternative pathway to persistence. To compare these
hypotheses and measure gene expression, we performed
RNA-Seq in starving, moderate, and toxic lactose conditions
with or without antibiotic.
ACTERIA

II. ENRICHMENT ANALYSIS REVEALS PATHWAY-LEVEL
REGULATION IN DIFFERENT GROWTH CONDITIONS

Differential gene expression analysis was performed with
the R package DESeq2 [4]; pathway and GO term
enrichment analysis was performed with the R package
pathfindR [5].
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A. Gene expression in starvation and toxicity
With DESeq2 we used a general linear function for
normalizing the count data, and multiple shrinkage
algorithms to counter batch effects. Setting the sequencing
profile for cultures in moderate lactose concentrations as the
reference and the false discovery rate threshold to 0.1, we
found substantial differences in the differentially expressed
genes between starving and toxified conditions in
comparison to moderate conditions. Most differentially
expressed genes vary monotonically in their expression as
lactose concentrations are varied, but a small subset does
not, including an antitoxin and the nitrite reductase operon.
B. Pathways to persistence
We used pathfindR to enrich active subnetworks that link
significant genes via protein-protein interaction. We
obtained 12 enriched pathways in the starvation condition,
and 9 pathways in the toxicity condition. Five of the
pathways are shared by the starving and toxified conditions
but are regulated differently. In starvation, two-component
system pathways are mostly upregulated, suggesting limited
proliferation while maximizing stress resistance. In toxified
conditions, some transcription and translation related
pathways are upregulated while DNA replication is
downregulated.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Following a differential gene expression workflow, we
discovered that bacterial pathways are mostly, but not
always, monotonically regulated. Our results specifically
suggest that interactions between the cell cycle, energy
generation, and metabolic regulation guide the formation of
a complex persister phenotype that does not show signs of
starvation. Complete cell regulatory networks are difficult to
analyze, but our results may provide a spark for generating a
generalized phenotype model based on pathway regulation.
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Massive computational acceleration by using neural
networks to emulate mechanism-based biological models
Shangying Wang1, Kai Fan2, Nan Luo1, Yangxiaolu Cao1, Feilun Wu1, Carolyn Zhang1, Katherine A. Heller2 and
Lingchong You1,3,4,+


Abstract — Mechanism-based mathematical models are the
foundation for diverse applications. It is often critical to explore
the massive parametric space. However, for many applications,
such as agent-based models, partial differential equations, and
stochastic differential equations, this practice can impose a
prohibitive computational demand. To overcome this limitation,
we present a fundamentally new framework to improve
computational efficiency by orders of magnitude. Our work can
potentially be a platform for faster parametric space screening
of biological models with user defined objectives.

I

I. INTRODUCTION

N the past several decades, mechanism-based model have
become increasingly important for exploring dynamics of
biological systems. Many applications of these models
depend on extensive, numerical solutions of the underlying
equations. When a model becomes more complex, e.g. by
accounting for stochastic dynamics or spatial dynamics or by
accounting for many reactions, large-scale numerical
simulations can become computationally prohibitive. When
this occurs, the use of a model is usually limited to an
extremely small portion of the possible parametric space,
which greatly limits the potential value of a model.

networks.
To examine the potential of our methodology, we have
applied it to two well-defined, published models [1-3]. In both
examples, we have demonstrated massive acceleration of
predictions with high accuracy by the trained neural networks.
In addition to capture the qualitative features readily found in
the training set, our analysis shows that the neural network
exhibits rudimentary “creativity”: it reliably predicts
qualitative features rare or not even found in the training set.
This property indicates the feasibility of using the neural
network as a surrogate of the mechanistic model for
discovering system properties not readily accessible by the
mechanistic model.

II. RESULTS
We have developed a hybrid strategy to overcome this
limitation. Our strategy entails the use of artificial neural
network (NN) to emulate mechanism-based models to enable
massive acceleration in the prediction of system outputs of
interest. In particular, we use a mechanism-based model to
generate a set of simulation results, which are used as the basis
for training the neural network. The simulated data set is
sufficiently large for accurate training, yet small enough to be
generated in manageable time window. When sufficiently
trained, the neural network is then used to explore a parameter
space that is several orders of magnitude greater than what
can be explored by the original mechanism-based model
(Figure 1).
In building our platform, our strategy entails two key
innovations: Firstly, the use of long-short term memory
networks to predict continuous outputs generated by
mechanistic models. Secondly, development of a “voting”
procedure (by paralleled trained neural networks) to enable
self-assessment of prediction reliability by the neural

Figure 1 Using NNs to emulate a mechanism-based model
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Energy-dependent Regulation of the Cell Cycle
Shiyuan Wang1, Qiong Yang2

Short Abstract — The cell cycle is driven by a mitotic circuit
with an interlinked positive-plus-negative feedback loop
topology. Although extensive research on the circuit’s regulatory
effect has been done, little is known about how cell’s energy
status is integrated into this circuit. By using the concentrated
cycling extract of Xenopus laevis eggs, we investigated the effect
of energy level on cell cycle oscillations. We found that while
some aspects of the cell cycle remain unaffected, certain
oscillatory characteristics, such as the period and amplitude, are
sensitive to changes in ATP concentration. Furthermore, we
observed an abrupt change of oscillatory behavior after
continuous and prolonged cycles, which is presumably related to
cell’s prioritization caused by energy depletion.
Keywords — ATP, energy, mitosis, biological oscillations,
cycling extract, Xenopus laevis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TP fuels almost all energy-dependent biological
processes, including the proliferation and division of
individual cells. Although possible links were established
between cell’s energy status and mitosis [1][2], it is still
debatable if and how ATP can affect the core mitotic circuit,
which consists of the negative feedback loop between cyclin
B-Cdk1 and APC/C and the interlinked positive and doublenegative feedback loops involving the protein kinase Wee1
and phosphatase Cdc25 which collectively function as a bistable trigger [3]. To quantitatively manipulate the cell’s ATP
level and measure the cell’s corresponding mitotic profile, we
have developed a high-throughput cell-free system by
encapsulating Xenopus laevis egg extracts into water-in-oil
emulsion microdroplets [4][5]. These droplets function as
artificial cells constantly undergoing mitotic oscillations. Due
to its easily-accessible nature, the cell-free oscillatory system
allows us to uncover important clock dynamics that would
otherwise be difficult in intact cells.
II. RESULTS
In order to visualize the cell cycle dynamics, we used a
chimeric fluorescent protein, securin-CFP, which is a
substrate of the APC/C. To study the effect of energy status
on the cell cycle, we applied different amount of ATP to the
Xenopus cycling extract as well as ATP live trackers such as
QUEEN [6] to index every cell cycle with its energy level.
Preliminary results show that ATP concentration

dramatically affects the cell cycle oscillation characteristics.
Although the droplets have similar lifespans, droplets with
higher ATP concentrations have significantly shorter periods
and lower amplitudes. Oscillations in the same droplet also
increases in period and amplitude over time. In addition, the
period of securin degradation, which starts at anaphase and
stops at the onset of interphase, does not change in respond to
different ATP levels. The fluorescent track of securin-CFP
also shows an increasing level of securin buildup through
subsequent mitotic cycles, which might suggest a gradual
positional shift of the ultrasensitive switch in the Cdk1–
APC/C phase plane. One possible explanation is that the two
positive feedback loops in the mitotic circuit involve the
energy-consuming phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of
wee1 and cdc25, and by changing the ATP concentration, we
effectively change the strength of these two feedback loops,
which in turn tune the mitotic clock to adjust to the current
energy landscape to maintain its oscillatory status. However,
further studies are required to verify the link.
Furthermore, we observed an abrupt change in oscillatory
behavior in droplets with a prolonged lifespan (longer than
~25 hours). The period and amplitude experienced a sudden
drop within one cycle. The exact nature of this change is still
unclear, but it could be related to the cell shifting its priorities
when sensing low-energy conditions.
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Inferring intercellular tension in cell-colony
time-lapse videos
R. Vasan1 , M.M. Maleckar2 , C.D. Williams2∗ , and P. Rangamani1∗
Abstract— Actomyosin forces, membrane tension, and cellcell adhesion produce changes in the shape of cell-cell interfaces. These shape changes can be exploited to estimate the
local tension in colonies of cells. Here we present a method,
Dynamic Local Intercellular Tension Estimation (DLITE), that
infers cell-cell forces across time. DLITE is an extension and
improvement upon existing, single time point, methods. We treat
cell-cell junctions as a mechanical network, segmentable into
circular arcs, whose morphology is dictated by the evolution of
local tension and intracellular pressure.
Index Terms— Force Inference, Tension, ZO-1, Cell Colony

I. P URPOSE
measurement of intercellular forces in confluent
colonies of cells is challenging, requiring intervention
in a densely packed space. Conducting such measurements
over time is yet more challenging as subsequent force
dynamics are disrupted by most direct forms of measurement, e.g. atomic force microscopy (AFM), micro-pipette
aspiration, and retraction following laser ablation [1], [2].
Inferring cell-cell forces from the morphology of contact
points provides an alternative, indirect, means of measuring
intercellular forces. While this inferential approach is well
suited for application to time series, it has primarily been
applied to single time points [3]. Here we develop an
alternate problem formulation that provides a non-destructive
means to infer intercellular forces in time-lapse imaging
of cell colonies. We term this technique Dynamic Local
Intercellular Tension Estimation, or DLITE.

D

IRECT

II. S UMMARY OF APPROACH
Our work requires 1) the representation of the cell colony
as a graph of connected circular arcs, and 2) the solving of
a tension-balance for the resulting spatial graph. We computationally validate DLITE against synthetic data generated
by the energy minimization framework, SurfaceEvolver. As
a subsequent test-dataset we use time-lapse images of human
induced pluripotent cells with endogenously labeled tight
junctions (cell line AICS-23 from the Allen Institute for Cell
Science). Using this in vitro image set as a base, we compare
We thank Paul G. Allen, founder of the Allen Institute for Cell Science,
for his vision, encouragement and support. This work was partially supported by ARO W911NF1610411 to P.R.
1 Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University of
California San Diego, San Diego, CA, 92122
2 Allen Institute for Cell Science, Seattle, WA, 98109
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robustness to pathological cases, robustness to digitization
error, and solution stability between DLITE and existing
single-time-point techniques applied serially.
A. Colony representation
We define a colony as a directed planar graph comprising
cells (c), edges (e) and nodes (n). Forces exerted by the
actomyosin cortex result in tangential stresses in the form of
tension (t) along an edge. Cells resist deformation by means
of a normal stress exerted as pressure (p) inside every cell.
Along each edge, we assume that the interfacial tensions
are constant and that the intracellular pressures are uniform
within a cell. At the length scale of the whole cell, we
ignored membrane bending and assume that edge tensions
and cell pressures exclusively govern cell shape. We assume
that the colony is in quasi-static equilibrium at any point in
time.
B. Solution finding
A general force balance
Pen at every node in a colony can
be written as nres = | i=1
ti vi | where nres is the residual
force at node n, en is the number of edges connected to
node n, and v represents the local tangent unit vector of an
edge connected to n, defined by edge geometry. We frame
the problem as an iterative optimization to minimize nres
at all nodes by choice of edge P
tension (ti ). Thus at every
N
time-point we solve minf (t) = j=1 (nj,res + r) subject to
t
Pej
a regularization term, r = nj,res / i=1 | ti vi |, where ej is
the number of edges connected to node j.
Results, briefly, are that DLITE is robust to two forms
of network connectivity changes common in digitized timeseries data and yields smoother tension-over-time predictions
than do serially applied single-time-point approaches.
III. C ONCLUSION
Inferring forces in time-series images of cell colonies
provides us a low-impact, if indirect, means of observing
the effects of forces on colony dynamics. Our technique and
software enables this study.
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Connecting mechanisms of cell proliferation
to size-homeostasis statistics
Lisa Willis1, Henrik Jonsson2, KC Huang1,3,4

Short Abstract — High-throughput imaging protocols are
rapidly generating cell-size homeostasis measurements among
diverse organisms. For example, apparent “adder” behavior, a
zero correlation between birth size and added size, holds across
a range of bacteria, while eukaryotes can deviate from
apparent adder. To understand the mechanistic implications of
size-homeostasis statistics, we studied a general model of cell
proliferation. Our analyses revealed plausible proliferation
scenarios that yet fail to regulate cell size, conditions that
generate adder behavior between birth and division, and how
changes to these conditions cause deviations from adder
behaviour as observed among eukaryotes.

critical concentration, in combination with different regulator
production, growth, division, and noise patterns. The main
findings are:
A. G1/S inhibitor dilutors fail to achieve size homeostasis
if the inhibitor is produced in proportion to cell size and
S/G/M undergoes timer regulation, or if G1 duration is
long (> 40% of the cell cycle) and G2/M undergoes critical
size regulation.
B. Master regulators can lose cell-size control when
production is gene copy-number limited or a critical
concentration rather than a critical level triggers phase
progression.

Keywords — Cell-size homeostasis, growth and cell cycle
regulation, mechanistic models, phenomenological models.

C. Inhibitor dilutors achieve adder-like, sizer-like, or
supra-adder size homeostasis behaviors dependent on
noise sources [10].

I. INTRODUCTION

O

ne of the most fundamental questions in biology is the
how cells maintain their size, which can be intimately
tied to myriad processes such as cell-cycle progression
and transcription. Single-cell lineage tracking and cell-cycle
reporters have led to a rapid proliferation in cell-size
homeostasis measurements in bacteria, yeast, mammalian
cells, and plant cells. Among bacteria [1,2,3] and an archaeon
[4], a common theme has emerged: cells apparently regulate
their size according to an “adder” behavior whereby a fixed
volume is added between birth and division. Among
eukaryotes, budding yeast and mammalian cells can deviate
from adder behavior over G1 and S/G2 while maintaining
apparent adder behavior between birth and division [5,6,7].
By contrast, stem cells of Arabidopsis thaliana exhibit
intermediate adder-sizer behaviour [8]. Presently, despite
some elegant theoretical papers [9,10], there is little clarity as
to the mechanistic implications of these differences.
II. RESULTS
We developed a simple and general model to
systematically analyse the size-homeostasis behaviors
produced by different cell proliferation scenarios, and
consequently the constraints placed on proliferation by size
control requirements. The scenarios include cell cycle
checkpoints, G1/S or G2/M, regulated by master regulators
(CDK1-cyclin in eukaryotes [11] or FtsZ/DnaA in bacteria
[1,9]) that accumulate to critical activity levels, and inhibitor
dilutors (Whi5 in budding yeast [5]) that are diluted-out by
growth to trigger checkpoint progression at a minimum

D. Apparent adder regulation between birth and division
with non-adder regulation over G1 and S/G2/M arises
naturally if G1/S or G2/M are independently regulated.
E. The intermediate adder-sizer behavior of A. thaliana
stem cells can be attributed to alternative mechanisms with
polarizing predictions for other size-homeostasis statistics.
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Bacterial Transport via Surface Tension Driven Flow
Ye Li1, Liang Yang2, and Yilin Wu3
Short Abstract— Most bacterial dispersal strategies rely on the
motility of single cell. In contrast, most multicellular
organisms rely on long-range directed fluid transport to
maintain the physiological functions. We found prokaryote
also can build complex large-scale transport system. We
report a novel mechanism of long-range directed active
transport in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which does not rely on
single-cell motility but requires surface-tension driven flows
maintained by cooperative synthesis of bio-surfactants.


Keywords — Long-range transport, cooperative behavior,
surfactant.

BACKGROUND
ong-range directed fluid transport is essential to maintain
the physiological functions; it helps an organism to
transport nutrients, metabolic wastes, and signaling
molecules. By contrast, material transport in microbial world
is often short-ranged and limited by diffusion (either passive
diffusion due to thermal energy or active diffusion due to
self-propulsion of motile cells [1-3]). Like in animals and
plants, any form of long-range directed material transport
would undoubtedly bring profound effect to the development,
structure, and stress response of bacterial communities.
Intriguingly, several examples of long-range directed
transport in bacterial communities were reported in recent
years [4-7]. These reported examples of directed material
transport in bacterial communities were still limited in length
scale, magnitude and controllability when compared to those
in animals and plants.

L

RESULTS
Here we combined experiment and computational
modeling to investigate a new form of bacterial transport
behavior in prokaryotes powered by surface tension gradient.
We found a potential motion pattern which does not rely on
single-cell motility but requires surface-tension driven flows
maintained by cooperative synthesis of bio-surfactants.
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CONCLUSION
Our findings shed light on the cooperative behavior and
long-range transport of bacteria, and provide new insight to
the dynamics and function of bio-surfactants in bacterial
communities.
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Modeling Complex Ecosystem in Collective
Cancer Invasion Using an Evolutionary Game
Theory Framework
Bin Zhang1, Adam Marcus2 and Yi Jiang1

Short Abstract — Cancer is an evolutionary disease [1] which
exhibits genomic and phenotypic heterogeneity. Within a tumor,
the subclones together with complicated surrounding microenvironments form complex multi-cellular ecosystems [2].
Tumors comprise a variety of specialized phenotypical subclones
adapted to different ecological conditions that influence the
response to treatments and prognosis of the diseases [3]. Recent
experiments revealed existence of distinct phenotypes of cancer
cells, leaders and followers, in non-small cell lung cancer during
collective invasion [4]. We adopt an evolutionary game theory
framework [5] to model the cancer microenvironments and the
interactions between different phenotypes and quantify the
proportion of phenotypes within a tumor. Our model reveals the
pairwise interactions between leader and follower cells could
alter the collective dynamics and suggests new treatment
strategies within the tumor ecosystem.
Keywords — Evolutionary Game Theory, Intratumor
Heterogeneity, Collective Invasion, Leader-Follower
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I. INTRODUCTION

on small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) constitutes 80% to
85% of lung cancers causing 120,000 deaths per year in
the United States [6]. One of the main barriers for successful
treatment is the tumor heterogeneity due to evolution [1] (i.e.
chemotherapy sensitivity, metastatic potential and etc.).
These subclones together with complicated surrounding
micro-environments form complex multi-cellular ecosystem
[2]. The evolution of the tumor and environmental selection
alter the tumor dynamics and could have massive influences
on tumor growth and its response to the treatments.
Using an image-guided genomics approach (SaGA), we
confirmed the existence of at least two distinct phenotypes in
NSCLC invasion packs: highly migratory leader cells and
highly proliferative follower cells [2, 4]. In this study, we
build an evolutionary game theory model [3, 5] to investigate
the collective invasion dynamics on cell population level.
II. METHODS
Our model constructs a payoff matrix considering the
pairwise interaction between leader cells (L) and follower
cells (F). The intrinsic proliferation rate differences between
the leaders and the followers describe their phenotypical
fitness difference. Competition within the leader and follower
1
Department of Mathematics and Statsitics, Georgia State University. Email: bzhang17@student.gsu.edu & yjiang12@gsu.edu
2
Department of Hematology & Medical Oncology, Winship Cancer Institute
of Emory University. E-mail: admarcu@emory.edu

cell population due to the limitation of the resources;
interactions between the leaders and the followers and the
potential benefits gained because of collective invasion all
have major effects on the outcome of the collective dynamics.
A. Leader-Follower Composition
The intensity of the competition, interaction and potential
gained benefits could shape the leader-follower composition
which alters the collective dynamics. The observed 5% leader
for optimal collective invasion can be explained using the
payoff matrix.
B. Chemotherapy Schedule and Potential New Targets
The proportional balance between different tumor
phenotypes can dramatically change with treatment
conditions. The treatment intensity and schedule could be
studied under this framework. The experiments revealed the
interactions between L and F are controlled by signals [2, 4],
which suggests potential new treatment targets. The model is
an ideal theoretical test bed to quantify the effects of the new
targeted chemotherapy agents.
III. CONCLUSION
Our model reveals that the pairwise interactions between
leader and follower cells could alter the collective dynamics.
The distinct interactions terms in the payoff matrix originated
from leader-follower signals may suggests new drug targets
for the treatments which reduces tumor burden as well as
lower the metastatic risk.
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Understanding the Timing and System Architecture of the
Mesenchymal Stem Cell to Bone-fat Two-way Fate Decision
Zhibo Zhang1, Ting-Huan Chen1, and Mary N. Teruel1

Short Abstract — Bone and fat cells are derived from a
common precursor cell, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), and the
imbalance of MSCs to these cell fates contributes to reduced
bone mass and increased marrow adipose tissue in osteoporosis
and skeletal aging. However, there is still a rudimentary
understanding of the developmental genetic architecture
controlling these cell-fate decisions. Here, we are developing
unique genetic tools to study the dynamics of MSC lineage
commitment at a single-cell level. Combined with mathematical
modelling, these tools will allow us to understand the molecular
basis of decision processes controlling MSC to adipocyte or
osteoblast.
Keywords — Osteogenesis, adipogenesis, cell fate decision,
signaling dynamics.
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I. BACKGROUND

HE concept of epigenetic landscape was proposed
by Conrad Hal Waddington to illustrate the pattern of cell
dynamics during development. It shows that the multipotent
cell goes through a series of binary branching points to
differentiate successively into distinct cell types [1]. The gene
circuits that govern fate decisions are characterized by the
mutual inhibition of two opposing fate-determining
transcription factors (TFs), which each repress the activity of
the other through a variety of molecular mechanisms,
typically involving protein–protein interactions. Crossinhibition produces bistability with two attractors, which
represent two differentiated cell fates respectively [2].
However, we found that, during the osteogenesis of
C3H10T1/2 pluripotent stem cells, the mRNA level of
PPARG, the master TF in the later stage of adipogenesis [3],
was remarkably increased in a similar manner of that of
Osterix, the master TF of bone-forming cells [4]. In addition,
both PPARG and Osterix protein showed significant nuclear
localization above background under osteogenic stimuli. The
synchronized expression pattern of PPARG and Osterix
indicated that there might be a novel regulatory mechanism
underlying bone-fat fate decision.

adipogenesis [5]. Thus, we supposed that PPARG and Osterix
constitute a negative-feedback loop. Theoretically, negative
feedback is not able to generate binary attractors. But using
mathematical modeling, we showed that negative feedback
loop can regulate the relative timing of two TFs via
decelerating the accumulation rate of the positive TF (i.e.
PPARG) [6]. The model indicated that it was the
differentiation paths in phase space that determined the cell
lineage, rather than the positions of attractors. It’s potential
that the stem cell makes decision to choose lineage by
detecting which TF is the first to be activated.
To verify our hypothesis, we are developing live single-cell
imaging platform to simultaneously monitor the dynamics of
three key TFs (i.e. Runx2, PPARG and Osterix) under various
differentiation signals and systematical genetic perturbations.
These experiments will provide a much clearer picture about
how cells encode their extracellular signals into the relative
timing between interlinked regulators, and how down-stream
genes decode timing information to make a proper fate
decision.
III. CONCLUSION
This work will reveal the interactions between Osterix and
PPARG, and that how the timing order of these two fate
regulators is regulated to control lineage commitment of
MSCs to adipocytes and osteoblasts. This new mechanism
will help develop timing-based strategies to artificially switch
cell fates, and to identify new targets for the treatment of bone
diseases such as osteoporosis.
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Binary establishment and maintainance of discrete
cell fates in development
Jiaxi Zhao1,3 , Jacques Bothma2 , Matthew Norstad2 and Hernan G. Garcia1,2,4
Abstract— During embryonic development, cells must ultimately adopt discrete fates. Positive autoregulation has been
proposed as a general mechanism for establishing and maintaining these discrete cell-fate decisions. Here, we quantitatively
dissect the role of autoregulation and bistability in establishing
binary cellular fates in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster.
Specifically, we apply recently developed single-cell live imaging
techniques to quantify transcriptional and protein dynamics
of the Drosophila pair-rule gene fushi tarazu as cells decide
whether to commit to the expression of the gene.
Index Terms— Autoregulation, Drosophila embryonic development, Transcription dynamics, Protein dynamics

I. I NTRODUCTION
NE of the mysteries of animal development is how the
precise control of gene expression and developmental
fates is achieved. This ranges from the rapid control of
gene expression dynamics to maintaining constant protein
levels throughout the developmental process to ensure the
stable and irreversible adoption of cellular fates. Autoregulation is one of the key network motifs speculated to
“lock” transcription patterns and maintain gene expression
levels at precise values which are essential for the correct
establishment of developmental fates. During embryogenesis,
cells need to make binary decisions through the all or none
“switch-like” expression of genes. It has been proposed that
bistability arising from positive autoregulation contributes to
this switch-like behavior.
Although this relatively simple mechanism has been studied in the context of single-cell organisms, including bacteria
and budding yeast, it has never been quantitatively explored
in the context of a developing multicellular organism.

O

II. M ODEL S YSTEM
The Drosophila pair-rule gene fushi tarazu (ftz) is expressed as a seven-stripe pattern in the early embryo [1]. It
has been shown that two important enhancer elements dictate
ftz gene expression dynamics during early embryogenesis.
The early element responds to upstream transcription factors
in the gene regulatory network and sets the initial expression
pattern of seven stripes. The late element sharpens and maintains the pattern through its autoactivation by Ftz protein. [2].
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III. M ETHOD
We are applying recently developed techniques to quantitatively measure transcriptional dynamics and protein dynamics of ftz autoregulation in single cells of living fruit fly
embryos [3][4].
Our objective is to generate a phase diagram that reveals
the dynamics and quantitative basis of this switch-like decision. To make this possible, we have “separated” the pattern
in order to simultaneously measure the transcription and
protein dynamics dictated by the early and late regulatory
elements.
Specifically, we are using the EGFP-LlamaTag system to
measure temporal protein dynamics of the early element.
In addition, transcriptional output of the ftz autoregulatory
element will be measured with a combination of the MCPMS2 and mCherry-LlamaTag systems.
With this capability to measure the dynamics of autoregulation in a developing embryo, we will test a simple
theoretical model of this switch-like system by changing ftz
mRNA or protein half-life based on known mutations [5][6].
IV. E XPECTED R ESULTS
With our capability for measuring and perturbing the
autoregulation process, we will explore:
1) Whether developmental commitment can be understood as a simple bistable dynamical system.
2) The contribution of diffusion and transcriptional bursting to developmental commitment.
By exploring the above questions, this study will shed light
on the quantitative principles by which binary decisions are
made in development.
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